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of the storm sufferers in eastern
Kentucky:
"To the People of Kentucky:
"Messages brought by messen-
gers from the flooded areas about
the headwaters of the Kentucky
Licking and Big Sandy rivers are
bringing appalling reports of the
flood disaster which has over-
whelmed thousands of homes, de-
stroying more than a hundred
lives, closing the mines on which
these people are dependent for
their income and washing away
their too meagre fauns and gaki
dens.
"Acting under the authority
conferred me by the law as gov-
enor of the commonwealth. I am
calling upon you to support the
American National Red Cross,
which I am asking to take charge
of the relief and rehabitation
work, with the understanding
that the work be carried on in ac-
cordance with the regular plans
and policies of the American Red
Cross. Dr. A. T. McCormack,
whom I have appointed as direct-
or of disaster relief, and,Hon: Ben
M. Williamson and Hon. Desha
Breckenridge as assistants will
represent the state.
"One sixth as many people are
affected by this flood as in the re-
cent disaster in the entire Missis-
sippi valley. These people are
Kentuckians, bone of our bone
and flesh of our flesh. Their dis-
tress will appeal to the hearts of
Kentuckiaans everywhere and you
are urged to respond to the call
0 the American Red Cross with
the liberality for which you are
noted. Kentucky can and must
care for its citizens who are in
distress.
"Given under my hand and the
seal of the commonweahh at
Frankfort this third day of June,
1927.
(Signed) "William J. Fields,
"Govenor
•
Fifty-two registered ewes and
rams have been taken into Owen
county this spring, 21 of them go-
ing to junior club members. The
county will show several head at
the State Fair.
As a result of a dipping cam-
paign. Grant county is again free
from sheep scab.
Receipts from poultry products
are beginning to add substantial-
ly to farm incomes in Graves
county,
Be Contented
But Don't Be Satisfied
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\ CIRCUIT COURT TO
HAVE LIGHT DOCKET
AT JUNE SESSIONS
Few, If Any, Jury Cases Are Ex-
pected to Be Tried at
Summer Term.
NO OUTSTANDING CASES
TO BE BROUGHT TO TRIAL
With another light docket, the
regular June term of the Mar-
shall circuit court will convene
here a week from Monday, June
27th.
Very little business is expect-
ed to be transacted as only a
few suits have been filed since
the March term, less than three
4 months ago.
Jury services will be cut to a
minimum, it is anticipated, since
farmers are so far behind with
their crops and only equity cases
may be tried, RS was done in Mc-
Cracken county a short time ago.
No cases of outstanding impor-
tance are on the docket. The ma-
jority of civil actions center
around collection of notes.
HELP IS ASKED FOR
$1.00 A YEAR
JOHN M. FIELDS DEAD
News • has been received here
by relatives of the death of John
M. Fields, known to ' his many
Marshall county friends as "Lit-
tle Johnnie" of Abernathy, Texas.
He died at the Lubbuck sani-
tarium following an operation for
cancer of stomach.
He leaves a widow and six
children, four girls and two boys,
besides a number of relatives anti
friends to morn his sad depar-
ture.
He was a member of the Mis-
sionary Baptist church at Abern-
athy. He is gone but not forgot-
ten. Never will his memory fade,
tho his body now lies sleeping, in
a cold and silent grave.
FLYERS LAND NEAR
BERLIN IN RECORD
FLIGHT FROM N. Y.
"Columbia" Forced Down Short'
Distance of Goal; Bad Wea-
ther Encountered.
CO ALMOST 4,0P0 MILES
IN MAKINGS NEW RECORD
Berlin June 6—After one of the
most spectacular flights in the
KY. STORM VICTIMS l'harniierlain and Charles A. Le-
history of aviation, Clarence D.
Eastern Kentucky Section In
Disaster as. Result of
Flooded Rivers.
THEN THE ARGUMENT STARTED
IT DOESN'T MAKE ANT
DIFFERENCE 440w Hut IT
IS, RUDot,14, I WANT YoU
To Crer 5omETHI16 ON1(
WHAT WOULD You THiNK OF















Ivine are waiting pa iently at the
. ' town of Kottbus, a hour's dis-
Dire 
 mRS•THOMPSON 26
lance by air from .Berlin, for the 
.
morrow when they hope to come
sailing over the German capital,
they started from New York,
in their own plane. the Columbia.
Louisville, June 3.—The follow- There is disappointment in Ber-
ing appeal was issued today by , lin that the flight did not end at
Governor W J. Fields in behalf Tenipelhofer field. There many
thoosands ,gathered last night
and remained for hours, vtatchin
as eagerly for the Columbia as the
people of Paris watched at Le
Bourget for the coming of the
Spirit of St. Louis.
But after reaching Europe,
Chamberlain and Levine encoun-
teed difficult conditions. They
ran into fog and rain and eVil
winds, and apparently had., diffi-
cult at certain stages in lining
out their course. -.Thus, much of
their fuel was used, and, coming
to end of their petrol supply,
with engine trouble looming up,
they were forced to descend about
six in the morning for supplies to
continue their voyage. Then came
the short flight from the vicinity
of Eisleben to Klinge, not far
from Kottbus, where they put up
for the day and the plight.
EASTERN ARKANSAS
IS AGAIN FLOODED
20,000 Persons Will Soon Become
Homeless Aagain As Waters
Rise.
Little Rock, Ark., June 6. —
Farmers and their wives, busy re-
habiliating their homes after the
recent flood, have been forced to
lay aside the plow and cook apron
again and flee before the new
high waters in Eastern Arkansas.
But recently returned from ref-
ugee camps, where they spent
several precious spring weeks,
while their farm lands were un-
der water, 500 families in Crit-
tenden county have had to leave.
It is estimated that between 15,-
000 and 20,000 persons in the
eastern part of the state wilt be
homeless again soon.
Secretary of Commerce Hoover
and a party of relief officials de-
cided today to extend their visit
here until tomorrow because of
the new threat. They came to dis-
cuss rehabilitation and remained
to consider relief problems.
A delegation of Shelby county
farmers recently made an auto-
mobile tour of poultry farms in
Jefferson county.
The Carlisle County WoolGro-
wer's Association sold 11,600
pounds of wool at an average of
35 cents per pound.
EXPIRES tHURSDAY
-- --
Popular Young Matron of North
Benton Succumbs After Two
Weeks Illness.
Mrs. Charley Thompson, aged
26, one of the most popular young
matrons of north Benton, suc-
cumbed Thursday at her home
after a two weeks illness of com-
plications following the birth of
her infant son.
Besides her husband, Mrs.
Thompson is survived by her in-
fant son, her father, George Mc-
Daniel, three sisters, 'Mrs. Ches-
ter Wyatt, Mrs. Ethan Castle-
berry and Mrs. Bruce Morgan, all
of Benton, and two brothers. Jim
and Curt McDaniel, both of Mur-
ray. She was a member of the
Benton Methodist church.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed from the residence at 3:30 o'-
clock Friday afternoon by Elder
N. S. Castleberry, with a large
number of friends and relatives
attending. Burial was in the
Strow cemetery at 4:30 o'clock,
Morgan & Heath in charge.
One hundred and twenty three
Grayson county farmers are fol-
lowing the Grayson county sys-
tem of hog feeding. Ten litters to-
talling 90 pigs have been entered
in the state ton-litter club.
Approximately 100 Breathitt
county farmers will grow soy-
beans this year for the first time.
,Tribune ads bring results.
BIG LAYING RECORD
A pen of Single Comb Rhode
Island White pullets from the
15th day of November to the 1st
day of June laid on average of
151.7 eggs per pullet. The highest
average for any month being 26
eggs per pullet and the lowest 21.
Pullets hatched December the




Little Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Lucas Succumbs
to Fever.
began the Sue Edward, the daugh-
18th, 1927. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Romer Lucas,
These pullets are in the' flock succumbed Friday at thiir home
of E. B. liark, a well known poul- in South Benton after a week's
try farmer of Benton Route 2. illness of fever. The little girl is
survived by her parents, one sis-
ter, Betty; a great-grandfather,
J. W. Kinney, two grandmothers,
Mrs. Betty Faughn and Mrs. Het-
tie Lucas and several aunts,
uncles and 'cousins.
Funeral services were held
from the residence Friday noon 
For each year
by the Elder W. E. Morgan with
a large number attending. Burial 
For each year
was in the Fair Dealing cemetery nor
mal, $7.00.
at two o'clock, arrangements by 
For each year experience,
.not exceeding 5 years, $2.00.
For attending Summer school,
$1.00.
Professional Spirit: joining K.
E. A., F. D. E. A. and subscrib-
ing to magazine other than K. E.
A, journal. $1.00.
For meeting specific require-
ments of the board. $1.00.
For every per cent in excess of
70 percent in the term average of
those belonging, $0.10.
For each pupil in exces of 35
of term average, $0.10.
Supervision:-
Prin. Four year high school.
$30.00.
Prin. Two year high school.
$20.00
Assistant Prin. and 7th. and 8th
grade teachers in high school and





More Than 800 Enter. Murray
Teachers College for Short
Courses.
Murray, Ky., June 8— Students
who will attend the summer ses-
sion of the Murray State Normal
school have been pouring into
Murray on every train and many
in automobile during the past few
days. The enrollment far exceeds
that of any of the former summer
terms and many more are expect-
ed during the week. The enroll-
ment at noon yesterday had reach-
ed the 800 mark, including only
those registered for college and
high school work, exclusive of the
training school, which within it-
self carries an enrollment in the
eight grades of approximately 300
The office of the registrar was
kept open until 10 o'clock Monday
night on account of the heavy en-
rollment.
SONG WRITERS COMPOSED SONG IN HONOR OF CHARLES
LINDBERGH
Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer,
New York song writers have com-
posed a song entitled "Lucky
Lindy" in honor of Captain
Charles Lindbergh who complet-
ed his flight to Paris today. The
song was written during the
night and dedicated to Mrs. Evan-
geline Lindbergh, mother of the
daring aviator. Photo shows Absl
Baer, seated at the piano, and




TO BE GIVEN TRIAL
_
Qualification of Teachers Set by
County Education Board
Saturday.
LONE VALLEY STUDENTS TO








Paris To Name Aye.
for Capt. Lindbergh
Paris, June 3. — "Rue Charles
Lindbergh," will be the name of
a Paris street if Fernand Laur-
ent, municipal councillor, has his
way.
He told the newspaper Excel-
sior that he would propose that
of the city's two new arteries be
named for the American aviator
and the other be given the name
"Nungesses-Coli", in honor of the
two French fliers who started on
a trans-Atlantic flight from Paris
to New York early in May and of
whom nothing has been heard
since. In this way M. Laurent de-
clared, the American hero would
be associated with "two great
Frenchmen, who, by showing him
the• route, prepared for his suc-
cess."
If the municipal council ac-
cents the proposal, Lindbergh
will have an honor not yet con-
ferred on France's war premier,
M. Clemenceau, Marshal Foch or
Premier Poincare.
Forty purebred focks were es-
tablished in Carthage community
inCampbell county this year, and
an _effort will be made to have all
flocks in the community purebred
next year.
Gordon B. Nance, county agent
in Campbell county has resigned
to become a field agent in market-
ing for the College of Agricul-
ture. W. M. Howat, agent in Spen-
cer county, has been transferred
to Campbell county.
The first transportation of
school children in Marshall coun-
ty will be tried next fall, the
county bo4rd of education decided
in its regQar June meeting here
Saturday. Lawrence Solomon was
given the contract for transports-
Von the Lone Valley children to
Calvert City, The idea is in the
nature of experiment and if suc-
cessful will be adopted in other
districts.
July 18, was set as the date for
the beginning of the county's ru-
ral schools and the five four
year high schools of the county
will open en August 29th. Bir-
mingham will be a new member of
the four year high school family
this year, the others being Sharpe,
Calvert City, Brewers and Hardin.
The following qualifications for
teachers, present and future, were
declared; all teachers this year
who are not high school graduates
must earn at least two units of
high school work during the year
before they will be eligible to
teach in the county next year. Be-
ginning teachers next year must
have not less than one-half year
of college work in addition to
their high • school diploma. In the
school year, 1929-30, all begin-
ning teachers must have had
four ytears in high school and one
year in college to teach in Mar-
shall county and no teacher will
be employed unless they are a
high school graduate or have its
equivalent, regadless of experi-
ence.
The following schedule of sal-
aries for the year was adopted:-
. Basal Salary:
Paid, to all elementary teachers
$48.00.





MRS. W. W. TURNER,
86, IS SUMMONED
_
Aged Matron Succumbs to Infir-
mities at Home near Olive
Friday.
Mrs. W. W. Turner, aged 86,
one of the oldest women of Mar-
shall county, passed away Fri-
day, June 3, at her home near
Olive, of the infirmities of age.
She is survived by her hus-
band, a well-known farmer, and
three sons, Preston, John and
Oscar Turner. Mrs. Turner was
a member of the Olive Methodist
church.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed by Plentie Lovett Saturday af-
ternoon at the grave. Burial was
in the Barnett cemetery, arrange-
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The only basis upon which The Tribune-Democrat
expects patronage is Upon MERIT. A constant effort is
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The Tribune-Deopocrat endeavors to be a wholesome,
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Make It Unanimous
Surely there is no question but
that the proposal to vote bonds
to build a new school in Benton
will carry by an overwhelming
majority, far more than the re-
quired two-thirds, but it is to be
devoutly hoped that no one will
cast a ballot against this very
essential movement in progress:
A vote against the school bonds
is a black mark on our love for
children.
Last Saturday the citizens in
the Lone Oak district of Mc-
Cracken county voted an addi-
tional school tax of 50 cents a
infertile eggs are produced on the
farms.
Kentucky's share of this huge
loss, according to C. E. Harris, of
the College of Agriculture, is at
?oast a third of a million dollars.
Tanners and poultrymen are the
losers, and not the egg buyers, he
points out, since the price paid is
made low enough to protect the
dealers against "spoiled eggs."
Mr. Harris makes a plea for'the
production of infertile eggs. He
urges farmers and poultrymen to
sell their roosters as soon as
the hatching season is over. Dia-
posnig of the males would not on-
ly mean better keeping eggs, but
would save a lot of feed which the
roosters would eat.
"By producing infertile eggs
and marketing them often 'the
price of eggs would remain high-
er," he said. "Eggs should be
gathered twice daily and kept in
a cool, dry place. They should be
taken to market two or :three
times a week. It is a good plan- to
$100 by the splendid majority of change nesting materials fre-
224 to 18, more than 12 to 1. quently during the summer.
That community, much smaller "If farmers would cooperate in
than Benton and with a sma,ller selling quality eggs they could ob-
number of students, has already tam n better prices. Too often, how-
completed plans for a $40,000 ever those who attempt to market
school building. (Inly gard eggs .suffer because oth-
The fate ot the school children ers are not so careful about the
of Benton district is in our hands. Kind of eggs they take to town.
We cannot comprehend .how any-
one can be untrue to the faith BREWERS CIRCUIT
these children have that we will M. E. Church
provide a safe, healthful, effi- ...Pleasant -Grove, preaching each
dent building for them to receive; first and third Sunday morning
their education. Iv.t 11, o'clock, Sunday school ev-
Let 11 be faithful to our obli- 1 ery Sunday at 10 o'clock.
eations to give childhood the Brewers, each second and
best opportunity to develop into 'ourth Sunday, preaching at 11
useful citizens. l's'clock, Sunday school every Sun-
lay at 10 o'clock.
Oak Level, preaching first Sun-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock, Sun-
day school each Sunday at .10 o'-
The United States Department _lock.
of Agriculture estimates that du- Church Grove, 2nd. Sunday af-
ing the summer months $15,000,- ternoon, preaching at 2 o'clock,
000 are lost in this country an, Sunday school every Sunday at
nually because fertile instead of 10 o'clock.
On preaching days at Oak
Level and Churcn Grove they
have Sunday school at 1:3$ p. m.
instead of 10 a. m.
C. V. STACKS, Pastor.
Urges Marketing of Quality
Eggs
Seven limestone crushers have
been operating in Jessamine
county. Five hundrd acres of al-





Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and pro-
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our Work
in general.
We Pay Return Parcel Post
Uzi/avid
MIA L./ 7- le CZ- EA IVES
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
FIX
AVON
UheWcIr at Close Jane
Described In a Remarkable 
.
. .




OIrtrateel by the Author from • —
, 
nide on the lktalefleld
Cre.r.1.41 Altri 7).en.illsr-efe:rene Wet/ -Uwe...
• 400.
SYNOPS16
rT1APTF.R 1.—The author describes
bow the First battalion of the Fifth ey-meat. It's a
marines are quartered near Marignyt
1,uring the first part of June, 1918, damn Tompkins'
when they aro suddenly sent up north
to relieve the First division, bearing self bumped off
the brunt of a tidal wave of Germans
just breaking through for • great of-
fensive. Part of the Fifth wrest Hill
142 from the enemy and wait there for
the German counter offensive they
can see forming. While they lie pep-
pering the Roche a detachment of
Second engineers oomes• to their as-
sisictalittActs."rEH 11.—A terrific German at-
tack loon develegis, wreaking fearful
havoc among the marines, but not dis•
lodging them. In the immediate vicin-
ity other fierce encount•r• are retitle
!nit the American troops end forcing
the necelitity of replacements which
arrive presently. On the sixth of
June the Fifth runs into bitter fight-
ing In thp vicinity of Champillon
. . for hours they try to oust the
Roche from hie stronghold in the woods
and succeed commendably, but at
great cost.
CHAPTER III.—Thls narrative cen
term about the activity of the marine.
but really standc as a cross section o'
all the fighting done by Artiericrni
After acquitting themselves marvel
ort.ly at the Rolm, de Belleau and Hill
142 early In June, 1918, the First re
ceived replacements to cover horrible
losses, fight some more and then are
relieved, somewhat compensated for
their heavy 'opines by a notable tribute
to their fighting qualities issued by the
general commanding the Sixth French
army, hut the liberty in Paris which the
battalion would have preferred is not
fOrtperMAnirAr I Ell l'.--Respit• behind the
lines is noon crusheri by new orders
to proceed far to the north in the
3oissons sector, where the (lermans are
oeginning a -a,t, new offensive. After
an all night's crueling forced march
the battalion finally arrives at the
new. front. Their orders are to get into
touch with the Moroccan division fight-
ing with the French forces
CHAPTER V.--On the morning of
:toy It after a barrage from every
'French and American gt1W-Vrocurable,
the American forces, with the Sen-
egalese and the French Foreign Le-
gion, go forward. All enemy positions
are taken, as ordered, though at fear-
ful cost, and the First battalion of
the Fifth marines are withdrawn for
rest and replacements, going back to
a well-earned rest over the ground
they had taken from the enemy in the
hard-fighting of two dm before.
CHAPTER VP—After a short rest
behind the Champagne front, the
marines are again advanced, to assist
the French In a terrific drive against
the heights of Blanc Mont. After receiv-
ing final orders the regiment niarohes
up to the battle line. On their way,
while passing a cross road, a German
five-inch shell screams down just fifty
yards from the men. A direct hit would
have meant the annihilation of whole
of the marching mariner
but the fortune of war is with thorn




In a mangIl place called the
Wood Northwe t of Lucy-le-Boc-
age two lieutena s of the Mar-
ine brigade squatte"& by a hole
the size of a coffin ant regarded
with attention certain cooking
operations. The older, and per-
haps the dirtier of the two, was
intent upon a fire-blackened mess
kit, which was balanced on two
stones and two German bayonets,
over a can of solidified alcohol. In
the mess-kit was simmering a
grayish and unattractive matter
with doubtful yellowish lumps,
into which the lieutenant fed, dis-
criminatingly, bits .of hard bread
and frayed tomatoes from a can.
I "Do what you will with it," he
, observed, "monkey-meat is monk-
great pity that
had to get him-
last night when
we came out. He had a way with
monkey-meat, the kid did—hell!
I never have any luck with order-
lies!"
I The other waited on two can-
teen sups stilted precariously over
a pale-lavender flame. The water
in them began to boil, and he
supplied coffee — the coarse-
ground, pale coffee of the Frogs—
with a spoon that shook a little.
He considered: "Spose I'd better
boil the sugar in with it," he de-
cided. "There isn't so much of it,
you know. We'll taste it more."
And he added the contents of a
little muslin sack — heavy beet-
sugar that looked like sand. His
face was pale and somewhat
troubled, and his week's beard
was straggling and unwholesome.
He was not an out-of-doors man
—and he pas battalion scout of-
ficer. A gentlemen over-sensitive
for the rude business of war, he
would continue to function until
he broke — and one sensed that
he would suffer while about it.
"I don't like monkey-meat. Be-
fore this smell" — he waved his
spoon petulantly — "got into my
nose. I never, could eat it. But
now you can't smell but one thing
and after all, yol've got to eat."
"What th' Hell, John?"—sniff—
sniff! "Has that dead Boche on
the other side of you begun to an-
nounce hisself? Phew!" The sec-
ond-in-command rose from the let-
ter he was writing by the stub of
a candle and sniffed zusily —
sniff — snnnn — Damnation!
Captain, it's our supper!' With
averted face he presented the
grayish chunks of beef that re-
posed on the mess-tin. "Urgg --
throw it out!" He disappeared up
the crumbled steps to the en-
trance of the hole.
A few minutes later
"own again, followed in a shower
of dust and clods by a battalion
runner. "All the beef was bad, El
Captain! What the young men are
saying about the battalion supply
would make your hair curl! —
And here's our attack orders."
Troops lay in the wood now; a
battalion of the stxth and two
compaines of the Fifth regiment
outfit, half of which was still in
line on the flank of the Bois de
Belleau. These companies had
shell-fire; they had plunged into
come out at dawn, attended by
the wood and slept where they
halted, unawakened — except the
wounded — by the methodical
shelling to which the Boche treat-
ed the place every day. Now, in
the evening they were awake and
hungry. They squatted, each man
in his hole, and did what they
could about it. A savage lookiing
lot, in battered helmets and dirty
he slid
It Doesn't Pay
To Take A Chance!
No one can afford to take a chance on
'fire—or fire insurance. It is of vital im-
portance to know that your insurance is
adequate and dependable.
We shall be glad to help you inven-
tory your property risks and plan a prac-
tical, economical program of insurance
protection. We represent companies
whose prestige is founded on good service
and equitable settlement on every claim.
GEO. E. LONG
Successors to E ly & Long
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE IT"
Office over Bank of Marshall County
Benton, Ky.
uniforms. But you saw them
cleaning their rifles.
The scout officer, with his hand
out to lift away the coffee which
was, in his judgment, boiled
heard: "Mr. Braxton? Yeh,
en that away with the lootenant."!
"Hey, yuh dog robbin' battalion
!unner, you — what's up? Hey?"
"Scout officer? Over yonder, him
wit' the green blouse—" and a
soiled battalion runner, identi-
fied by his red brassard and his
air of one laden with vital infor-
mation, clumped up and saluted
sketchily.
'1Sir, the major wants to see
the battalion scout officer at bat-
talion headquarters. The major
said: Right away, sir."
The scout officer swore, inex-
pertly, for he was not a profane
fellow, but with infinite feeling.
"Good God, I hope it ain't — If
you can keep my coffee hot, Tom-
my — be right back as soon as I
can. Save my slum. Don't let
anything happen to my slum—"
The words trailed in the air as
he went swiftly off, buckling his
pistol-belt. The battalion comman-
der was that kind of an officer.
The lieutenant growled in sym-
pathy: "Somebody always takin'
the joy out of life. Jim, he's hun-
gry as I am, an' that's as hungry
as a bitch wolf. That's the trouble
with this war stuff; man misses
too many meals. No tellin' what
the old man wants, Glad I ain't
a scout officer. This war's hard
on Jim — he takes it too serious.
I'll wait, though." Absently he
drank the tomato juice left in the
can. He tried his coffee, and burn-
ed his mouth. "Wish I had the
man here that invented this alum-
inum canteen cup! Time the damn
cup's cool enough so you won't
burn the hide off yo' lip, the cof-
fee stone cold." Then, later:
"Not boiled enough Jim, he's used
to bein' waited on — never make
a hustler, he won't.
"Well, he's long in comm' ; Old
man sent him forward to make a
map or something, most prob-
ably." He tasted the slum. "That
Tompkins! Why the hell he had
to stop one — only man I ever
knew that could make this mon-
key-meat taste like anything!
And he goes and gets bumped off.
Hell! That's the way with these
kids. This needs and onion."
The old Roche heimet made an
excellent thind to cook with. You
jabbed a few holes in it with a
bayonet , so's to have a draft, and
a mess-kit fitted over it beauti-
fully. When you could get it,
strips of high explosive, picked
up around a 155-mm, gun posi-
tion, made the best fuel, giving
you a fine, hot, smokeless fire.
Smoke was not desirable on the
front.
This chap is frying hard bread
in bacon grease; he will sprinkle
a little beet sugar on it and have
a real delicacy, Filling, too. As
he goes about this domestic labor,
he is humming "Carry Me Back
to Ole Virginny". But the flies in
the background are attracted by
the smell—not the song.
He ate half of the mess, with
scrupulous exactness, and drank
his coffee. He put the lid on the
mess-kit, and covered Jim's cof-
fee, now getting cold, He smoked
a cigarette and talked shop with
his platoon sergeant. He gave
some very hard words and his last
candle-end to a pale private who
admitted blistered heels, and
then stood over the man while he
tallowed his noisome socks. He in-
terviewed his chaut-chaut gun-
ners, and sent them off to beg
new clips from the battalion
quartermaster sergeant. It grew
into the long French twilight;
Boche planes were about, and all
the antiaircraft stuff in the neigh-
borhood was furiously in action.
Toward dark the Roche began
to slam 77s and 150s into the
wood northwest of Lucy. It be-
came a place of horror, with
stark cries in the night, between
the rending crashes 'of the shells.
About an hour passed before mid-
night the word was passed and
the two companies - got out and
went up across the pestilential
wheat-fields and into the Bois de
Belleau,
That same afternoon an un-
assigned colonel had come up to
brigade headquarters. Wanted to
go to Paris, he did, and the brig-
ade commander said that the only
way to get there was to bring in
a prisioner. One prisoner; seven
days leave. Be glad to get a pris-
oner. Intelligence had word of a
new division or so moved in over






You have thought about it—you have
planned it—now is the time to realize it!
"BUILD WITH "GOOD WOOD GOODS"
You can build a nice little home with
moderate cost if you go at it right.
And we don't believe the lumber will
cpst you as much as you might think if
you get it at our yards where every price
is just and fair.
If you need "wood goods" for any pur-
pose, let us give you prices. It may save
you a great deal.
Your Business Appreciated
0. Brandon Lbr. Co.










are Branded by Beck-
ham Committee.
Louisville, Ky., June 8. — That
I
misrepresentations concerning
the building of Kentucky's mag-
nificent State Capitol are being
made by Robert T. Crowe, one of
the aspirants for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination, is the
charge made in ir-statement is-
sued Thursday by the Beckham-
for-Govenor State Wide Campaign
Committee. The statement takes
particular exception to a report of
Renew Your Health
by Purification
Any physician will tell you that
"Perfect Purification of the System
is Nature's Foundation of Perfect
Health." Why not rid yourself of
chronic ailments that are undermin-
ing your vitality? Purify your en-
tire system by taking a thorough
course of Calotahs,—once or twice a
week for several weeks—and see how
Nature rewards you with health.
Calotabs are the greatest of all
system purifiers. Get a family pack-
age, containing full directions. Only
/35 cts. At any drug store. (Adv.)
Mr. Crowe's recent address
Owonsboro, Ka'. "Mr. Crowe", t
statement says, "is guilty eith
or mischievous and delibera
misrepresentation oi a stupidi
inexcusable in any candidate (
fering for the high office of Go
enor".
The statement says: "T
Owensboro Messenger ,issue
Tuesday, May 31, publishes an r
count of an address made
Oweneboro by Robert T. Crov,
This statement appears: "T
speaker also attacked the ease
ion of the Beckham supporte
the Courier Journal and Tim"
that the former govenor built t
present state capitol out of t
revenue derived from the tax ra
at the time he was govenor.
said the building was erect
from the proceeds of a war dal
collected from the federal go
while Mr Beckham was goveno
but that it was not complets
furnished or paid for until mo
than two years after Mr. Beckhe
surrendered the office to Gov.
E. Wilson, and a debt of ea°
than $1.200,000 was thus incurr
by the state in spite of the big tit
claim of more than $1.00.900 c.
lected from the federal gove;
ment during the Beckham adm
istration.
"If Mr. Crowe is quoted corre
ly then Mr. Crowe is guilty eith
.f michievous and delibetift
misrepresentation or a stupidi
inexcusable n any candidate oft-
ing for the high office of 'rover
Refreshingly Diffetrnt is the
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS
Comfortably removed From the cc:wittiest:on of the hues amen.
TOMEI —yet within a few minuses ride in our own luxurious4
appointed mows' coach
A distinctive, home hotel overlooking the wooded stretches
of beautiful Forest Park—in the heart of fashatinable Si Louis
—offering to discrunmating visitors every exclusive hotel facil-
ity in a quiet atmosphere of hospitable brevity_ Five hundred
large outside rooms—each with so own bath.
Unexcelled as a Coonratioa Hotel
Lindell and 1Lingshisbway

















But you saw them
eir
officer, with his hand
4 t to lift laway the coffee which
%as, in FP judgment, boiled,
"Nir. Braxton? Yeh, he's
1 that .1% ay with the lootenant."
••Hey. yid dog robbin' battalion
on v t - - what's up? Hey?"
"Scout off err': Over yonder, him
wit' the een blouse—" and a
soiled bat al ion 'runner. identi-
7'ed by hi red brassard and his
r of ant laden with vital infor-
..iati, n. c unwed up and saluted
I sketchily.r. t/le major wants to see
battali on scout officer at bat-
lion headquarters. The major
1ht away, sir."
-.out officer swore. inex-
he was not a profane
h infinite feeling.
I hope it ain't — If
ep my coffee hot, TOT11-
'Vht back as soon as I
my slum. Don't let
t,appen to my slum—"
trailed in the air as
.,tr. buckling his
l'ih• battalion comman-
, kind of an officer.
-na nt growled in sYTti-
na,body always takin'
of life. Jim, he's hun-
- an' that's as hungry
k f. That's the trouble
,•utf; man misses
N tellin' what


























excellent thing to cock with. You
jabbed affeW hales in it with a
bayonet , so 'n to have a draft, and
a mess-kit fitted over it beauti-
fully. When you could get it,
strips of high explosive, picked
up around 'a 155-mm, gun posi-
tion, made the best fuel, giving
you a fine, hot, smokeless fire.
Smoke was not desirable on the
front.
This chap is frying hard bread
in bacon 'grease; he will sprinkle
a little beet4 sugar on it and have
a real delicacy. Filling, too. As
he goes about this domestic labor,
he is humming "Carry Me Back
to Ole Virginny". But the flies in
the background are attracted by
the smell—hot the song.
' He ate half of the mess, with
scrupulous exactness, and drank
his coffee. He put the lid on the
mess-kit. and covered Jim's cof-
fee, now getting cold. He smoked
a cigarette and talked shop with
his plattairt sergeant. He gave
some very hard words and his last
candle-end to a pale private who
admitted blistered heels, and
then stood over the man while he
talloi-ed his noisome socks. He in-
terviewed his .chaut-chaut gun-
ners, and sent the off to beg
new clijis Ofrom the battalion
quartermaster Sergeant. It grew
into the, long French twilight:
Boche planes were about, and all
the antiaircraft stuff in the neigh-
borhood was furiously in action.
Toward dark the Roche began
to slam 77s and 150s into the
wood nartwest of Lucy. It be-
came a place of horror, with
stark cries in the night, between
the rending crashes of the shells.
About an hour passed before mid-
night the word was passed and
the two companies got out and
went up. atross the pestilential
%%heat-fields and into the Bois de
Belleau. •
That same afternoon an un-
assigned. colonel had come up to
brigade hendquarters. Wanted to
t Paris. he did, and the brig-
ade cornmander said that the only
way to get there was to bring in
prisioner. One - prisoner; seven
days leave. Re glad to get a pris-
oner. Intelligence had word of a
new ilivisiOn or so moved in over
there last •night; identication not





You have thought about it—you have
planned it—now is the time to realize it!
I ;1 'ILI) WITH "GOOD WOOD GOODS"
You can build a nice Wale home with
moderate cost if you go at it right.
And we don't believe the lumber will
cv:-t you as much as you might think if
you get it at our yards where every price
is just and fair.
If you need "wood goods" for any pur-
pose, let us give you prices. It may save
you a great deal.
Your Business Appreciated
0. Brandon Lbr. Co.
"The Home of Good Wood Goods"
BENTON, KENTUCKY
AM& ,teadelseas _
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TRUE, ACCOUNT OF Mr. Crowe's recent a
ddress at
Owonsboro, Ky. "Mr. Crowe", the
WILDING OF NEW statement says
, "is guilty either
or mischievous and deliberate
CAPITAL IS GIVEN misrepresen
tation or a stupidity
inexcusable in any candidate of-
fering for the high office of Gov-
enor".
The statement says: "The
Owensboro Messenger ,issue of
Tuesday, May 31, publishes an ac-
count of an address made at
Louisville, Ky., June 8. — That 
Owensboro by Robert T. Crowe.
This statemenl, appears: "The
misrepresentations concerning I speaker alse-littacked the assert-
the building of Kentucky's mag- ion of the Beckham supporters,
nificent State Capitol are being the Courier Journal and Times,
made by Robert T, Crowe, one of that the former govenor built th:
the aspirants for the Democratic present state capitol out of the
gubernatorial nomination, is the revenue derived from the tax rate
charge made in a statement is- at the time he was govenor. He
sued Thursday by the Beckham- said the building was erected
for-Govenor State Wide Campaign from the proceeds of' a war clai
m
Committee. The statement takes collected from the federal gov't
particular exception to a report of while Mr Beckham was govenor,
  but that it was not comple
ted,
furnished or paid for until more
Renew Your Health than two years after Mr. 
Beckham
surrendered the office to Gov. A.
by Punlication E. Wilson, and a debt of more
than $1.200,000 was thus incurred
Any physician will tell you that by the state in spite of the big war
'Perfect Purification of the System
is Nature's Foundation of Per
fect claim of more than $1,00,000 col-
Health." Why not rid yourself of lected from the 
federal govern-
chronic ailments that are undermin- Tent during the Beckham admin.
ing your vitality? Purify your en-
tire system by taking a thorough 
istration.
course of Calotabs,—once or twice a
week for several weeks—and see how
Nature rewards you with health.
Calotabs are the greatest of all
system purifiers. Get a family pack-
age, containing full directions. Only
86 cts. At any drug store. (Adv.)
Crowe's Alleged Misrepresenta-
tions are Branded by Beck-
ham Committee.
"If Mr. Crowe is quoted correct-
ly then Mr. Crowe is guilty either
of mischievous and deliberate
misrepresentation or a stupidity
inexcusable n any candidate offer-
ing for the high office of govenor
Refreshingly Different is the
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS
Comfortably, reasoned from the confusion of the busy down-
town - yet within a few minutes ride in our own
 luxuriously
appointed motor coach.
A distinctive, home hotel ov,.kiciking the wood
ed stretches
of beautiful Forest Park-in the heart of fashiona
ble Sc Louis
-offering to discriminating visitors every exclusive h
otel facil-
ity in • quiet atmosphere of hospitable service. Five
 hundred
large outside rooms-each with its own bath.
Unexcelled as a Convention Hotel
Lindell and Kingsbighway












All the facts concerning the build-' Woman's Club Honors
ing of the capitol are readily as- Mr., Mrs. Whittenburg
certainable. Any schoolboy can.
get the figures without difficulty Prof. and Mrs.
and can appreciate and under- , burg were
stand them. Apparently Mr.I '-
Crowe has not invetigated the 
farewell
matter even casually or, if he has,
the facts have been so distorted
as to be unrecognizable by per-
.ons familiar with details of how
the capitol was built and paid for.
"The facts are these:
The old war claim against the
Federal government wae collected
in 1903. The amount of this was
apprpximately $1,324,000. This
sum was used in paying off the
state debt. This saved the huge
interest payments that had been a
drain on the Treasury through
the years and put the State on the
'pay-as-you-go' plan.
"None of this money went into
the construction of the new cap-
itol, Work was not begun on the
Capitol until 1906, three years af-
ter the collection of the claim and
liquidation of the state debt.
"The new Capitol was financed
out of surplus funds accumulated
in the treasury by careful and ec-
onomical handling of the state's
business affairs through Govenor
Beckham'c two administrations.
While work began on the new Cap
itol in 1906, the heavy expendi-
tures were made in the latter
part of 1906 and during 1907.
"The Capitol Commission, of
which Govenor Beckham was
Chairman, was very fortunate in
letting the ccntracts for the build-
ing, securing extremely low bids.
The building proper, exclusive of
furnishings and power plant, cost
$1.198,694.00. The building was to
all intent and purposes completed
at the close of the Beckham ad-
ministration, but the furnishings
had to be bought and the Legisla-
ture of 1908 had to make the ap-
propriation for this purpose, It
was, therefore, a year or two be-
fore the building was actually
occupied.
"At the close of Governor Beck-
ham's administration, early in
1908, the magnificent Capitol
building stood completed. Eigh-
teen months was required for the
building. It is a siginificant fact
that it took as long a time as this
to furnish it.
"Other misrepresentations have
been made during the campaign;
others, doubtless, will be made
Ordinarily, such misrepresenta-
tions would go unchallenged. The
present instance,- however, is so
flagrantly untrue this Committee
deems it necessary to stamp it for
the actual flasehood that it it."
One hundred registered pigs
were distributed to junior agri-
cultural members in Curter coun-
ty May 31.
Two hundred acres of strawber-
ries were set out in Graves county
this spring.
About 150 Bracken county far-





"My-health had been poor
for ten years, before I took
Cardui," says Mrs. Anna
Cronin, of Rockport, Ind. "I
was lifeless and 'no account'.
I dragged around day after
day, every move an effort,
and never feeling the joy of•
being welL
"At times, I had a dreadful
ache across my back, and my
sides hurt me. I worried
along, sometimes hardly able
to leave my bed, but the de-
mands of a growing family
had to be attended to; so I
would get up, do what was
absolutely necessary, and
then lie down again.
"One day, someone suggest-
ed Cardui to me. I took it
for several months, and all
the time I was growing
stronger, and less nervous.
My aches and pains finally
disappeared.
"That was two years ago.
My improvement has been
permanent The good health,
which followed the taking of
Cardui, is still with me, so I
do not hesitate to recommend




PIf Secured or Your money Backyou take the Draughon Training, tha
training that, business non Indorse. Tun
can take it at college or by mail. Write today,









evening at the Whiteway Cafe by
the Woman's Club, of which Mrs.
Whittenburg is the retiring presi-
dent. Mr. and Mrs. Whittenburg
are leaving Benton the first of
July after four years here, Mr.
Whittenburg having been headiof
the schools for the past three
years.
On behalf of the club, Mrs.
Whittenburg was presented with
a beautiful sterling silver tray,
with the club's name engraved
on it, as a token of appreciation
for her work during the year.
A complimentary speech of pre-
sentation was made by Mrs. J.
D. Peterson, a former president
of the organization.
An interesting talk was made
by Elder F. 0. Howell, of Jack-
son, Tenn., who is holding a meet-
ing here and was a guest of the
club for the occasion. Prof. W. E.
Morgan, principal of the school
the past year, paid high compli-
ments to Mr. Whittenburg's work
and capacities.
In accepting the memento,
Mrs. Whittenburg paid apprecia-
tion to the club members for their
cooperation during the year.
Prof. Whittenburg also made a
short talk.
Games-between courese were in
charge of Mrs. E. L. Cooper. Af-
ter dinner an autograph book
was passed to those present, to
be presented to Mr. and Mrs.
Whittenburg.
Those present were:- Elder F.
0. Howell,. of Jackson, Tenn.,
Elder W. E. Morgan, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Mr. and Mrs.
E. L. Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Whittenburg, Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
Trevathan, Mr. and Mrs. Hoy
Hiett, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Acree,
Mrs. J. D. Peterson, Mrs. Con-
stance Lester, of Princeton; Mrs.
Headley Heath, Mr, and Mrs. R.
R. McWaters, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wade,
Mrs. Ambrose Thompson, Mrs.
Sidney Allison, Mrs. Joe Ely,
Miss Elizabeth Lovett, Mrs, Gil-
lard Johnson, Mr. and Mrs
George Smith, Mrs. Street Hall.
Prize-winning essays in the of the essays have been reprinted
Illinois Central System's recent in other publications, and 
ten
college and university contest on have been broadcast from 
radio
"The Place of the Railroads in station KMOX at St. L
ouis.
the Life of the American People"
have been enjoying a wide cir- A ton-to-the-acre tobacco c
on-
culation, according to the Illinois test is being conducted in 
Hop-
Central Magazine for June. kine county, the awards
 to be
Twelve thousand copies were dig- made at a show and sale 
where
tributed in booklet form, several $150 in prizes will be divided.A Animt
CROWN
GASOLINE
YOU DON'T HAVE TO
be a chemist or a me-
chanic to know good
gasoline. Just leave it
to the scientific staff of






 2 F.7 AUTOMOBILR ROAD MAPS of Alabama,
1 Florida, Georgia, Kentucky and Mississillti
may be had Free at any of our service stations.
Ar ZMONS4411411 TIMM opening*.
WHY Chevrolet can offer
such marvelously fine cars at
such remarkably low prices/
Only when you know the facts
about the Chevrolet Motor
Company is it possible to un-
derstand how Chevrolet can
offer such marvelously fine cars
at such remarkably low prices.
A unit of the General Motors
Corporation, the Chevrolet
Motor Company is backed by
the vast resources and tremen-
dous purchasing power of this
mammoth organization. The
twelve great Chevrolet factories
are equipped with the most
modern machinery known to
engineering science . . . while
tremendous volume produc-
tion makes possible enormous
savings, both in the purchase
of raw materials and in the
manufacturing processes.
These savings Chevrolet passes
on to the purchaser by provid-
ing the greatest dollar-for-dollar
value in the history of the auto-
motive industry.
Come to our showroom and see
the Chevrolet models—and
you will know why thousands























All price' to. h Flint, Mich,
Check Chevrolet
Delivered Prices





QUALITY AT LOW COST
•••••••44.4.-
Dr. B. F. Reeder and two
daughters, of Colon, Panama, ar-
rived in Benton Wednesday for a
several days visit with relatives
and friends. Dr. Reeder is one of
the best known surgeons in the
Canal Zone.
Ezra Wyatt, of Route 7, was in
town on business Wednesday.
Mrs., Dora Schmidt, of Calvert
City, Was a visitor in Benton
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Reid Travis, of
Gilbertsville Route 1, spent Tues-
day in Benton with Mr. and Mrs.
E. L Cooper.
If you want to be sure to get
the best price on a bag of sugar,
can of lard, meat and other things
to eat, buy from Morgan & Heath.
Miss Irene Reeder, daughter of
Mr. and' Mrs. J. L. Reeder, of Ben-
ton Route 2, was elected vice-
president of the Woman's Student
Government Council at the Mur-
ray Teachers College for next
year at a dinner given by the
young women at the close of the
term last week. This is a signal
honor for Miss Reeder.
Miss Martha Ellen McWaters
has been ill at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Mc-
Waters.
There is a demand for double
shovels, one horse harrows and
lawn mowers, you will find them
at Morgan & Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett ,Fouat and
children, of Jackson, Tennessee,
have been the guests of Mr.
Foust's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
M. Foust in Cole's addition.
Miss Lillian Jones. who has
been teaching in Idaho, has re-
turned home to spend the summer
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Torn Jones.
John Gold Henson entered the
summer term at the Murray Nor-
rnsl Monday.
For stock peas, soy beans and
millet, mellon and cucumber seed
in bulk, Morgan & Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Trevathan
entertained at luncheon Thursday
In honor of Prof and Mrs. H. W.
Whittenburg. Mrs. Whittenburg
and little son will leave Friday
morning for a visit with her par-
ents in Morganfield, Ky., while
Mr. Whittenburg will remain here
to ccmplete his work the first of
July.
•
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Mrs. V. A. Stilley, jr., and lit-
tle daughter, Mary Carter, re-
turned 'Friday from a visit with
Mrs. Stilley's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Levi Wilkerson, in Auburn,
Ky.
Morgan & Heath are funeral
directors and embalmers, and are
qualified in every way to render
as complete a service as could be
found in much larger towns.
Thomas Howell, of Jackson,
Tennessee, is the guest of Joe and
Junior Duke for the week.
Mrs. Dwight Peel has returned
home after a visit with triends in
Mayfield.
Buy bran, chicken feed, Dr.
Hesses poultry powder from Mor-
gan & Heath.
Edgar Wade and children, of
East St. Louis, Illinois, are the
guests of relatives here for sev-
eral days.
Mrs. Rollie Creason and two
sops spent the weck end in Mur-
ray with Mrs. Creason's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Holland.
Cream separators, cream cans,
milk buckets at Morgan and
Heath.
Miss Charlyne Ely, who has
been teaching in Eastern, Ken-
tucky, has arrived home to spend
the summer vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Ely.
A wedding of interest to their
many friends in Marshall and
McCracken counties was that of
Miss Mary Alice Crenshaw and
Ifir. Albert C. White, which was
solemnized by County Judge Ray-
burn in the county court house,
Tuesday morning in the presence
of a few friends and the bride's
father. Mrs. White is the attrac-
tive daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
F. Crenshaw of Benton Route 6,
and has many friends in the
county. Mr. White is a native of
Paducah and is a flagman on the
Illinois Central railroad. They
will make their home in Paducah.
You cart buy new furniture,
rugs, floor covering, Washington
ranges and cook stoves for a
small profit from Morgan and
Heath.
Miss Bealuh Meuth, a graduate
of the Bowling Green Teachers
College, with a degree of B. S.,
was elected instructor in home ec-
onomics at the Brewers high
school, by the county board of ed-
ucation Saturday.
Back On The Job
Lindtergh took his hop, so did I.
But I am back on the job, now steeping high.
Jackson stood like a stone wall: Boone hunted the woods,
Coxie will do the Charleston, when you come to
buy his goods.
-
Bring you gallon jug. Pure cane distilled vinegar  .20
Pure Hog Lard, Armours Star, per can $6.75
Lard Compound, best grade, per can $5.10
Fat meat, fresh and fine, per lb.  .10
Flour Indian Peach, large 181b bag $2.00
Flour Shepherd Staff. 2411) bag  .95
Flour, Lafont's Best, 24Th bag  1.05
Maxwell House coffee, per lb. 45c; 31b can   1.35
Cox's Best coffee, per pound , .25
The cheap grade coffee that some advertise good. lb.  .15
Chum Salmon, best grade, 2 cans  .25
Green Peas, absolutely a good one,,2 cans ' ,  .25
Kellogs Corn Flakes, 3 box's, don't miss it ....... .   .25
Urma Corn Flakes, just as good, 2 box's  .15
Pure Preserves, any kind, per jar  .19
Snow Drift Lard, Sib pail. Supply yourself  1.50
Canned Apples, large No. 3 can, each  .10
Pineapple Sliced or grated, none better, large can  .25
Pineapple sliced or grated, small cans, 2 for  .25
Cheese, best made, per pound  .35
Laundry Soap, any kind, 6 bars  t .25
Calumet Baking powder, #5c size Only  .25
Snow King Baking powder, 20c size  .15
K. C. Baking powder,•25c Size only  .211
Prepared Mustard 32 oz. glass „jar, each  .20
Tomatoes, Urma Brand, 3 No /2 cans  .25
Armours Pork & Beans wit tomato sauce, large size .10
Block Salt, 50th each, 50I 2 for  .95
Chill Tonic. Groves tas ess, per bottle  .45
Cardui, per bottle, 8S ç( Black Draught, 2 box's  .25 -
Aspirin, 1 doz.'in ti box 10c; 3 box's  .25
Wampoles Cod-Li er Oil, per bottle  .75
Wire Nails, an size and stapler, 5lbs.  .20
Telephone B.tteries, 2 for  .75
Lamp Chim rys, No. 2, 3 for  .25
Oil can, . gal. size, heavy weight filled with, oil  1.65
Bring ur own 5-gal. oil can, will fill it one time  .75
Lent r Palm gloves, supply yourself, per pair  .20
Old' reliable Gordon Home made Brooms, 3 sizes 50, 60 &70c
Karo Syrup, large 10th siz
.
e  .45
Raisins, 15-oz. size, 2 pkgs. 25c; 4 for  .45
Qt. Jar Pickles, best quality, sweet or sour  .25
Cox's Cash & Carry
"Same Goods for Less Money"
Next door to Bank of Marshall County. Benton, Ky.
George Smith left Tuesday for
Hopkinsville after spending sev-
eral days at home.
Mrs. K. G. Dunn and children
have returned home after spend-
ing several days with Mrs. Dunn's
mother in Centralia Ilinois.
A good quality at a reasonable
price plus a friendly service on
every occasion is what you get
when you go or send to Morgan
& Heath for burial outfits.
The little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. D. E. Brinkley has been ill
at their home in west Benton.
Tullus Chambers, superinten-
dent of the Benton schools for
the coming year, was in Benton
Tuesday. Mr. Chambers has been
attending school at the Bowling
Green Teachers College.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Prince haw
moved to the residence in Cole's
addition, recently vacated by Eld-
er and Mrs. W. E. Morgan when
they moved to Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Lindsey, of
Route 5, were visitors in Benton
Monday.
Guy Tress left Tuesday for
Greenville, Miss. after spending
several days here with his brother
Cliff Treas, and sister, Mrs. G. E.
Long.
Notice we sold 5 new Fisk auto
tires in one day last week, you are
next. Morgan & Heath.
John Daniels, the littk son of
Mr. And Mrs. Joe T. Lovett has re-
covered from an attack of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Sanford, of
Murray, spent the week end here
with Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard.
U. G. Phillips„ Route 3 was a
business visitor in Benton Mon-
day.
Guk Chester, of Brewers, was
here on business Saturday after-
noon.
You can tell who makes the
lowest prices. If you will notice
the number of people that drop
in and trade with Morgan and
Heath.
W. F. Powell, of .Route 9, was
among the visitors in Benton Sat-
urday.
Dudley Howard, of Texas, ar-
rived in Benton Saturday to spend
a two weeks vacation with hi a pa-
ents. Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard.
This is Mr. Howard's first visit
home in two years.
W. B. Smith, of Gilbertsville
Route 1, transacted business in
town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Gregory and
family have returned to their
home in Inverness, Florida, after
spending two weeks here with rel-
atives and friends.
You can find a new Washing-
ton range for any size family in
Marshall county at Morgan and
Heath's,
A, L. McGregor, of Route 2,
spent Friday in town on business.
Miss Mary Howard, who has
been a member of the Atlanta,
Georgia high school faculty, re-
turned home Saturday for a short
visit with her parents. Dr. and
Mrs. C. E. Howard. Miss Howard
has secured an executive position
with a Baltimore banking insti-
tution, which she will assume
soon.
Carl Sulivan, of Route 3, was
a business visitor in Benton Tues-
day- morning.
If you are going off to school
or on a vacation, buy your trunks,
suit cases and traveling bags
from Morgan & Heath.
Mrs. J. D. Peterson entertained
at six o'clock dinner Monday
evening in honor of Prof. and
Mrs. H. W. Whittenburg, who are
leaving Benton the first of July.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Acree and
little daughter, Mary Ross left
Wednesday for a motor trip to
St. Louis, Detroit and Canada.
They will be gone several days.
Mr. and Mrs. D. T. Collins, of
Gilbertsville Route 1, were visit-
ors in Benton Tuesday.
Miss Earline Franklin, who is
attending school at Murray, spent
the week end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Early Franklin.
Mrs. Quitman Fiser is ill at
her home on Route 9 of mumps.
Mrs. Wilfred Chandler is spend-
ing this week with her mother,
Mrs. Mayme Clark who is ill at
her home in Benton.
Miss Lillie Karnes, who is em-
ployed at Paducah, spent the week
end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Della Karnes on Gilberts-
ville Route 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Chandler
and children and Mrs. Elsie Haw-
ley and son attended preaching at
Bethel Sunday.







Rubber is the heart of
the tire. Firestone tires are
/.-s....,
r.":•:t`
made of the purest rubber
and the "gummed dipped"
process goes into every fibre
/ (:43-‘ ;
,.) ' si Itv
A- / , tA,
of the tire, giving it longcr
life and greater comfort,
ease and safety than any








BALLOON TIRE AND opped
LEADS IN I T S MANU- •
FACTURE.
"Most Miles Cords and
per Dollar" Balloons
30 X 31-2 Reg. Cord
. $8.40
29 x 4.40 Balloon
$11.25 .
HIGHER QUALITY AND 30 PER CENT CHEAPER THAN
A YEAR AGO.
Draffen Motor Co.
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
BENTON, KY. CALVERT CITY, KY.
employed at Paducah spent the
week end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Noles.
Little Miss Laura Belle McWat-
ers is ill at her home near here
of mumps.
Miss Lillie Wallace, who has
been attending school .at Murray
spent the week end with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Terry Wallace
on Gilbertsville Route 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dyke and
daughters were visitors in Ben-
ton Saturday.
Mrs. Freeman Wyatt, under-
went an operation for the remov-
al of her tonsils, at Paducah last
week. She has returned home and
is improving nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete English were
the Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs, J. H. McWaters.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis and
children were the week end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Solomon
at Palma.
Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. English and
children Joe Bill and Mary Eliz-
abeth were the Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ford near Scale.
Mrs. Eph Mobley returned to
her home near Benton Sunday af-
ter spending the past week here
with Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Mobley
and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mobley.
Mrs. Terry Wallace of Gilberts-
ville Route 1, was a visitor here
Thu rsday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wilson and
Misses Lona Chandler and Jose-
phine Wilson attended preaching
at Bethel Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Dyke and
Misses Ella and Mary Lee Dyke
of Route 9 were here Saturday
visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Eng-
lish.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny and
children spent the week end with
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert English on
Route 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Englisn
and children were the Sunday
guests of Mr. end Mrs. Charley
Farley and Mrs. Carl English on
Route 7.
Wallace Lindsey left Saturday
for Chicago to seek employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Kelly and
daughter of Gilbertsville Route 1,
were here Saturday visiting Mr.
that can be rendered to
a loved one who has
passed away is accom-
plished through-the fun-
eral director. Our long
experience and up-to-
date equipment enables
us to render every pos-
sible help. Peronal at-
tention is given by the
proprietor to thc many
details. Everything pos-
sible is done to ''relieve
the family and friends




This is an out-of-the-ordinary sale to dispose of
our early Spring stocks so that we might have more room to
display new Summer merchandise. Prices have been ruth-
fully slashed-in many instances to one-half of the original
quotations and in each case below cost to us. The values
are really sensational. You'll tiny so too, when you see the
merchandise.
In this group are Dresses that
sold up to $35.00 Dresses in
light and dark shades, mostly of
fine quality flat crepe. All sizes.
This lot contains Dresses that
originally sold up to $25. Most-
ly light shades in Georgette and
Crepe.
This is a lot of odds and ends
that brought up to $20 at begin-
ning of season. Only about 25
in this group.
COATS
WE HAVE A FEW COATS THAT 75
SOLD UP TO $20.00 IN THE SPRING
THAT WE'RE OFFERING AT  0
Balance of Our Coats 
Your Choice at 1-2 Price
We have one table of Hats that are going to be sold at
$2.00. They're values up to $7.50. With each one of these
$2.00 hats we will give you a bag, wrapped and sealed con-
taining another beautiful HAT FREE. You pick out one at
$2.00. We give you one for nothing.
That Sold That Sold
HATS AssAslit $2 95 HATS AAas HIEg1h0 $3.95
and Mrs. G S. Washburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Walton of
Gilbertsville Route 1, were visit-
ors here Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cox and
son of Gilbertsville Route I were
here Saturday visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Will Story.
James English left last week
for Detroit to seek employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Chandler of
Route 9, were visitors here Sat-
urday.
Della Karnes, C. A. Ham and
G. S. Washburn were in l'auucali
Saturday on business.
A BIRTHDAY PARTY
A birthday party was given
Mrs. Frank Swain at her re
dence in Calvert City, Saturd
night, June 4, in honor of I-1
tutice, Miss Ocie Swain.
Refreshments were, served a
a very enjoyable evening w
spent.
Those in attendance wer..
Misses Mercetus Davis, Lela L
Icy, Magdale-he Morefield, De
Davis, Cuba Zackery, Alt
Yates. Geraldine Sansen, Eva'
Davis, Ocie Swain; Messrs. I
Combine Economy
Beatty, Long Life and
Fire Protection
The value and economy of Composition rosifin4 i‘
proved by the fact that sales of composition rimifirn: in-
creasing much faster than that of any other kind. It is one
of the greatest improvements in the building industry in
many years.
Arm -Lock shingles are held together hx. the barbs
pulling against each other; like a knot in a rope. the hard-
er the pull the tighter they hold. Consequently, they. neithm
tip, tear not curl.
Arro-Locks are now made in different color com-
binations without extra cost. for added beaut‘. They are
economical in installation in that they can be nailed right
over your old roof and ,the material reduces fire risk and
insurance rates.
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your ear to the service station
can be waited upon promptly,



















employed at Paducah spent the
week end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. 3. A. :Coles.
Little Miss Laura Belle McWat-
ers is ill at her home near here
of mumps.
Miss Lillie Wallace. who has
been attending school ,at Murray
spent the week end with her par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Terry Wallace
on Gilbertsville Route 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dyke and
daughters were Bee-
ton Saturday.
Mrs. Freeman Wyatt, under-
went an operation for the remov-
al of her tonsils, at Paducah last
week. She has.returned home and
is improving nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete English wers
the Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. McWaters.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis and
children were the week end guests
to stilt" I of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Solomon




Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. English and
children Joe Bill and Mary Eliz-
er NI 
*entertained
0. abeth were the Sunday guests, of.•!•
i Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ford near Scaie.'l'r f
Mrs. Eph Mobley returned to
hvr home near Benton Sunday Af-
ter spending the past week here
o h Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Mobley
:chi Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mobley.
Mrs. Terry Want+ of Gilberts-
Route 1. was r visitor here
..!!,1 Airs. W. W. Wilson and
Loh., chandler and Jose:
Wilson at tended preaching
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Dyke and
Al!!-sesElla and Mary Lee Dyke
•:it• ‘‘. cre here Saturday
••!!•.,- AD. and Mrs. J. M. Eng-
• Mrs. Amos Penny and
•-pent the week end with,
• ,1 Mrs. Gilbert English on
arpz1 children were the Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charley
Farley and Mrs. Carl English on
Route 7.
Wallace Lindsey left Saturday
for Chicago to seek employment.
Mr...and Mrs. Vernon Kelly and
daughter of Gilbertsville Route 1,
were here Saturday vitiating Mr.
that can be rendered to
a loved one who has
passed away is accom-
plished through-the fun-
eral director. Our long
experience and up-to-
date equipment enables
us to render every pos-
sible help. Peronal at-
tention is given by the
prUprietor to the many
details. Everything pos-
sible is done to relieve









This is an out-of-the-ordinary sale to dispose of
our early Spring stocks so that we might have more room to
Jisplay new Summer merchandise. Prices have been ruth-
fully slashed—in many instatiees to one-half of the original
quotations and in each case below cost to us. The values
ire really sensational. You'll say so too, when you see the
merchandise.
In this group are Dresses that
sold up to $35.00 Dresses in
light and dark shades, mostly of
fine quality flat crepe. All sizes.
This lot contains Dresses that
originally sold up to $25. Most-
ly light shades in Georgette and
This is a lot of odds and end,
that brought up to $20 at begin-
ning of season. Only about 25
in this group.
COATS
WE HAVE A FEW COATS THAT
SOLD UP TO $20.00 IN THE SPRING
THAT WERE OFFERING AT  
Balance of Our Coats 
Your Choice at 1-2 Price
Hats Absolutely Free
We have one table of H,ats that are going to he sold at
$2.00. They're values up to $7.50. With each one of these
$2.00 hats we will give you a bag, wrapped and sealed, con-
taining another beautiful HAT FREE. You pick out one at
$2.00. We gibe you one for nothing.
and Mrs. G. S. Washburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Walton of
Gilbertsville Route 1, were visit-
here Monday.
Mr. and Xrs. Herman Cox and
son of Gilbertsville Route 1 were
here Saturday visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Will Story.
James English left last week
for Detroit to seek employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Chandler of
Route 9, were visitors here Sat-
urday.
Della Karnes, C. A. Ham and
G. S. Washburn were in Paducah
Saturday on business.
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A birthday party was given by
Mrs. Frank Swain at her resi-
dence in Calvert City, Saturday
night, June 4, in honor of her
Refreshments were. served and
a very enjoyable evening was
sprt.
Those in attendance were.-
Misses Mercetus Davis, Lela Ru-
ley, Magdalene Morefield, Della
Davis, Cuba Zackery, Alline
Yates, Geraldine Sansen, Evaline
Davis, Ode Swain; Messrs. Ray
Combine Economy
Beauty, Long Life and
Fire Protection
The value and economy of Composition roofing is
proved by the fact that sales of composition roofing is in-
creasing much faster than that of any other kind. It is one
of the greatest improvements in the building industry in
many years.
Arro-Lock shingles are held together by the barbs
pulling against each other; like a knot in a rope, the hard-
er the pull the tighter they hold. Consequently, they neither
rip, tear nor curl.
Arro-Locks are com-
binations without extra cost, for added -Ipeauty. They are
economical in installation in that they can be nailed right
over your old roof and .the material reduces fire risk 
and
insurare rates.





• Good Garage Service:•
Bring your ear t_tie service station •
e ▪ where you can be waited upon promptly, •







• Calvert City, Kentucky. •
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Vaughn, Weldon Stratton, Met
Carry, Paul Stice, Harold Winters
Bennie Ruley, Cecil Stice, Louis
Sanson, Marvin Ruley, Carlton
Morefield and Cecil Swain.
Officers Are Chosen; Mendel-
ssohn Club Is Entertained
by Juniors Saturday.
At a business ineetirtg - Thurs-
day afternoon, at the-home of
Mrs. Joe Eley, the follawing of
ficers were elected for the cord-
ing year.
Mrs. L. L. Washburn — Presi-
dent,
Mrs. Joe Eley— Vice President.
Mrs. R. L. Wade — Corres-
ponding Secretary.
Mrs. Ross Acree—Treasurer.
Miss Ernestine Tisdale— Coun-
selor.
Junior Music club Misses Mar-
garet Heath and. Evelyn Brandon,
leaders for Juvenile music club.
Plans were discusaed for a
picnic to be given in 'honor of all
non club membera' who helped
stage, "In therGarden of the
Shah," musicat comedy recently
presented /by the music club.
Date wi/1.1,-be announced later.
One/ of the most enjoyable
meetings of the year took place
at the home of Miss Margaret
Heath, Saturday afternoon, June
4th, 1927.
On this occasion the Mendel-
sohn club was entertained by the
Junior club. Mrs. L. L. Washburn
opened the meeting with a very
inspiring report of the Seventh
Annual State Convention of Fed-
erated Mdsic clubs held at Frank-
fort.
She says report of Mendelssohn
club compared 'very favorably
with other clubs.
' At the close of her remarks the
juniors took charge. Miss Evelyn
Brandon, President of Junior
club presided over the meeting.
The following program was
given.
Chorus — Loves old Sweet
Song — Junior music club.
Duet — William Tell — Rossini
— Margaret Heath and Evelyn
Brandon.
Musical Reading — The Eilti-
mo — Winks — Mary. Cornwell.
Piano Solo — Rondo Capricio-
so — Mendelssohn — Evelyn
Brandon.
Musical Reading — Food for
Gossip — Mary Brooks Lovett.' '41
Piano rAolo — Love Dreams —
Ruby Eudora Smih.
The clubs were fortunate in
having as a visitor, Mrs. Charles
Pack, who favored us with a
beautiful and delightfully rend-
-red piano number. Soariva —
Schumann.
Other visitors were Mrs. J. D.
Peterson, Mrs. Constance Lester
and Mrs. Burnett Foust.
A splendid number of members
were present from each club.
Very clever entertainment dur-
ing social hour was greatly en-
joyed by all present. Ice course
was served in colors of pink and
white. This meeting closed this
year's work.
'LOCUST GROVE
Prayer meeting at Mr. P. F.
Gregqry was very interesting
Sunday afternoon, a large crowd
attending.
Rey. Albert Johnson filled the
pulpit at Locust Grove Sunday
afternoon.
Jesse Butler left Monday for
Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Emma Newton and little
grand daughter, Melodine have
been visiting relatives in Trigg
county the last week.
R. F. Gregory and daughter,
Helen and Miss Bertie and Hester
Butler visited Mrs. Roscoe How-
ard in Paducah Friday.
Sonday school every Sunday
9:45 a. m. Elmer Dawes Supt.
Preaching every first Sunday at
11 a. m. and the Saturday before
at 3 p. m. Attendance for June
pith, 54. collection $2.35, enroll-
ment 83. Rev. S. P. Tucker, pas-
tor preached a wonderful ser-
mon. The subject was "One
Faith, One Lord, One Baptism."
There was a large crowd attend-
“(I the services. We have a very
interesting Sunday school and
the church gives you a cordial in-
vitation to come and worship




Mrs. A. 11, Freeman, wife of
Dr. Freeman, of Ocala, was pain-
fully injured Wednesday after-
noon, when the car in which she
was ridin overturned, and pin-
ned her Mrs. A. T.
Thomas, al. of Ocala, who was
driving at the time of the acci-
dent, escaped with minor injuries
but Mrs. Freeman's right arm
was crushed and torn.
Mrs. Freeman and Mrs. Thomas
had spent several days in T,ampa,
and were on ther return trip
home, when the right front tire
blew out, causisg Mrs. Thomas to
lose control of the wheel. They
overturned about two miles out
of town, near the Shultz poultry
farm, and trickily, some passing
motorists were near, and helped
them back to Inverness, where
Mrs.. Freeman received first aid
medical attention. Mrs. Freeman
was at once rushed to the hospital
in Ocala, where she underwent
an operation the same night, and
is doing nicely at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman are na-
tives of Marshall county, former-
ly residing near Briensburg. They
moved to Florida about 20 years
ago.
iThe Henderson Chamber of the winners in a community im-Commerce will divide 4500 among provement contest.
Tasty and nutritious, too—but more
than that, ice oream is the greatest
pep-restoreryou can find on a dull,
"sticky” day.
If you are feeling tired, don't take
it out on Your friends. Bring them
into our clean, cool fountain and
treat them to a dish of "cream."
And don't forget to take home a
quart for the kiddies tonight.
\Strow Drug Co.
"The Store of Personal Seivice"
BENTON, KENTUCKY
APARRERREIRMIREMERRMERfaRak.
Pick and take any Hat in our
Millinery Department.
We have a line of Hats for your selection that
is beautiful in styles and design. Large and small
shapes. All of these in bright new summer colors.
Milan FLOPS  Visca Hair Braid   FELTS
Sacrifice for Immediate Clearane(
ALL LIGHT COLORED SHOES
Most every style Ties, Pumps, Straps, High Spiked heels, low and Mil
itary heels at radical
price reductions for quick disposal.
$5.00 values now 
Values to $7.50 now 
See our special Bargain tables of high quality Ladies, Misses and Children's slippers. Just
a little out of style and broken sizes.
98c; $1.49; $1.95 $2.95 and $3.95
You will find some of the highest grade slippers we have ever sold on these special Bargain
Tables.
Now that Summer is upon us, Women and Misses are turning to our wash fabri
cs section
for the dainty patterns they require for their summer tub frocks. Our stocks offer a
lmost
unlimited selections of the newest and most demanded patterns in printed and small floral
effects; for your convenience in shopping, we have arranged special tables for the dif
ferent
priced wash fabrics,
10c; 15c; 20c; 25c; 39c and 50c
On our Hosiery counter you will find some special values in
Silk Hose, Silk and Fibre Hose25c and 50c; pure ttiread Silk









lib can Cold bloom coffee
1 6-cup Aluminum perculat or
Gold bloom Coffee is roasted and blended
from the best selection of fine old crop,
mellow coffee and is unequaled in flavor
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JUNIOR PRODUCTS
WORTH $325,384
Lexington, Ky.,—The .20,000 ju-
nior agricultural club boys and
girls in Kentucky produced $385,-
384 worth of farm and home pro-
ducts last year, according to a re-
port of the club department of the
College of Agriculture.
Vegetables and fruits canned
by junior home-making clubs were
valued at $24,469, and garments
made by similar clubs at $25,469.
Farm products were valued as fol-
lows: Corn, $10,133; alfalfa hay,
$600; potatoes, $6,588; tobacco,
$9,420, baby beef calves, $45,025;
hogs, $62,345; sheep, $39,390;
poultry, $59,654, and dairy stock
owned by club members was valu-
ed at $42,025.
While junior club work is con-
ducted primarily for educational
purposes, yet it has become of
great financial value, as the above
f figures show. Hundreds of boys
and girls are not only receiving
through clth) work valuable train-
ing in the best methods and prac-
tices of farming lind home-making
but also are accumulating bank
accounts. Many of them are us-
ing club work to help pay their
way through school.
CAL VERT CITY
Mr and Mrs. Sid Peel enter-
tained their strawberry pickers
Saturday with a fish fry. Several
were in attendance and the out-
ing was very much enjoyed and
appreciated by their pickers.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hall are the
proud parents of a new baby girl
which arrived the 3rd.
Mrs. J. M. Halstead suffered a
slight attack of indigestion Sat-
urday but is improving nicely
now.
Rev. A. C. Barnes filled his
regular appointment at the Bap-
What the World Is Doing
kAs Seen by Popular Mechanics Magazine
Sahara Desert Once a Forest
Dense forests once grew on the Sa-
hara desert and a race of people who
lived by Minting and tilling the soil
Inhabited the region, according to
Prof. James H. Breasted, of the uni-
versity of Chicago. A due to this
lost chapter of history" ham been ob-
tained, he declares, by deciphering
inscriptions and markings on a large
rock in the desert. This monument
has been called the "Lost Temple,"
but is not a structure made by man,
simply a rock shaped to resemble a
Semple by the winds and sands. Judg-
ing from small statues end other ob-
jects found in ancient graves during
teeent excavations, the early Errp-
tians and other people* apparently
thought of the life beyond as a realm




with Screen and Camera
Accurate records of the growth of
dairy cattle on the department of
agriculture's farm at Beltsville. Md.,
are kept with the aid of a camera and
a specially ruled screen. The animal
is led onto a level platform in front of
the scaled background, which is
marked into six-inch squares and is
exactly the same distance from the
camera each time a picture is taken,
from the calf's birth to maturity.
C'omparison of the photographs shows
the cow's development in terms of the
increased area covered by its body.
Handy Holster for Revolver
in Auto
When a revolver is needed while
driving, it will be found very conven-
ient to have the holster attached to
the gear-shift lever for quick action.
A western fish and game warden car-
ries his revolver here while traveling
'an his car. The method of mounting
It is clearly shown in the illustration.
• •
Hints on Connecting Aerials
When building the aerial for your
radio, keep the connections as few as
passible. Try to have the aerial wire
in one piece; this can be done by
threading the wire through the end
of the insulator at the lead-in end.
taking two turns around the hori-
zontal wire and continuing on down
with the same wire for the lead-in.
Keep the horizontal part of the aerial
as /straight as possible. without bends.
This also applies to the lead-in wire;
do not try to fit it around corners.
When planning the aerial, see that the
load-in wire will reach the set by the
shortest way. The ground wire should
also be as short as possible. For these
short connections it is necessary to
carefully consider the ration of the
set in the building and of the aerial
on the roof.
Drinking Glasses Made of Ice
Sanitary drinking cup, and glasses
of ice are formed in a freezing appara-
tus devised by a Dutch engineer.
They are said to lag thirty minutes
in a warm room and have an outer
cover and an inner core for strength
and easy handling, Boaidee luieping
the liquid 000l, they eliminate the
danger of communicating disease, as
frequently occurs with a common cup.
• • •
Fruit Picker Saves the Trees
Cherries, pluma, crabapples and
other small fruits are gathered with-
out usiag a ladder or climbing the
trees by a picker that clips the items
and allows the fruit, to fall down a
chute directly into a large pocket
worn by the worker. It is therefore
not neoesiary for the human hand to
touch the crop and, besidis protect-
ing the trees from broken limbs and
damaged bark, the picker is said to
•
nearly double the amount one man
can gather in a day.
tist church Sunday and Sunday
night. His sermons were interest-
ing and enjoyed by his audience.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Miller
of Gilbertsville were business
Tax Reduction!
TO THE VOTERS OF MARSHAIsL COUNTY
If I am elected Governor, I will reduce the tax rate
on agricultural land 33 1-3 per cent. This means a saving
for Marshall County of $4,060.92 each year.
I will reduce the license tax on automobiles in Mar-
shall County 33 1-3 per cent, which means to you $3,761.38
each year.
This will save you $7,822.30 each year, or $31,289.20
In the next four years, or during my term of office. If you
want to save this large sum to the taxpayers of Marshall
County, vote for Crowe in the primary August 6.
I am for carrying out the present road program in
its entirety in your countY, and the use of all road funds to
build roads, and not free bridges across rivers until roads
are completed.
The efficient and splendid manner in which the pre-
sent administration has handled the finances of the State
will enable us to make the reductions in taxes which I sug-
gest without increasing the rate or values on any other class
of property.





GOT YOUR FAN YET?
You may get a gallon of oil Free
Remember, that we are giving
away a gallon of motor oil Free
each Saturday.
Get your fan free and watch
to see if the number of your fan
is the same as the number post-
ed up.
Crown Gas Polarine Oils
Good Year Tires
Free Water — Free Air — Tire Service
Benton Filling Station




visitors here Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Howard of
Paducah were pleasant visitors
here Sunday afternoon.
Miss Fannie Smith left for
Murray Teachers College Sunday
afternoon. She was accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Draffen.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Jones of Gil-
bertsville were pleasant shoppers
here Saturday afternoon.
Miss Racheal Morehead one of
our popular teachers left Monday
afternoon for Murray where she
will complete her course in col-
lege. She will return in time to
take up her school here in Sep-
tember.
Mrs. R. H. Dees and Mrs. Roy
Coursey and children left Satur-
day morning for Detroit to visit
relatives for a few weeks.
Rayford Dees, the youngest
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Dees
arrived from Detroit Saturday
morning to spend his vacation
here visiting among relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Jesse Hutchison and
daughter, Della May left Satur-
day morning for a few months
star in Akron, Ohio,
Mrs. Maggie Jones and chil-
dren has returned to her home at
Central City after visiting her
brother, Mr. .Bud Dezern and
Mrs. Dezern.
Misses Vida Fooks and Hallie
Story two popular young ladies
of Little Cypress were pleasant
visitors here Sunday afternoon.
Messrs. Cecil Davis and Ed-
ward Willams employees of I._ C.
R. R. in Paducah, were visiting
relatives and friends here Sun-
day.
Carlton Coursey who is with'
Postal Telegraph people out of
Central City spent the week end.
with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Charley Coursey.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Young
spent Sunday in Paducah the
guest of relatives.
Misses Georgia Miller and
Mayme Nash also Mr. Elton Mil-
NOTICE OF FIRST
CREDITORS MEETING
District Court of the United
States for the Western District of
Kentucky
In the matter of Wiley Guthrie
Howard, Bankrupt.
To the creditors of the Bank-
rupt:
Notice is hereby given that on
May 25, 1927, the said Wiley
Guthrie Howard was duly adju-
dicated bankrupt; and that the
first meeting of his creditors will
be held at the office of E. W. Bag-
by in Paducah, Kentucky, June
14, 1927, at one p. m., at which
time the said creditors may attend
prove their claims, appoint a trus-
tee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as




ler motored to Birmingham Sun-
day afternoon.
Miss Cuba Zackery of Evans-
ville, Ind., is visiting her uncle
Mr. Less Zackery and Mrs. Zack-
ery.
Miss Alline Yates of Clear
Spring who has been visiting the
family 'of Mr. Ed Mcrefield the
past week returned to her home
Sunday. She was accompanied by
Magdaline Morefield, Messrs.
Carlton Morefted and Paul Stice.
Mrs. Addie Wallace is con-
valescing from
laria.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Miller spent
the week end with friends at
Kevil.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Phelps of
Sharpe visited Mrs. Phelps Aunt
Mrs. Maerthall Stice and Mr. Stice
Saturday afternoon.
Dr. Cook and Mrs. Cook of
Seattle Washington are motoring
through to a Southern Medical
convention to be held at Memphis
and came to Calvert and vicinity
visiting Mr. Johnston McGee,
Miss Moffet Howard mother and
brothers, Mrs. Mattie Staton and
other relatives on their way to
the csonvention this week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Murt of
Paducah visited Mrs. Addie Wal-
lace and daughter Miss Irene,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pilon and
baby of Herat, Ill., are visiting
relatives here.
Mrs. Spickard of Princeton is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. H. H.
Kunnecke this week.
Mr, S. E. Defiaven of Center
an attack of ma) Hill, Fla., is visiting his brother
Mr. G. M. DeHaven and Mrs. De-
Haven.
Mrs. Mary Mitchell of Paducah
visited her brother, Mr. D. W.
Larrett and Mrs. Larrett Sunday.
She was accompanied by her
daughter Mrs. Bud Eades and
Mrs. Eades.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Lindsey
and family of Herat, Ill., are visit-
ing Mr. and Mrs. Archie Odell
and other relatives here.
G. D. Hieronymus, pioneer Lee
county grower of soybeans, will
grow five varieties this year.
Many Morgan county farmers
are using agricultural limestone
in spite of the fact that lmestone
costs $6.25 per ton.
County agent H. S. Patterson of
Grayson is planning to pilot 100
farmers to the annual agronomy
field day meeting at the Experi-
ment station at Lexington in Aug-
ust.
Urn-m So Tender!
We are frequently complimented on
the tenderness and lusciousness of our
meats.
Though our butcher is a good one he
is not entitled to all the credit—a great
deal of it is done in our kitchen.
The only thing cheap about our food
is the price quality, preparation and
service get careful attention.




That Saves Money and Uncertainty
1111•1111•1111111111111111•1111111111
The building industry grows and expands just as
medicine or any other science. It requires constant study and
experience to utilize the improvements to the best advantage.
Our experience and daily contact with building and all
kinds of building material is a free storehouse of information
for you. Whether you are planning a barn, a garage, a bunga-
low or a large business building, consult us for plans, and esti-
mates. We can build it for you "from foundation to roof" and
relieve you of all the details, or if you prefer to do your own
construction, you can find every material here and plans and
suggestions FREE. Use Our Service.
TREAS LUMBER CO.







:Cost of Safeguarding Valley May
Run to Total of A Billion
Dollars.
the pleasant callers -here Sit'
day afternoon.
Arthur R. Inman was a
!lest' caller at Hardin Friday
ternoon.
Thomas (Stone and Lawns
Lamb spent Sunday with frie
at Union Hill.
Mr: and Mrs. N. L. Vt
spent the week end with Mn,
Chicago, June 3. — The ques- Mrs
. Solon Johnston of
tion of flood control in the Miss-
Heights.
issippi river valley will be taken Willard and Edward Wat
up immediately after the conven_ John and William Washburn




F rank  o f R t. h Re e i d flood.of din H ugh Saturday. a 
ndCecil Lovett of
control committee of the national Salem section were pleasant
house, said in an address at the ere here Thursday afternoon
flood conference today. I.amon and Avery Downing
The cost of safeguarding the Bob Timmons of Benton Rou
valley from a recurrence of the were here Thursday morning
present flood, Mr. Reid said, may Solon Henson attended to
total one billion dollars, which,
when spread over a term of years
and compared to damage done in
this- and previous years, "will be
small."
"B the time .-Congress con-
venes," he said. "public sentiment
should be crystalized on certain
definite policies. Hearings will be
started by the committee on flood
control shortly after convening of
Congress and from What is
brought out before the committee
legislation will ' be drafted for
presentation to the next Congress.
OLIVE
Rev. Carlton filled his regular
appointment here at the Baptist
church Sunday and Sunday night.
Gentry Lamb who has been on
the sick list for several days is
quite improved this week.
Miss Fray McGowan of Mur-
ray spent last week here with
Miss Helen Stone.
Gentry Beall of Hardin Route
2 was a business caller here Fri-
day morning.
Elmer Ellis of the Johnston
vicinity was here Saturday after-
noon.
Blanco Jones. Cleve Lindsey
and Oscar English of the Hamlet
addition attended to business here
the later part of the week.
W. L. Y. Chandler transacted
business at Benton Thursday.
_Rudy Nelson and Rochie Brown
of Aurora was numbered among
neat+ at Murray Wednesday.
On account of a more attrac
place the ball grounds were
ed to Boyd's field last week,
much careful ws rk this wedl
boys now have the diamo, ,
good shape and play will he
tinued each Sunday.
The married men hays
Henson now as their
while the boys have a new t
ger in catcher Hutchins both
an improved line-up and a s
game is anticipated for Suns;
Bentley Johnson of Bi
Route•5 was here Friday.
Riley Dotson was here Safi:
morning enroute to Paducah
FAME
We think it would ssfj
travel the road of rams.
But why look for t hig
t hats marked l,v his na
Until v44. go over th4
Work.
And satisfy our in ii i hat I
try do lurk.
Then after we Is, \ s
mile- posts inurt




If we arV then pis s
on the Highs.
By Albsr! D .
A cosperati‘e •44., d
established at (IA -
county.
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail,
Cooperative Marketing
THE MARKETING DIVISION OF THE TRAVVIc
OF THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & T.
WILL FURNISH TO PERSONS DFA RI N(;
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF' THE FOLLoWIN4,
FOR SALE
Hickory Ashes; Fruit Baskets; Broom Corn; Br
Egg Cases; Aberdeen Angus Cows, Bulls_ alsi
Cows, Bulls and Heifers; Hereford Cows, Bill
stein Cows, Bulls and Heifrs; Jersey Cows, Bull-
horn Bull; Charcoal; Crates; Shelled and Ear 1',
Hampers; Hay, all kinds; Honey; Grade and I's
Mares; SECOND-H AND AGRICULTURAL 1M l
MACHINERY: Corn Drill: Gasoline Engines: S'•
Mill; Gin; Grist Mill; Delco Light Plant; Disc
Silage Cutter; Stock and Wagon Scales; Case and
Wheat Drill; ICE CREAM MANUFACTURING 31.1
Mules; Nancy Hall Seed Sweet Potatoes and P ants: Por
Sweet Potato Plant; Telephone Poles; Locust Posts; POI
Ancoma, Brown and White Leghorns; Barred Plymouth Rock ,
Wyandottss; SEED: Alfalfa; Laredo Soy Beans; Mung Beans:
Top and Sorghum Seed; Alsike, Crimson. Red and Sweet CI
Lespedza; Corn; Trice Cotton; Orchard and Blue Grass; I
Oats; Black Eye and Whippoorwill Peas; Tennessee Rye; SH
Hampshire Rams; Southdown Rams and Ewes; SWINE: 0
two Carloads- feeder pigs; Berkshires; Duroe Jersey Gilts; P
Chinas.
PLQW GOOD LAND FOR A LIVING AND LET YOUNG T
GROW. DON'T BURN THE WOODS.
AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE FOR SALE AT. N14' PER 1'
Agricultural Limestonts running around 90', in lime carbo
may be had at Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway qu
at Cumberland, Ala., at fifty cents 50c)( per ton. f. 0. b. cars.
gross cost to the farmers for this material will thus aggregate
cents pet ton, plus the freight rate. In view of the small re
realized, we request our patrons to order in not less than 11
lots. A new 3-16 inch screen is being installed to replace t
inch screen heretofore ustd, which admitted some course mate
THE NATIONAL DAIRY EXPOSITION. A GREAT AN.
ROUNDUP OF THE DAIRY INDUSTRY. WILL BE 11E1.
MEMPHIS, OCTOBER 15TH TO 22ND, IN COMBINATION'
THE TRI-STATE FAIR. ALL INTERESTED IN DAIRYING
URGED TO ATTEND.
TO PRODUCERS WILL BE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION
NAMES AND jADDRESSES OF PERSONS BY WILOM THE
LOWING COMMODITIW ARE
WANTED .
CATTLE: One Car of 350 to 4001b Steers; Guernsey Cows anti'
ers; Jersey Bulls, Cows and Heifers; Charcoal; 4 Percheron
2 Percheron Filly Colts; SECOND- HAND AGRICULTURA
PLEMENTS AND MACHINERY: Cultivator (Riding); Hay
Mammoth Incubator; ICE PLANT, 10 to 15 Ton Capacity; I:4
Tractor; SEED: Tajo and 0-too-tan soy beans; Mung Beans;
CARLOAD LESPEDZA; Red Clover; Reeds Yellow Dent Corn:
peas; SHEEP; TWO CARLOADS STOCK EWES; SWINE:
CARLOAD FEEDER PIGS; Poland China Gilts.
BREEDERS OF LIVESTOCK AND PRODUCERS OF FIELD,
DEN AND ORCHARD PRODUCTS FOR SALE EXCEPT s
REACH THE MARKET THROUGH ESTABLISHED A:\ ,
CAL CHANNELS, ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE T(
UNDERSIGNED COMPLETE DESCRIPTION, QUANTITIE:-
OTHER NECESSARY INFORMATION OF SUCH COMMOlv
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE ON ALFALFA, SILOS, PF:
AND SOY BEAN OIL MANUFACTURE AND LIME IN AGE I
TURE WILL BE MAILED TO ANY ADDRFISS UPON REQI























to fall down a
large pocket















Mr. and Mrs. Alva Miller spent
the week end with friends at
Kevil.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Phelps of
Sharpe Visited Mrs. Phelps Aunt
Mrs. Marshall Stice and Mr..Stice
Saturday afternoon.
Dr. Cook and Mrs. Coal( of
Seattle 'Washington are motoring
through to a Southern :Medical
convention to be held at Memphis
and came to Calvert and vicinity
visiting Mr. Johnston *Gee,
Miss Moffet Howard mothell and
brothers, Mrs. Mattie Staten- and
other relatives on their way to
the onvention this week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Murt of
Paducah visited Mrs. Addie Wal-
lace and daughter Miss Irene,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Piton and
baby of Herst, Ill., are visiting
relatives here.
Mrs. Spickard of Princeton is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. H. H.
Kunnecke this week.
Mr. S. E. DeHaven of Center
attack - of ma- Hill, Fla., is visiting his brother
Mr. G. M. DeHaven and Mrs. De-
Haven.
Mrs. Mary Mitchell of Paducah
visited her brother. Mr. D. W.
Larrett and Mrs. Larrett Sunday.
She was accompanied by her
daughter Mrs. Bud Eades and
Mrs. Eades.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Lindsey
and family of Herst, Ill., are visit-
ing Mr. and Mrs. Archie Odell
and other relatives here.
G, D. Hieronymus, pioneer Lee
county grower of soybeans, will
grow five varieties this year.
Many Morgan county farmers
are using agricultural limestone.
in spite of the fact that lmestone
costs $6.25 per ton.
County agent H. S. Patterson of
Grayson is planning to pilot 100
farmers to the annual agronomy
field day meeting at the Experi-
ment station at Lexington in Aug-
ust.
Urn-m So Tender!
We are frequently complimented on
the tenderness and lusciousness of our
meats.
Though our butcher is a good one he
not entitled ti all the credit—a great
deal of it is done in our kitchen.
The only thing cheap about our food
is the price quality, preparation and
-service get careful attention.
















ere 's 13uilding Experience
at Saves Money and Uncertainty
glimmUMMIIIIMMErimm
he building industry grows and expands just., as
.)t. any other science. It requires constant study and
cc to utilize the improvements to the best advantage.
ur experience and daily contact with building and all
building material is a free storehouse of information
Whether you are planning a barn, a garage, a bunga-
arge business building, consult us for plans, and esti-
e can build it for you "from foundation to roof" and
u of all the details, or if you prefer to do your own
tion, you can find every material here and plans and
ns FREE. Use Our Service.
REAS LUMBER Co.
Builders for over 40 Years.
KENTUCKY
•
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.) FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1927
CONGRESS TO TAKE
UP FLOOD CONTROL
Cost of Safeguarding Valley May
Run to Total of A Billion
Dollars.
the pleasant callers here Satur-
day afternoon.
Arthur R. Inman was a busk
ness caller at Hardin Friday af-
ternoon.
Thomas Stone and Lawrence
Lamb spent Sunday with friends
at Union Hill.
Mr: and Mrs. N. L. Wyatt
spent the week end with Mr and




rank W. Burton gave ap- the burden. It can be done with-
tion of flood control in the Miss- proval to an agreement as a re- out increasing the assessment, or
i
issiTli river valley will be taken Willard and Edward Watkins, atilt of which the governor agitred putting additional tax on any
_ John and William Washburn all to pay the state $650,000 and other citizens, Mr. Crowe states.
'
up mediately after the conven 
ing f congress in December, attended the ball game at Har- costs and the state agreed to ab-
Co ressman Frank R. Reid, of din Saturday.
liii is, chairman of the flood Hugh and Cecil Lovett of the
cont ol committee of the national Salem section were pleasant call-
hou , said in an address at the ers here Thursday afternoon.
flood conference today. Lamon and Avery Downing and
The cost of safeguarding the Bob Timmons of Benton Route 5
vally from a recurrence of the were here Thursday morning.
pre, nt flood, Mr. Reid said, may I Solon Henson attended to busi-
total one billion dollars, which, ness at Murray Wednesday.
when spread over a term of years On account of a more attractive
and compared to damage done in place the ball grounds were mov-
this.'and previous years, "will be .ed to Boyd's field last week, after
much careful work this week thesmall."
"By the time Congress con-
venes," he said, "public sentiment
should be crystalized on certain
definite policies. Hearings will be
started by the committee on flood
control shortly after convening of
Congress and from Ithat is
brought out before the committee
legislation will • be drafted. for
presentation to the next Congress.
OLIVE
Rev. Carlton filled his regular
appointment here at the Baptist
chureh Sunday and Sunday night.
Gentry Lamb who has been on
the sick list for several days is
quite improved this week.
Miss Fray McGowan of Mur-
ray spent last week here with
Miss Helen Stone.
Gentry Beall of Hardin Route
-.2 was a business caller here Fri-
day morning.
Elmer Ellis of the Johnston
vicinity was here Saturday after-
noon.
Blanco Jones, Cleve Lindsey
and Oscar English of the Hamlet
addition attended to business here
the later part of the week.
W. L. Y. Chandler transacted
business at Benton Thursday.
Rady Nelson and Rochie Brown
of Aurora was numbered among
boys now have the diamond in
good shape and play will be con-
tinued each Sunday.
The married men have Oran
Henson now as their captain
while the boys have a new mana-
ger in catcher Hutchins both have
an improved line-up and a good
game is anticipated for Sunday.
Bentley Johnson of Benton
Route.5 was here Friday.
Riley Dotson was here Saturday
morning enrotite to Paducah.
FAME
We think it would be'-fine to
travel the road of Fame.
But why look for the highway
thats marked by this name.
Until we, go over the road called
Work.
4nd satisfy our mind that Indus-
.1, try do lurk.
Then after we have passed the
mile posts marked service.
On the roads that are so High
and Rough.
We should thank the Lord and
Glory
If we itt- then permitted to travel
on the Highway 'Fame'.
By Albert D. Bouland
A cooperative lime shed Will be
established at Oaks in McCracken
county.
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway
ooperative Marketing
THE RIARKETIN( DIVISION OF THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
OF THE NASHV LE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RAILWAY
WILL FURNISH 0 PERSONS DMIRING TO PURCHASE THE
NAMES AND AD RESSES OF THE FOLLOWING:
FOR SALE
Hickory Ashes; Fr it Baskets; Broom Corn; Brooms; Flower Bulbs;
Egg Cases; Aberd en Angus Cows, Bulls and Heifers; Guernsey
Cows, Bulls and eifers; Ilereford Cows, Bulls and Heifers; Hol-
stein Cows, Bulls a d Heifrs; Jersey Cows, Bulls and Heifers; Short-
horn Bull; Charcoal; Crates; Shelled and Ear Corn; Sweet Potato
Hampers; Hay, al kinds; Honey; Grade and Purebred Percheron
Mares; SECOND-HAND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND
MACHINERY: Coro Drill; Gasoline Engines; Feed Cutter; Feed
Mill; Gin; Grist Mill; Delco Light Plant; Disc Plow; Saw Mills;
Silage Cutter; Stock and Wagon Scales; Case and Fordson tractor;
Wheat Drill; ICE CREAM MANUFACTURING PLANT; Molasses;
Mules; Nancy Hall Seed Sweet Potatoes and Plants; Porto Rican
Sweet Potato Plat; Telephone Poles; Locust Posts; POULTRY:
Ancoma, Brown and White Leghorns; Barred Plymouth Rock; Whit.'
Wyandottes; SEED: Alfalfa; Laredo Soy Beans; Mung Beans; Red
Top and Sorghum Seed; Alsike, Crimson, Red and Sweet Clover;
Lespedza; Corn; Trice Cotton; Orchard and Blue Grass; Millet;
Oats; Black Eye and Whippoorwill Peas; Tennessee Rye; SHEEP:
Hampshire Rams; Southdown Rams and Ewes; SWINE: One or
two Carloads- feeder pigs; Berkshires; Duroc Jersey Gilts; Poland
Chinas.
PLOW GOOD LAND FOR A LIVING AND LET YOUNG TREES
GROW. DON'T BURN THE WOODS.
AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE FOR SALE AT 50c PER TON
Agricultural Limestont, running around 90q in lime carbonates,
may be had at Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway quarries
at Cumberland, Ala., at fifty cents (50c) per ton, f. o. b. cars. The
gross cost to the farmers for this material will thus aggregate fifty
cents pet ton, plus •the freight rate. In view of the small revenue
realized, we request our patrons to order in not less than 25 ton
lots. A new 3-16 inch screen is being installed to replace the 1-4
inch screen heretofore ustd, which admitted some course material.
THE NATIONAL DAIRY EXPOSITION, A GREAT ANNUAL
ROUNDUP OF THE DAIRY INDUSTRY, WILL BE HELD IN
MEMPHIS, OCTOBER 15TH TO 22ND, IN COMBINATION WITH
THE TRI-STATE FAIR. ALL INTERESTED IN DAIRYING ARE
URGED TO ATTEND.
TO PRODUCERS WILL BE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION THE
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PERSONS BY WHOM THE FOL-
LOWING COMMODITIES ARE
WANTED
CATTLE: One Car of 350 to 4001b Steers; Guernsey Cows and- Heif-
ers; Jersey Bulls, Cows and Heifers; Charcoal; 4 Percheron Mares;
2 Percheron Filly Colts; SECOND- HAND AGRICULTURAL IM-
PLEMENTS AND MACHINERY: Cultivator. (Riding); hay Baler;
Mammoth Incubator; ICE PLANT, 10 to 15 Ton Capacity; Fordson
Tractor; SEED: Tokio and 0-too-tan soy beans; Mung Beans; ONE
CARLOAD LESPEDZA; Red Clover; Reeds Yellow Dent Corn; Cow-
peas; SHEEP; TWO CARLOADS STOCK EWES; SWINE: ONE
CARLOAD FEEDER PIGS; Poland China Gilts.
tREEDERS OF LIVESTOCK AND PRODUCERS OF FIELD, GAR-
DEN AND ORCHARD PRODUCTS FOR SALE EXCEPT SUCH AS
REACH THE MARKET THROUGH ESTABLISHED AND LOGI-
CAL CHANNELS, ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE TO THE
UNDERSIGNED COMPLETE DESCRIPTION, QUANTITIES AND
OTHER NECESSARY INFORMATION OF SUCH COMMODITIES.
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE ON ALFALFA, SILOS, PEANUT
AND SOY BEAN OIL MANUFACTURE AND LIME IN AGRICUL-
TURE WILL BE MAILED TO ANY ADDRESS UPON REQUEST.
Address: L. P. BELLAH, General Agent
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Illinois Governor 1percent would amount to $4060.92
Settles With State annual cut in tax bills of Mar-shall County farmers.
His one-third reduction of mo-
Springfield, Ill., Jung 4, — The tor licenses promises $3,761.38
long and bitterly contested suit every year to the 1042 automabile
of the state against Governor Len owners of this county.
Small for approximately $1,000,- This is a total saving each
000 taxes alleged withheld while year of $7,822.30, to two classes
Small was state treasurer, was of taxpayers who have been
closed here today when Circuit carrying more than their share of
solve the governor of charges of
pocketing the disputed funds
himself. The agreement was
reached between Governor Small's
attorneys and Attorney General
Oscar Carlston, of the state.
The settlement absolves Gover-
nor Small or receiving the inter-
est himself on state funds which
he as state treasurer in 1917 de-
posited in a bank operated by his
friend, the late Senator E. Curtis.
Senator Curtis, the state charged
re-invested the money as loans
to Chicago packers at a high
rate of interest, while the state
received from the money only the
minimum of two percent required
by law.
CROWE PROMISES CUTS
This paper today publishes an
advertisement for Robert T
Crowe, candidate for the Demo-
eratic nomination for Governor,
showing how Mr. Crowe proposes
if elected, to save $31,289.20 in
four years to the taxpayers of
Marshall County.
Mr. Crowe's farm land renduc-
tion of thirty-three and a third
"Only 60 per cent of the carry-
ing capacity of the taverage
freight car is now being.tztilized,"
declared J. F. Porterfield, gener-
al superintendent of traOsporta-
!Hon of the Illinois Cent-al Sys-
tem, in a recent adress made be-
fore the freight station section of
I the American Railway Associat-
ion at Memphis, Tenn., and re-
ported in the Illinois Central
Magazine for June.
While average car capacity has
been increasing in recent years,
the average load per car has been
increasing in recent years, the
average load per car has been
actually decreasing.
To improve this condition and
to bring about more efficient ut-
ilization of freight cars general-
ly, Mr. Porterfield urged the in-
f. rease consolidation of less-than-
carload shipments, the en:ourage-
ment of shippers to load all cars
nearer to the maximum' in the
interest of improved service arid
their own economy, a redaction in
surplus ownership of cats and a
reduction in delays indent to
loading, unloading and passing
through terminals.
Educational Ballot
Election Saturday, June 18th, 1927
SCHOOL BOND ELECTION
I3ENTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Election, Saturday, June 18, 1927
"Are you in favor of the issue of Bonds in
the amount of TWELVE THOUSAND ($12,-
000.00) DOLLARS, by the trustees of the Ben-
tip Graded Common School District for the
purpose of providing suitable grounds, school







I, Clint R. Smith, Clerk of the County court of Marshall 'county,
Ky., do certify that the above and foregoing is a true and orrecte
copy of the official ballot to be used in the school bond e ection, 
ti
Saturday, June 18th; 1927, in Benton Graded School istrict,
Kentucky.
Given under my hand this the 3rd day of June, 1927.
K7012,-,t,f,:et









A veritable "Ape Man" of pre-
historic times is said to have been
discovered in the little Hungarian
village .,of Aboni, recently. The
creature is unable to speak a
word and utters weird cries sim-
ilar to those made by monkeys
and gorillas. Its parents, normal
Hungarian peasants, had kept
their offspring locked in the barn
with the cattle for several years.
Recently he escaped and was cap-
tured by several natives of the
village and is to be examined by
prominent scientists. Meanwhile
he has been put on exhibition
where the curious may view him
for a small sum.
Tribune ads bring results.
You'd be surprised what the
supply department of a railroad la
sailed upon to furnish when a
flood emergency arises, such as
the Illinois Central System and
its territory tlave experienced in
recent weeks,'
According to W. Davidson,
general storekeeper of the Illinois
Central System, writing in the
Illinois Central Magazine for
June, the system's supply depart-
ment furnished during April and
May nearly two million sand bags
and varying numbers—from three
to a thousand or more—of pounds
of twine, marine lights, carbide
lights, rubber boots, rain coats
and hats, boat oars, car locks,
pike poles, motor boats, sacks of
lime, outboard motors for boats,
track shovels, cars of piling and
pumping outfits', the capacaity of
the latter varying from 760 to
3,000 gallons a minute.
These were for defense against
the flood. Now comes the task of
handling the supplies needed for
the reclamation of the flooded
railway property.
666
is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE.
BILIOUS FEVER AND
MALARIA.
It Kills the germs.




STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
Good Teeth — Good Health
Yes---It Will Last
Ride hard, and a Goodyear Tire will
stay with you for thousands of miles.
Ride easy, and a Goodyear Tire will
stand by you month after month.
It really dosen't matter whether you
pile up tire mileage all at once, or
spread it out over the years—
Goodyear gives you the best service
under every condition, all the time.
They cost no more and often less
than you are asked to pay for many
inferior tires.
J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS
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21 Cars
POULTRY
We are loading Friday our 21st car of
poultry at the railroad in Benton. We
will receive up to four o'clock, so rush off














BY JOHN H. BONDURANT
INTRODUCTION
The following article by Mr.
, ..N11 .•
second it will not pay to farm theBondurant should be of especial land as it is. Firit let us thinkinterest, to the farmers of Mar- of the n.eeds of the crops grownshall county for two reasons, on the land that must come fromFirstly it was written only after the soil.
a deep study of the problem from The soil is co4osed. of two
first-hand knowledge, Mr. Bon- kinds of material, organic and
durant having been reared on his mineral matter. Thle organic mat-
father's farm near Brewers and ter has been lormed from the de-
educated with the soil. Secondly cay of plants and animals, andthe high merit of his article was the Mineral matter has come from
.acknowledged by the. head of the the breaking dowa of 'minerals
University of Kentucky Agricul- End rucks in the earth's surface.tural departMent. from which Mr. Plants need for their growth,
Bondurant graduated last June phosphorus, nitrogen, Potassium,with the degree of Bachelor of calcium, iron, magnesium, sulph-
Science in Agriculture, who stat- I ur and manganese that musted that the paper was the best come from the soils. They get
submitted from the class. Hydrogen, oxygen, cargon and N.
Mr. Bondurant is now head of from air and water. Legumesthe 'Sharpe High School and en- such us clover, alfalfa and soy-
gaged in Smith-Hughes work in beans get some of their nitrogenthat community. from the air but they must get-The writer has covered this some from the soil. The soils ofIfighly important subject with Marshall county have a sufficient
!ains and discernment and it supply of these elements for mostieserved the attention of every crops with the exception of phos.calmer who is interested in in- phorus, nitrogen and calcium. To
!reasing his income.—Editor. get better yields from crops to
any extent these three elementsThe time has comewhen the must be added in some form. The
farmers must study the proper supplying of these elements is
management of the soil on his the big soil problem in Marshall
farm. Fifty years ago land wis county. Phosphorus and calcium
plentiful in this country, and can be bought cheap enough in
there did riot seem to be any need the form of acid phosphate and
of maintaining the fertility of groud limestone so that if ap-
the soil. When the crop 'produc- plied together they can be used
tion on a field began to decrease profitably. Nitrogen cannot be
_other land was cleared or plow- bought and supplied profitably
ared crops were grown on this for but few crops, if any. There
land and the "worn out" land is a much cheaper and more pro-
was left to wash into gullies or fitable way of, supplying the ni-
grow up in briars and bushes as trogen needed and that is by the
an "'old field". The supply of growth of green manure crops
"new ground" soil' is now about (crops to be plowed under), and
exhausted and we must turn to legumes. Some of the legumes






It is not only our desire to be honest in our trans-
actions with the public but is the best business policy for
us to be so.
Our merchandise cannot he other than we represent
it to be. You cannot afford k buy merchandise any other
way and we cannot afford to sell it to you any other way.
Incidentally, we have one of the largest selections
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E. ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
East St. Louis, III., June 8. (U.
S. Dept. of Agr.) — Hogs — Re-
ceipts 17,500; weak to 10c lower;
top $8.85; bulk 160 pounds to 220
pounds $8.7564 8.80; nothing done
on heavier kinds; packing sows
$7.60 and down; good pigs $7.50
(a 8.50.
Cattle — Receipts 4,00; calves
2,00; generally steady with good
and choice vealers 25c higher at
$12.50, top steers $12.25 weight
1,293 pounds; Western steers $7
8.50; mixed yearlings $10; most
cows $6.2507.75; low cutters
$4.150 4.50; good medium bulls
$7.25.
Sheep Receipts 3,500; open-
ed steady, early sales fat lambs
to packers $17; few lots to butch-
ers $17.250 17.50; culls $11; fat
ewes
plowing under or returning the
manure produced from them.
Limestone supplies calcium for
plant food and corrects the acid-
ity of the soil. Practically all
Marshall county soils are acid,
unless they have been limed, and
legumes will not grow very well
on them unless limestone is used.
Therefore limestone is needed to
supPly plant food and to correct
the acidity of the soil so that le-
gumes can be grown to supply the
for two reasons; first, there is nitrogen needed.
practically no more new land and Legumes and all green manure
crops not only increase the nitro-
gen supply if turned under or
returned to the soil in the form
of manure but they increase the
organic muter of the soil. Or-
ganic matter is very important in
maintaining the soil in good
"working", condition, and more
important in supplying plant
food. Not only does organic mat-
ter supply nitrogen but, as it is
folmed mostly from decayed
plants, it contains all the elements
of plant food required by crops,
and they are available so the
plants can use them. It also aids
in changing the mineral elements,
such as potassium and phos-
phorus, in the soil, so they can be
used by the crops grown, as well
as aiding plant growth in many
other ways. The amount of or-
ganic matter in the soil is deter-
mined by the amount of (lark eol-
ored soil there is in the surface
soil.
Marshall county soils are most-
ly upland soils. They do not have
as much phosphorus and nitrogen
in them as the bottom land soils
the bottom land soils do not
need as much phosphorus and
nitrogen as the upland soils but
they need drainage and limestone
so that legumq,s may be grown.
Experiments near Mayfield on
a typically upland "run-down"'
soil similar to the Marshall coun-
ty upland soils show what can
be done with ground Imiestone,
phosphorus and legumes. At pre-
sent prices for crops and fertili-
zers, 16 per cent acid phosphate
used near Mayfield on a 1.4 year
rotation of corn, soybeans, wheat
and clover has been *used at a
loss. However on the Same field
using limestone and acid phos-
phate the yield of corn has been
increased- one third the soybean,
hay and wheat doubled, and clov-
er hay trebled over the use of no
lime nor phosphate. A tobacco,
wheat, clover rotation using lime-
stone and acid phosphate has
given an increase of 388 pounds
of tobacco, 15 bushels of wheat,
and 2,939 pounAs of clover hay.
This was a return of over $4 for
every dollar invested in lime and
acid phosphate, not considering
the value of the lime and phos-
phate left in the soil that will
increase the yield of following
crops. No Marshall county soil
can be made to produce best by
the use of limestone and acid
phosphate alone. Legumes must
be grown to supply nitrogen and
organic matted cheaply. The poor-
est soils need legumes most. A
poor soil needs one or two legume
crops plowed under. Sweet clover
is the best legume plant for soil
improvement in Kentucky. If the
soil is in a good state of fertility
the legumes may be grown in the
regular rotation, fed to livestock
and the manure and residues,
(stalks, straws, etc.) carefully re-
turned to the soil.
Limestone is usually applied at
the rate of 2 tons per acre. It
should be applied before or at
the same time the phosphate is
applied. The best way to apply
the acid phosphate is to drill 300
to 400 pounds per acre when
wheat or small grain is sown.
This is sufficient for the wheat
and clover that should follow.
Then the manure can be used on
the corn or tobacco following the
clover. Large amounts of phos-
phate and lime can be applied
without injUry to the crops, or
loss from "washing away". If
they are not used by the crops in
the rotation they will become
available for following crops.
Acid phosphate seems to give bet-
ter results with limestone than
rock phosphate and is more easily
obtained. If no lime is used it is
better to use ryck phosphate in-
stead of acid phosphate. If rock
phosphate is used it should be
applied at the rate of from 1000
to 1500 pounds per acre. Use this
amount once in the rotation La.
two rotations of 4 years each, and
then the amount may be cut in
half as the soil builds up.
Acid phosphate used in light
applications of from 50 to 100Ibs.
per acre may give profitable re-
sults by 'stimulating the early
growth of the plant causing it to,'
develop a large root system, "get
a start" and feed on more of the
soil, but the fertility of the soil
cannot be built up this wey. Lime
and acid phosphate will give
much more profitable returns,
ad with the aid of legumes psis-
tured, plowed under, or the man-
ure carefully returned bpilds up
the soil so that fertilizers are not
necessary.
CARD OF THANKS
To each and every one of our
friends and neighbors who were
so helpful and kind to us during
the illness and death of our dear
baby, we wish to extend our
heartfelt :thanks.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Lucas.
Think of going south for the
summer! Yet that is exactly what
the people of the Mississippi Gulf
Coast are urging those north of
them to do: according to the Illi-
nois Central Magazine for June.
The surimier season at Biloxi,
Miss., for example, is just get-
ting underway. This winter play-
ground offers in the summer a
Moderate climate„ water sports,
Moonlight dancing, motoring and
fishing.
To Our Friends and
Customers
Henry Ford in his recently published book, ''Today
and Tomorrow", says that business run with profit as its
primary object is all wrong. The idea is that if a real ser-
vice is rendered the customer as the real object of business,
that the profit will take care of its self.
It is our main object TO furnish you with better
quality and with better service than you could obtain else-
where. Are we doing it? What could we do that we are
not now doing to render you a greater service? Your sug-
gestions will be appreciated.
Never have we waited on a customer or filled an
order in a "we got 'em-why worry" manner. Always, every
order is handled as if it was the first order from vou and
we were trying to make a particularly favorable impression.




Taylor county framers have be-
gun the shipment of standardized
eggs to several of the big markets.
•Several community dipping vats
have .been built in 'Mercer in a
campaign to eradicate sheep scab.
CLASSIFIED ADS I
ELECTRIC lighting — two men
at a cost of $150.00 can have all
conveniences of electricity with
Delco light. L. A. McKee', Mur-
ray, Ky. 1-1-28
FOR SALE — One Geo. Delk-
er Surry in good condition, or
will trade it for cow, calves,
sheep or hogs. Clay Lyles, Har-
din Route 1. Ito
Potato Plants from selected
seed, treated Nancy Hall or Flor-
ida Yam, 500—$1.00; 1,00042.00,
5,00(}—$1.90 per thousand; 10,000
-41.80 per thousand, post paid.
B. E. Roberts, Benton, Ky.
FOR SALE one Jersey bull,
2 years old, two Jersey heifers,
also 17 good grade Jersey heifers.
John Lee, Hardin, Ky. Route 2.
J10-pd.
LOST — Binder canvas, be-
tween Walter Dycus residence
and Benton. Reward for finder.
Ezra Wyatt, Route 7.
WANTED TO BUY — Veal
calves, beef cattle, milch cow's,
and hogs. I buy anywhere, any-
time or any kind. Phone Sharpe
Exchange or write Jamie Vaughn
Benton Route 6.
FOR SALE — Chevrolet coupe,
driven only 2600 miles, absolute-
ly new. Mrs. Elizabeth Lyon,
Benton Ky. tf
FOUND — 14uir of shell-rim-
med glasses. Call at Tribune
office.
For Sale—Three pigs, subject
to register, Duroc-Jersey, eight
weeks old. Clay Lyles, Hardin,
Route 1. J17-pd.
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A Cog In The Wheels
of Progress




An accurate check is
kept on expenditures — no
more duplicate payment of
bills — and an invaluable
aid for keeping a budget.
Start an Account now —
here!
The Bank of Marshall County is
large enough to care for every sound
need, and progressive enough to be in-
terested in what aims to make a better
community as well as a wealthier com-
munity. It is an institution amp*,
equipped to serve satisfactorily every
business enterprise.
Both older and younger people
transact their banking business here
not only because of the financial ser-
vice but also of the courtesy and will-
ingness to serve in the pa4 of every
employe.
Ask Any 'Customer About The
Treatment He Receives
At This Bank -
Bank of Marshall
County
Total Resources   $390,000.00
Joe L. Price, Pres. B. L. Trevathan, Cashier
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Hundreds of Thousands Greet the
Columbus of the Air in
Washington Saturday.
YOUNG HERO IS UNSWAYED,
BY ADULATION OF THRONG
Washington, June 11. — Idol of
a nation and 'hero to all the world.
Charles A. Lindbergh returned
today to his native America to re-
ceive the welcome of a home com-
ing conqueror. . .
His entry into the national
capitol over a roadway that had
known the tread of victorious
armies and the passing of. kings
and of presidents was on of sub-
lime triumph.
' Hundreds of thousands, strain.
lug impatiently against police
barriers, tumultuously acclaimed
the blond young viking who con-
quered the air over the Atlantic
in a daring flight alone in the
cockpit of a monoplane.
At the end of the winding route
he WaS Vrected by the President
of the United States, from whose
hands he received the highest
award for valor the air service
may bestow, the distinguished
living cross.
Here the slender youth who
wrote the greatest epic an air-
ntan hall CI wiposed, faced a sea
of uncounted thousands as he
1/4a,beni his six feet tw inches of
sinewy body to twin_ h • smiling
face, in front of the mi.rophone
which carried his voice to every
corner of the country and to dis-
tant climes as well.
From Old World to New
It was a simple, brief message
he delivered, one of affection for
the people of the New World from
the people of the Old, a people
who honored him as perhaps no
other private citizen in all his-
tory had been honored in foreign
lands.
This speech of just one hun-
dred and twenty four words
brought a renewed ovation from
the enthusiastic thousands of his
immediate audience, but if their
applause or that of the thousands
upon thousands who greeted him
along Pennsylvania avenue stir-
red his emotions they were kept
under control by those same
nerves, of steel which carried him
safely thrliugh a night of fog,
sleet and rain out on the broad
ocean expanse just three weeks
ago.
The young pilot's composure in
the face of such adulation was
(Continued on page 3)
31 ARE ADDED TO
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Successful Revival by Elder
Howell Is Closed Here
Sunday Night.
One of the most successful re-
vivals in the history of the Ben-
ton Church of Christ was conclud-
ed here Sunday night after a
series of sernions for ten days by
Elder F. 0. Howell, of Jackson,
Tenn.
Thirty-one additions were made
to the church and eleven of the
total were received by baptism.
Elder Howell preached to large
numbers at each night service
numbers attended the services
during the afternoons. The speak-
er was deeply appreciated here by
a large number.
Calvert Church of
Christ To Have Meet
' A series of revival services be-
ginning 6unday night at the Cal-
\ ert City Church of Christ, have
been announced.
Elder Stanley Jones will deliver
the sermons at the services. Elder
Jones is a well known minister of
the Church and large numbers are
expected to be out to hear him.




Particular Attention Will Be Paid
to Propaganda on High-
way Questions.
TO DISCUSS ALL LEADING
ISSUES IN THE ELECTION
Former Governor J. C. W.
Beckham will make the opening
address in his primary campaign
for the Democratic campaign for
the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination the afternoon of Sat-
urday, June 25. The place for the
opening will be announced early
next week. This information was
given- out Friday by Thomas S.
Rhea, State Chairman of the
Beckham-for-Governor Campaign
Organ izat ion.
ham': opening speech would coV- hGEssER coil_Mr. Rhea slid Governor Beck- Nu T,..
7er al . of the_• leading issues in
"HIS BEST DONOR"
rw'
the present c mpaign and that
Pit rticular atte tion would be di-
reel oil to the ' propaganda of the
oppositio c cerning Governor
Beckham's attitude toward the
question of highway construc-
tion."
Expect Decision Soon
Mr. lawa's statement follows:-
Governor Beckham will deliver
his opening address in the Demo-
cratic primary campaign on the
afternoon of Saturday, June 25.
The place for the opening has not
yet been decided on for the rea-
son that so many requests have
reached headquarters asking for
this opening it has been extreme-
ly difficult to make a choice.
However, we expect to reach a
decision Monday or Tuesday and
definite announcement of the
place selected may be expected at
that time.
In his opening address Gover-
nor Beckham will discuss all of
the leading issues in the present
campaign. Particular attention
will be directed to the propagan-
da of the opposition concerning
Governor Beckham's attitude to-
ward the question of highway
construction. So much misinfor-
mation concerning the building of
roads, projected or "promised,"
has been given out that Governor
Beckham feels that a clear state-
ment concerning the highway sit-
uation in Kentucky will be wel-
comed by the voters at this time.
Promise of Performance.
Governor Beckham has always
been the exponent of a more pro-
gressive Kentucky — and that
takes in many things, including
a new capitol, new schools and
new roads. Under the "pay-as-
you-go" plan much progress is
being made in highway better-
ments for Kentucky. I know that
I am not overstating the case
when I say that in the event of
Governor Beckham's nomination
and election even greater pro-
gress will be made. Highway con-
struction will go forward at a
pace hitherto undreamed by our
People. No meritorious project
will be. overlooked and no county
neglected that has a just claim.
This is not merely a promise
but a promise of performance. It
is a pledge that finds support in
the record of things done during
Governor Beckham's administra-
tion twenty years ago. That ad-
ministration's accomplishments
have rover been paralled in the
political annals of Kentucky. And
that is the prime,- the compelling
reason why Kentuckians will
make Beckham their next Gover-
nor.
One Adair county dealer is
finding a ready sale for burned
lime it 45 cents per 100-pound
bag.
Several Todd county herds
have been vaccinated, following
an outbreak of black-leg.
REPORTED FOUND
Quebec Excited Over Report:
Searching Immediately
Begun.
Quebec, June 15. — Intense ex-
citement swept the country today
whet) a report came in from the
Riverbend, in the interior of the
province that the French aviators
Nungesser and Coll had been
found. With incredible swiftness
WILL CARRY VOTERS
TO POLLS SATURDAY
Housewives May Designate Time
Most Convenient for Car to
Call for Them.
Arrangements have been made
by the election committee of the
Young Men's, Progress Club for
the school bond election here Sat-
urday to call for voters and carry
them to the pas by automobiles,
W. IT. Heath, George Long, and
It. L. Wade compose the election
the report spread, but hope WaS committee and have arranged cars
soon dispelled when the govern- for anyone who needs them. The
ment officials and lumber corn- cars will call at the hours most
panies could find no confirma- convenient to housewives, carry
tion. them to the polls and bring them
An employe of a large corpora- back home. Any housewife who
don in the district north of the plans to vote may call any of the
Saguenay river was responsible committeemen designating the
for the report which he transmit- hour she wishes to vote and the
ted in a telephone message to his car will call at that time.
mother residing in Quebec city. A rally will also be staged Sat-
Although Riverbend is somewhat urday morning with a number of
out of the area where the flares school children assisting.
were reported to have been seen
Sunday night, it still is in a dis-
trict where the aviators could
have landed and remained un-
found for weeks.
Immediately the Quebec author-
ities and the lumbermen initiated
searching inquiries; the Cana-
dian railway, telegraph and tele-
phone services issued instructions
tO'probe all reports to the bottom;
seacrh parties were organized and
the district for many miles around
will be thoroughly combed with-
in the next few days.
Word of Nungesser and Coll
spread with startling swiftness;
it was that they had been found
on the Shipshaw river, a tribu-
tary of the Sagunaey, east by
south Lake St. John. A Madame
Blais of Quebec city was credited
with having had telephone con-
versation with her son, employed
at Riverbend. He is said to have
informed her that both Nungesser
and Coli were alive and safe.
DAMAGE IS DONE BY
STORM AT CALVERT
Fruit Trees, libber, Barns,
Home, Suffer Loses in Heavy
Winds Sunday.
The storm passing through this
vicinity about 3:30 Sunday morn-
ing did quite a bit of damage
among fruit trees and timber,
also tearing down the barn of
Mr. Bob Duvall and the front
porch of his residence, twisting
the chimney and also twisting
the chimney from the roof of Mr.
John Houston's residence.
Be sure your product's right—
then advertise.
Members of the school board
state that there is little likelihood
of the new building being located
on other than the present grounds
In the first place, another site
would have to be purchased,
would be further from the center
of population and it is thought
that with a little work the pres-
ent location can be made ideal.
Dirt used in excavation would be
used to fill in the ditches and
low places on the present campus.
No opposition has developed to
the bond issue but some misun-
derstandings have been reported.
Anyone hearing any rumors are
kindly asked to question a mem-
ber of the school board about
them before giving them credence
or passing them on.
CHILDREN TO MEET IN
COURT YARD SATURDAY
All school children who want a
new school building in Benton,
are requested to meet in the court
house yard Saturday morning at
8:30.
LOUISVILLE G. 0. P.
IS THROWN OUT OF
ALL CITY OFFICES
Governor Fields Will Appoint Of-
ficials Following Court of
Appeals Decision.
ELECTION CONTESTED BY
DEMOCRATS IN LONG FIGHT
Frankfort, Ky., June 14. — The
court of appeals today ruled "No
election" in the 1925 election in
Louisville and Jefferson county.
Forty-nine Republican Louisville
officials and nine Jefferson coun-
ty officials were seated at this
election, which was contested by
the Democrats on grounds of
fraud. conspiracy and violation of
the corrupt practice act,
h e ruling automatically
throws the Republican out of of-
fice, and Governor Fields will
name the men to take their places
until the November election.
The court in throwing out the
election Said there was so much
evidence of illegal voting that
they were unable to determine
the legal votes from the illegal
votes.
The (minion was written by
Judge M. M. Logan, with the
whole court sitting, with the PX-
ception of Judge McCandless, who
disqualified himself, and Justice
Flem D. Sampson dissenting.
Reverse Lower Court. -
The court in handing down this
decision reveraed the ruling of
the Jefferson circuit court, in
each of the thirty-four cases, and
said: "We have reached the con-
clusion that rinne of the appellees
were fairly elected and further
conclusion that there was no elec-
tion in the city of Louisville and
the county of Jefferson at the
regular election day in 1925, and
that the offices now held by each
of the appellees is vacant with
the same legal effect as if the
persons elected had refused to
qualify."
The Republicans will be oust-
ed from office when the mandate
is issued, which will probably be
done today. The Republicans have
the right of filing for rehearing
but the rehearing has no effect
On election cases and will not
stay the mandate.
The Peoples Bank of Greens-
burg donated. $1 each to 101 jun-
ior club members with which to
open bank accounts.
DO YOU LOVE CHILDREN?
DO YOU THINK THE CHILDREN OF THS BENTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT ARE AS LOVABLE, AS INTELLIGENT,
AS DESERVING OF PROTECTION AND THE BEST OPPOR-
TUNITIES OF LIFE AS THE SCHOOL CHILDREN OF ANY
OTHER PART OF THE WORLD?
Saturday 18 Your Opportunity
To Show Your Interest 
In Childhood
The building of the new Benton school will be
paid for over a long period of years and the annual cost will
be very slight.
A NEW. BUILDING IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY
BECAUSE, THE PRESENT ONE IS UNSAFE AND DANGER-
OUS FOR OCCUPANCY.
GO TO THE POLL SATURDAY AND





Arrested Monday, Held in Mc-
Cracken County Jail on Wil-
ful Murder Warrant.
YOUNG GIRL DIED SUDDENLY
SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 21ST
Chargeti with the wilfull mur-
der of his 17 year old daughter,
Margaret, who died suddenly Sat-
urday, May 21st, Ben Morse, 35, a
native of Marshall county and
5( n of Mrs. Belle Morse. of Ben-
ton, was arrested in Paducah
Monday afternoon. The arrest was
made following a report from Dr.
W. E. James, of the Louisville
firm of James and Breckly, cone
suiting chemists, that the stomach
of the girl showed signs of mer-
cury poisoning.
The examining trial of Morse
was held in Paducah Thursday
Miss Morse died. at 11:30 o'clock
Saturday night after a sudden ill-
ness. According to Common-
wealth's Attorney Jack E. Fish-
er, who investigated the case, Mr.
and Mrs. Bud Thompson, rela-
tives of the girl, talked to her
about 8:30 o'clock in the Padu-
cah City Market that evening and
that she was apparently in the
best of health.1-Shie returned to
her home about nine o'
,
lock and
after going to hod was stricken,
dying a few minutes after Dr. T.
B. Helm, Paducah physician, and
formerly of Marshall county, ar-
rived at her bedside on a call.
Girl's Life Insured.
Two life insurance policies to-
'taling $5,000, were carried on
Miss Morse by her father, one
policy of $2,00 with the Banker's
Life Insurance company, and one
of $3,000 with Brotherhood of
American Yoeman, Mr; Fisher
"W1 H. Brame, district manager
of the Brotherhood of American
Yoeman, 322 Kentucky evenue,
said last night that Morse on the
night of May 21, at 7:15 o'clock,
came to him and made a, pay-
ment on the policy, which had
been suspended on account of
failure to make any payment dur-
ing the month of April.
The Monday following after the
death of Miss Morse at 11:30
o'clock that night, Mr. Brame
said that Morse came to him in
an effort to get a coupon on the
policy cashed. Mr. Brame told
him that he would hame to await
a decision from the home office
of the company.
On affidavit of McCracken
county officials the girl's body
was exhumed from the Cole
cemetery in this county Thursday
afternoon, June 2, and the stom-
ach was sent to the Louisville
chemists for an autopsy. The re-
port received from Dr. James
stated that the walls of the stom-
ach contained mercury which in
the beginning must have been a
large amount as the girl's stom-
ach, before dying, had been clear-
ed by vomiting and by a trocar
by the undertaker before she was
embalmed, according to Mr. Fish-
er. Dr. James testified at tho
examining trial Thursday.
Aocording to Dr. Helm the girl
died within two or three minutes
after his arrival at the Morse
home, in response to a telephone
call from the girl's father, and
before he could render any aid.
The death certificate stated that
the girl died from pernicious ma-
laria and acute indigestion. She
(Continued on page 5)
INFANT CHILD DIES
The five year old infant child
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Riley, of
near Gob, died Sunday, and was
buried at the Riley cemetery,
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need the figures of the United
1States Bureau of Agriculture
1,,n,,mies to prove to the farmers
!that the purchasing power of
thirty principal crops in terms
. non-agricultural commodities
only 83 per cent of its pre-war
exchange value. Protection
surplus' _staple crops normally
produced in excess of the
demand is so much buncombe
thrown by the politicians to
farmers — worthless to producers
who must toil from soli-op
dark in order to pay a favored
special class. ,
The tariff enters into the
rf every farm implement sold
this country. The article itself
may actually be on the free
but the added cost I comes
the steel tariff and the increased
lying costs of othol.rs who
the tariff tax, which are reflected
in demands for inceeased wages
and, therefore, in inereased
for other products. .,
A tt1-cent tariff on wool
calculated to help a relatively
few wool growers, but increased
costs offset this supposed advan-
tage. Farmers who do not
wool naturally are bigger .losers.
The same argument applies
sugar and to the relative Minor
ity of sugar producers.
One Of the stock arguments
the tariffites, to quote. no less
authority than the - Secretary
ttal Treasury, is that European
bor, in the absence .of an Amer
ican protective tariff, "could
chase American products
lower price and could live
cheaply than American labor.
Foreign industrial costs would
lowered and foreign competition
assisted in underselling American
products abroad and in our home
market." That is just what
tariff itself accomplishes. Domes-
tic prices for the protected cotn-
modities, are calculated by
Fordney-McCumber Act to be
creased — with the consequent
increased living and production
costs for agriculture and increas-
ed living costs for labor — while
the surplus is dumped abroad
low prices, bringing about
very conditions that the Secre-
tary says he fears.
It' is increasingly evident
the first concern of the party
power has been to enable a priv-
ileged class of industrial produc-
ers to compete for foreign
kets, even if this has to be made
possible through saddling
burden of high costs and
prices on the long-suffering
































































it is absolutely impera-
a co mmunity job be done
procedure is to pitch in
littlest enthusiasm and
a crackling brown .
must have a new school
. . . that i, a universal-
fact. We cannot contin-
scloiol with the building,
,
questions the possibility
hond 155110 here Sat Utility
to defeat but we want
a Warn ill -f that manY a
has heen lost by over-
And remember, too,
are for the hoins, that
it are silent. If there
against it—and we hope
not a single one—tho:
silent. A man may be
to delulve school
of a decent place in
study and grow but to
that mean and with
to let it be known
by a rarity.
no credit for be-
for that it his duty
shall he entitled to no
plume if we barely get
passed with the re-
majority. Those




frank to say that we
be surprised if there
a single vote against
The need is so obvious
necessary that we don't
anyone fails to see it.
,
THE FARMER AND THE
k TARIFF
A number of thoughtful news-
>apers throughout the country re-
•ently have given increased at-
ention to the tariff as an issue
n the 1928 Presidential cam-
mign. They see in the tariff a
iasic economic problem which so
'ar has not been solved to the
;atisfaction of a substantial per-
ion of the electorate.
Every man, woman and child in
he United States is affected by
he protective tariff , law which
is been in effect since 1922, but
robably no class is more serious-
y concerned than the farmers.
/My a minority of the agricul-
uroil class is afforded protection
-r.md this of doubtful value —
mder the Fordney-McCumber
ariff act. Agriculture as a whole
s a heavy leer under the sys-
ern, both directly and indirectly.
['he tariff raises the cost of ma-
erials, tools and supplies for ev-
!ry farmer in the country, from
he cotton grower of Texas to the
wheat farmer of Minnesota. The
itiverae position of ,agriculture
a the more greatly emphasized
py the startling inequality be-
;ween farm prices and other costs
ind the fact that the farmers owe
tbout $12,000,000,000 — debts
iargly contracted during war
prosperity when farm products
.v -re at top value.
'The post-war tariff was was
aimed to be partial to the farm
interests but it is impotent to
















Paris, June 9. — Premier
care told the Chamber
ties today he hoped to
settlement terms from
States and that he
try, particularly as
that the French Parliament
not ratify the accords
ica and Great Britain
present form.
The Premier said that
he had made the "provisional"
payments on the debt
• • 
,.
price of surplus crops,
v, heat and pork. It does not negotiations.
e cot- so as o eep ree
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UheWar at Close Range
Described In a Remarkable
Jeries Dy an Officer of the
Ilarinea
lit Ai . "'1St: Ojai
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.141.#13 •lhorna,sort,Jr.
011usirsFeci by ihe Author -
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This colonel took steps. He was
a man of parts and very desirous
of the fleshpots on the Place de
l'Opera. There' was an elegant
French captain attached to brig-
ade for no very evident reason —
just attached—spoke English and
knew vintages. Said to be an ex-
pert on raids. The colonel put it
up to him in such and such a
way: would he go? Yes, but cer-
tainly. Just a small raid, My Col-
onel -Oh a very small raid. Now,
as to artillery support — a map
was broken out,
Brigade artillery officer—chap
the colonel knew out on the Asi-
atic station—happened, in. How
about it—just about half as much
stuff as you fellows wasted on the
Tartar wall that time—eh? Sure:
it could be arranged. Ten min-
utes intensive; say one battery;
where you want it? Best jump-off
is .from Terry's battalion —about
here—he has two companies here.
Six hundred yards to go; keep
the Bois away—well starboard, as
you Leathernecks say; come back
the same route. Wheat. little gul-
ly here. Craters just beyond. Main
line at least a hundred meters
back. Good! Let's call up Terry
and see if he'll give you the men.
... Jerry would give him twenty
five men and two chaut-chauts
and not a marine more. Who want-
ed a raid, anyway? Sending two
s-upport companies up to the Bois
as soon as it's gets dark. Looks
interestin' on the right. . . .
Good! All Start your coviu'-
ing fire at 21 hours 15. You
jump off at 2:1 hours 19. Take
you six minutes to get over, huh?
"All right, colonel, bonne chance!
Just before dark the colonel
and Captain de Stegur were at
battalion headquarters. "White-
head will give you your men, and
I'm sending my scout officer
along. Needs that sort of thing.
l:e sure you come back where
you went out. Crabbe'm to the
right of there. You know Crabby.
Shoots quick."
"But my Colonel," represented
Captain de Stegur, "one .should
arrange, one should explain, one
should instruct — in effect one
should rehearse—"
"Rehearse hell, sir! I'm due in
Paris tomorrow night. Where
hose marines, major! I'll tell 'em
hat I want—"
So it was that a wedge of men
ebouched into the wheat at 23
ours 19 minutes, it being suffi-
ciently dark.
That battalion scout officer and
disillusioned sergeant, with
ash-marks on his sleeve, were
he point. The men were echelon-
d beat, right, and left with an
automatic rifle on each flank. In
he center marched the colonel,
smoking to the horror of all, a
giar. Smoking was not done up
here, after dark. With him was
he elegant French captain, who
appeared to be very gallantly re-
igned to it. The story would, he
reflected, amaze and delight his
mess — if he ever got back with
t! These droll Americans! He
must remember just what this
colonel said: 'a type, Nom de
Dieu! If only he had not worn his
new uniform — the cloth chosen
y his wife, you conceive.
The scout officer, leading, had
out his canteen and wet his dry
mouth. He was acutely conscious
f his empty stomach. His mind
welt yearningly on the mess-kit,
freighted' nobly with monkey-
eat and tomatoes, awaiting him
n the dependable Tommy's mu-
sette.
A hundred meters forward the
last shells burst, and he saw new
dirt. Ahead a spot darker than
he dark; he went up to it. Away
n the right a flare soared, and
something gleamed dull" in the
lack hole at his feet — a round,
deep helmet with the pale blur
f a face under it; a click, and
he shadow of a movement there,
and a little flicker; a matter of
split seconds, the scout officer
had a bayonet in his stomach, al-
most — Feld-ritter Kurt Idea,
renewe j Company Six of the Margrave of
Brandenburg regiment (this es-
telligence, on examination of the
tablished later by brigade in-
pay book of the deceased), being
on front post with his squad,
heard a noise hard on the cessa-
tion of the shelling and put out
his neck. Dear God, shoot! Shoot!
quickly!
The scout officer was conscious
of a monstrous surge of temper.
He gathered his feet under him,
and his hands crooked like claws
and he hurled himself. In the
same breath there was a long,
bright flash right: 'under his arm,
and the mad craek of a Spring-
field. The disillusioned sergeant
had estimated the situation loos-
ed off from the hip at perhaps
seven feet, and shot the German
through the throat.
Too late to stop himself, the
scout officer went head first into
the crater, his hands locking on
something wet and hairy, just the
size to fill them; and presently
he was at the bottom of the crat-
or, dirt in his mouth and a buz-
zing in his head, strangling some-
thing that Hooped and gurgled
and made remarkable noises un-
der his hands. There were explos-
ions and people stepped hard on
his back and legs. He became
sane again and 'realized that
whatever it was it was(lead.' He
groped in his putteus for. his
knife, and cut off its: shoulder
straps and a buttoit or 'two, and
looted its bosom (4 such ;papers
as there were -7- those being de-
tails the complete scout officer
must attend to. More explosions,
and y'oices bleatIng "Kamara-
den!" — terribly hnxious voices
—in his ear.
The disillusioned,' sergeant, a
practical man, had ducked into
the crater right behind the scont
officer. The raiding party in his
rear had 'immediately fired their
weapons in all (liretions. A great
many rifles on folrward stabbed
the dark with sharp flame, and
some of these were very near.
The sergeant tossed a grenade at
the nearest; he had toted that
Frog citron grenade 'around for
quite a while, sontewhat against
his judgment; he now reflected
that it was good business—"gren-
ades — I hope to spit in yo'
mess-kit they are -- ask the man
that used, one—" It was good
business, for it fell fair in the
other crater, thirty feet away,
where the rest of that front-post
squad were beginning to react
like the brave German men they
were. Two of these survived,
much shaken, and scuttled into
the clever little ttinnel that con-
nected them with the Feldritter's
crater, emerging with pacific
cries at the sergeant's very feet.
Beini a man not given to excit-
ment, he accepted them alive,
the while he dragged the scout
officer standing. "We got our
prisoners sir, Letts beat it," he
suggested. "Their lines is wakin'
up, sir. It's gonna be bad here—"
The colonel, as 1 gallant a man
as ever lived, but .not fist, bark-
ed into them. • "Prisoners? Hey?
How many? Two? Excellent, by
God! Give 'em here young man!"
and he seized the unhappy Boches
by their collars and shook them
violently. "Though you'd .strat
something, hey? Thought you'd
start something, hey?"
The scout officer now blew his
whistle, the sergeant souted in a
voice of brass, Und the colonel
made the kind ofremarka a col-
onel makes. It is related by truth-
ful marines there present that
every German in Von Boehn's
army fired on then as they went
back but no two agree as to the
manner of their return. It is,
however, established that the
colonel, bringing up the rear,
halted about half-way over, drew
his hitherto virgin pistol, and
wheeled around ' for a parting
shot — something in the nature
of un beau geste. Seeing this, the
tall French captain, to his rear
and left, drew his pistol and
wheeled also, imagining pursuit.
The colonel — and to this attest
the scout officer and his ser-
(Continued on page 7)
These cars
stand up.
EVERY General Motors car is bui
lt to repre-
sent General Motors quality and value
throughout its life. Whether its potential mile-
age is to be used up by one owner or several
owners makes no difference.
That is the reason for the high resale value
of the current series of the General Motors cars.
/t is also the reason why USED General
Motors cars offer real opportunities.
General Motors dealers are dependable mer-
chants and will give you, if you wish to buyout
of income, the advantage of the low rates of the
GMAC Plan of time payment.
The price ranges of the new General Motors
cars are given below. Pick out the car which
interests you most. Then clip and mail the
coupon. We want to tell you all about that
car and also why General Motors cars, used or




8 models—$525 to $780. The quality car of the low-priced field.
3-speed transmission. Dry-disc clutch. Smooth, powerful engine.
Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Fully equipped.
CHEVROLET TRUCK CHASSIS: is-ton, $395; 1-ton, $495.
6 models—$775 to $975. Has largest 6-cylinder engine in its price
class. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Beautiful, stylish lines. Value
proved by unprecedented sales.
PONTIAC %-TON CHASSIS, $585; with screen body. $760:
with panel bodjy, $770.
11 models—$875 to $1,190. Gratifies your finer taste. Satisfies
every need. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. 6-cylinder motor. Har-
monic balancer, 4-wheel brakes and other new features.
7 models--$1,095 to $1,295. The "six" that is winning and holding
goodwill everywhere. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Rubber silenced
chassis and other tested improvements. 4-wheel brakes.
18 models—$1,195 to $1,995. Everybody knows Buick's worth.
Now finer than ever. New models vibrationless beyond belief.
6-cylinder valve-in-head engine. FIsher bodies. Duco fuush.
&Salle
6 models—$2,495 to $2,685. The new and beautiful car designed and
built as a companion car to Cadillac. Has V-type 8-cylinder engine.







50 body styles and types—$2,995 to $9,000. The pioneer in the 8-
cylinder field. Standard of the world. Duco finish. Bodies by Fisher
and Fleetwood. 500 different color and Lpholstery combinations.
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Hundreds of Thousands Greet the
Columbus of the Air in
Washington Saturday:,
YOUNG HERO IS UNSWAYED
BY ADULATION OF THRONG
(Continued from page 1)
one of the things upon which the
crowd afterwards remarked.
While men, women and children
1111111 Secured er Year Idercry Seel)It you take th• Draugtion Training, no
training that buaLtians own 1101.411e Toe
Can tato It at college or 14 mull WrIl• WU".




shireked the joy that was their's ed
at a mere sight of him, Colonel
Lindbergh appeared to give only
occasional heed, waving his hand
and smiling now and then.
Indifferent to Adulation.
During most of his triumphant
ride he lounged down in the back
seat of an open White House,
automobile and talked with his
mother, who greeted him aboard
the Memphis and remained at
his side until they reached the
seclusion of the temporary White
iHous' at Du Pont circle, where
they re the guests of the Presi-
dent nd Mrs. Coolidge.
Th re was perfect composure.
too, at the meeting with the Pre-
sident, the youth bowing and then
granting the chief executive's
for a hearty shake when he wfit
presented by John Hays Ham-
mond, the celebrated engineer,
and chairman of the local recep-
tion committee. As the president
pinned the distinguished flying
cross' to the lapel of his blue





Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned, an
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garrnen•
You'll like our odorless process an
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road—and with the body resting on
vanadium steel springs 88c-i as ion
wheelbase—the Most Beautiful
provides the most astonishing riding
ing comfort ever offered in a low-pri
At every speed, up to wide open t
holds the road with a surety that is a
tion—while rough stretches ace n
in perfect comfort. A type of perfo
that will delight and amaze vou!
Beas'"rds I Chos,sies
Come in coday and see for
yourself the remarkable heautv
of the new Ches-n.let. lirive it























EVERY General Motors car is 
built to repre-
sent General Motors quality and value
throughout its life. Whether its potential mile-
age is to be used up by one owner or several
owners makes no difference.
That is the reason for thehigh resale value
of the current series of the General Motors cars.
It is also the reason why. USED General
Motors cars offer real opportunities.
General Motors dealers are dependable mer-
chants and will give you, if you wish to buy out
of income, the advantage of the low rates of the
GMAC Plan of time payment.
The price ranges of the new General Motors
cars are given below. Pick out the car which
interests you most. Then clip and mail the
coupon. We want to tell you all about that
car and also why General Motors cars, used or
new, offer real value to their purchasers.
Ft models -- $525 to $780. The quality car Of the low-priced field.
5 speed transmission. Dry-disc clutch. Srslooth, powerful engine.
Fi-sher .es. Duco finish. Fully equipped;




• t • $ ; Has largest 6-cylinder engine in its price
tir..sh. Beautiful, stylish lines. Value
' .•
N 71AC TON CHASSIS, $383; with screen body. $760:
• , IN :U.
1: !: $S7i t $1,100, Gratifies:your finer taste. Satisfies
H Dueu funah. 6-cylinder motor. Har-
p., balancer. .4 -o. heel brakes and other new features.
- $1,095 to $1,295. The "six" that is winning and holding
everywhere. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Rubber silenced
c. a..sss and ,,thcr trited Improvements. 4-wheel brakes.
IS mooch .195 t $1,995. Everybody knows Buick's worth.
N- finer than ever. New models vibrationless beyond belief.
6-cylinder valve-La-head engine. F,sher bodies. Duco
fa5allt
6 models—S2,495 to $2.685. The new an beautiful car designed and
built as • companion car to Cadillac. Has V-type 8-cylinder engine.
Bodies by Fisher. Duco finish. Now on display.
50 body styles and types- $2,995 to $9.000. The pioneer in the 8-
cylinder field. Standard of the world. Duco finish. Bodies by Fisher
ax-.1 Fleetwood. 500 different' color and 1...tholstery combinations.
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Hundreds of Thousands Greet the
Columbus of the Air in
Washington Saturday.
YOUNG HERO IS UNSWAYED
BY ADULATION OF THRONG
(Continued from page 11
one of the things upon which the
crowd afterwards remarked.
While men, women and children
PiSecured er Your Money SackIf you take the Draughoe Italian. Obi
training that busino.• men Worm Toll
can take it at college or by matt. $vrtte today,
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shireked the joy that was their's
at a mere sight of him, Colonel
Lindbergh appeared to give only
occasional heed, waving his hand
and smiling now and then.
Indifferent to Adulation.
During most of his triumphant
ride he lounged down in the back
seat of an open White House
automobile and talked with his
mother, who greeted him aboard
the Memphis and remained at
his side until they reached the
seclusion of the temporary White
House at Du Pont circle, where
they are the guests of the Presi-
dent and Mrs. Coolidge.
There was- perfect composure,
too, at the meeting with the Pre-
sident, the youth bowing and then
grasping the chief executive's
for a hearty shake when he was
presented by John Hays Ham-
mond, the celebrated engineer,
and chairman of the local recep-
tion committee. As the president
pinned the distinguished flying
cross to the lapel of his blue






Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and pro-
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
We Pay Return Parcel Post
'Uzi/cc/13
171144 LIT If CL. EA /VERS -
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
ed by his week at sea, flushed
slightly and for a moment he
seemed somewhat ill at ease, but
his nerves were in perfect control
again as he addressed the waves
of humanity that billowed over
the slopes of the Washington
monument knoll.
Appear to Crowd.
When the constant calls from
the multitude at Du Punt circle
finally brought him from the se-
clusion of the White House later
in the day he appeared with the
president on the balcony and smil-
ed a greeting. The crowd roared
and finally Mr. Coolidge raised
the flier's hand.
By then he had become fatig-
ued and after several other ap-
pearances he asked not to be dis-
turbed for two hours as he want-




9 suffered with severe bilious
attacks which came on me two or
three times every month," says
Mr. 011ie Miller, of Murray, Ky.
"I would become di7zy. My
head would ache terribly, fooling
as if it would almost burst. It
felt exactly like a tight band
was being drawn closer and clos-
er around my temples.
"My stomach would be so up-
set I could not retain any kind
of nourishment for hours. I
would have to quit work and
go to bed.
"My color was awful. I was
yellow and my skin was drawn
and dry. I did not have any
energy-no ambition to work. I
was just about half sick most of
the time because of these spells.
"One day one of my neighbors,
who has used Thedford's Black-
Draught for years, said he had
noticed how bad my color was
and thought it would help ma.
"I got some Black-Draught im-
mediately and began to take it
regularly until I got my system
clear of the poison I had been
absorbing. I soon began to feel
better and developed a fine ap•
petite. I had no more bad head-




Hour after Hour over any Road
-rand always in Comfort!
Scientifically balanced — swung low to the
road—and with the body resting on chrome
vanadium steel springs 88% as long as the
wheelbase—the Most Beautiful Chevrolet
provides the most astonishing riding and driv-
ing comfort ever offered in a low-priced car.
At every speed, up to wide open throttle, it
holds the road with a surety that is a revela-
tion—while rough stretches are negotiated
in perfect comfort. A type of performance
that will delight and amaze you!
The Coach
oalatar • • J
The Touring 
$r Ro  
25
The
$625(Ample - • • -
The 4-4 Done$So.lan695
The Spars S
Cabriolet • • 15
The '745 •landau • - -
The Imperial $
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I Come in today and see for
yourself the remarkable beauty
of the new Chevrolet. Drive it




QUALITY AT LOW COST
mother in private and to rest be-
fore attending the cabinet dinner
and the Minnesota Society and
National Press Club receptions
tonight.
After a roaring reception from
the air, the shore and the water
ts the crusier bringing him home
from France moved slowly up the
river, Colonel Lindbergh arrived
off the navy yard here at 11 o'-
clock, but it was half an hour be-
fore his ship could be warped in-
to her berth and made fast.
Several thousands gathered at
the yard could see him plainly
during that time as he stood on
the bridge conversing with Vice
Admiral Burrage and officers of
the ship. To the surprise of the
watchers he wore instead of a
uniform or flying togs, a plain
blue suit, the same one he wore
when he was received by King
'George at Buckingham palace.
Among the cheering throng on
shore was the flyer's mother, who
evved to him as he left the bridge
and walked along the deck to the
admiral's cabin, but he failed ,to
see her. And so it was that in
this cabin he had his first
glimpse of her since he rode out
to fame.
Mother and Son Meet.
As soon as the gangplank was
lowered, Mrs. Lindbergh boarded
the ship to be received by Ad-
miral Burrage, who escorted her
to the place where her famous that the words said in 
this re-
son awaited. As she stepped into , union will remain a 
secret to
the cabin the door was closed so mother and 
son.
Refreshingly 'Different is the
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS
Consfortably removed frosts the confusion of the hairy down-
town— yet within • few minims rade in our own lazursously
appointed motor coach.
A distinctive, biome hotel ciserlookirqg the wooded stretches
of beautiful Forest Park—in the heart of fashionable St LOUIS
-offering to discriminating visitors every etch:sive hotel facil-
ity in a quiet atmosphere of hospitable service. Five hundred
large outside rooms—each with its (yarn bath.
Unexcelled as a Conytention Hotel
Lindell and Kingshighway
Geo. T. Thompson-Frederic C. Skillman, Mennageng Directors
For The 8th. Straight Time
reeotte
Tires Win The 500 Mile
Indianapolis Speed Race
Average Speed - - 97.54 Miles Per Hour
WITHOUT A TIRE FAILURE
The first, second and third cars to finish were all equipped
with FIRESTONE GUM-DIPPED TIRES.
The 500 Mile Speed Classic at Indianapolis has always been a Battle of Tires. In
1911, Firestone won with fabric tires at 74.59 miles per hour. In 1920, Firestone won with
cord tires at 88.55 miles per hour. In 1925 Firestone won with Full-Size Gum 
Dipped Bal-
loons at the record breaking average speed of 101.13 miles per hour.
In 1926, Firestone again won with Full-Size Gum-Dipped Balloons. The ten cars
to finish "in the money" were all Firestone-equipped. They went the dist
ance without a
single blowout and with but two tire failures—one dueito a puncture and the other t
o a
leaky valve.
This performance is even more remarkable when you consider the terrific speeds a
t
which the cars traveled over this fifteen-year old, rough brick track.
Experienced race drivers will not risk their lives or chances of victory on any
 other
tires. And in the commercial field, large truck, motorbus and taxicab 
fleet operators, who
keep careful cost records are among the big users of Firestone Gum-D
ipped Tires.
These records of endurance, speed, safety and mileage could only have been
 made
because of Firestone development of the Gum-Dipping process whi
ch insulates and saturates
every fibre of every cord with rubber, reducing friction and he
at and building greater
strength and endurance in the cords—assuring you at all times—
MOST -MILES PER DOLLAR
Special
30 x 3 Oldfield Cord . . . . . $6.15
30 x 3 1-2 Regular Cord . 7.10
30 x 3 1-2 Oversize Cord . . . . . 7,90
Compare Oldfield Quality With
Mail Order Quality—Then Look
At The Above Prices!
DRAFFEN MOTOR CO.
BENTON, KY.
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
CALVERT CITY, KY.
1
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Homer W. Ford and little son.
of Calvert City, were visitors in
Benton Tuesday.
Free Bath Towels, Saturday
morning, 9 a. m., at Gatlin-Fer-
gerson Co.
Quite a number from Benton
attended the candidate speaking
at Palma Tuesday afternoon. It
was the first of a series of ad-
dresses by the candidates for
Commonwealth's Attorney.
Mr. Rains, of the extension de-
partment of the Murray Teachers






Gone arc the crude,
harsh methods of con-
ducting funerals used in
the past—modern meth-
ods and equipment have
taken away much of the
coldness.
The funeral is con-
ducted in Such a way
that the last memory is
always a beautiful one
Those whom we serve
are. invariably impressed
with the calm, quiet dig-
nity of the funerals—a
fitting way to pay a last






J. R. Etheridge, of Route 7, was
a business visitor in town • Tues-
day.
John G. Lovett was in Paducah
on business Tuesday.
John T. Midyett spent Monday
in Paducah on business.
Flour has gone up, but you can
still buy a good flouE for $1.00
per bag from Morgan & Heath.
Dudley Howard left Thursday
for Dallas, Texas, after spending
a two weeks vacation here with
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. C. E.
Howard. Mr. Howard is a civil
engineer for the Magnolia Petro-
leum Co., with headquarters in
Flies cause more deaths than
all wars. In the United States.
each year, 40,000 deaths. Flies
must be killed. Health authorities
advocate the use of Fly-Tox.
Fly-Tox is the scientific insecti-
tute of Industrial Research at
Rex Fellowship. Insist on Fly-
Tox. Fly-Tox is safe, stainless,
fragrant, sure. Simple instruc-
tions on each bottle (blue label)
for killing ALL household insects.
Fly-Tox is the modern safeguard
to health.
T. A. Sanford who, with Mrs.
Sanford, has been visiting her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. C. E. How-
ard, left Saturday for Owens-
boro where he will do field work
for the Murray Normal.
Keep in mind we can sell you
a new Washington range for any
size family. Morgan & Heath.
Bud Ross, of Route 4, was a-
mong the visitors in Benton
Tuesday.
D. B. Fergerson, of Paducah,
spent Tuesday in Benton with
relatives and friends.
Free Rath Towels, Saturday
morning, 9 a. m., at Gatlin-Fer-
gerson Co.
J. D. McNatt, of Briensburg,
was a business visitor in tenton
Tuesday.
"Doc" Bradley, of Calvert City
Route 2, was in town on business
uosday.
John Hudson Martin, of Padu-
cah, was a visitor in Benton over
the week end.
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2 -AND ALWAYS IN COMFORT •
; Scientifically balanced—swung low to the road —
and with the body resting on 'chrome vanadium steel •
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At ever speed, up to wide open •
•throttler it holds • the road with a •
surety that is a revelation
•
— while rough stretches
are negotiated in perfect
comfort. A type of per-
formance that will delight
and amaze you.
(Come innth e todayrem e ziles ,e4eauft.t)yr N
of the new Chevrolet. Drive it










Mrs. Helen Coffman, who has
been the guests of relatives in
Louisville, is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. George Long for several
days.
A short session, with little busi-
ness of importance was transact-
ed by fiscal court here TueSday,
the regular June meeting. Tom
Green, "a bUnd man, was given an
appropriation' of $25 each six
months and a number of claims
were allowed.
If you want to pay the cash and
get the best prices on Flour, sug-
ar, coffee, meat and lard go to
Morgan & Heath's.
Mr. and Mrs. Early T. Cross
and son, Billie Veach, of Metro-
polis, spent Sunday here with
Esq. and Mrs. E. F. Cross and
family.
Mrs. Jeff Bean has been ill at
her home south of Benton.
New lot of 9 x 12 linoleum rugs
have just come in at Morgan and
Heath's.
Mrs. Herbert T. Randall, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, will arrive this
week end to be the guest of her
brother, George E. Long and fam-
ily. Mrs. Randall was formerly
Miss Mildred Kinsolving and re-
sided here several years ago.
Ice Cream freezors, cream cans,
cream separators at Morgan and
Heath. • i• 0,
Miss Leola Bailey has received
notice of her appointment as
principal of one of the county
schools in Warren county and
will leave about the middle of
July to assume her position.
W. Brien Holland, of Route 7,
candidate for Circuit Court Clerk,
and little brother, Kent. were in
Benton Monday morning cam-
paigning.
Free Bath Towels, Saturday
morning, 9 a. m., at Gatlin-Fer-
gerson Co.
Victor Vaughn, of Paducah,
motored to Benton to visit
friends Monday.
G. B. Nave, of the City Con-
sumers Co., Paducah, was a busi-
ness visitor in Benton Monday.
You will find one horse har-
rows, double shovels and barb
wire at Morgan & Heath.
Prof. John . Foust, of Owens-
boro, spent the week end and
the first part of this week here
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Foust. Prof. Foust, a Mar-
shall countain, is head of the
Owensboro school system and
president of the Kentucky Educa-
tional Association.
Morgan & Heath are funeral
directors and embalmers. They
answer all calls day or night.
Will L. Gibson returned Mon-
day morning from a business trip
to Cincinnati, having accepted a
position as salesman for the
Wheat Culvert Co., with the wes-
tern half of Kentucky as his ter-
ritory.
For millet seed, beans, cucum-
bers and melon seed in bulk call
on Morgan & Heath.
Mrs. Nannie Stringer of Dexter
Route 1, was a visitor in Benton
Wednesday.
Buy a new lawn mower, porch
swing, or a ice cream freezor
from Morgan & Heath.
H. E. Mathis was a business
visitor in Paducah, Tuesday.
Dr. F. C. Coffield of Hardin,
transacted business in Benton,
Wednesday afternoon.
Ladies if you are in need of a
new Washington range or a new
Perfection oil stove see Morgan
and Heath.
Miss Mary Lyles entertained a
number of friends with a party
at her home on the north side of
th court square Friday evening
in honor of the twelfth birthday
of Miss Elinor Pack, daughter of
Chief Surveying Engineer and
Mrs. C. E. Pack, who are temper-
arily making their home in Ben-
ton. The house was prettily dec-
orated with cut roses and ferns
and aa ice course was served.
Those present were Misses Dixie
Jo Cornwell, Mildred Ely, Madge
Ely, Louise Ford, Geneva Cole,
Elinor Pack and James Pack.
You will find a complete line of
metallic and cloth covered caskets
steel vaults and burial garments
-it Morgan & Heath's.
Mi. and Mrs. Jess Gillahan,
who have been in Florida for sev-
eral years, have leased the Vance
home and will reside here. Mr.
Gillahan has the contract for the
Benton end of the Eggner's Ferry
highway and expects to begin
work soon.
WP have just received a new
lot of 9 x 12 congoleum rugs at
bargain prices at Morgan and
Heath.
The Young People's Missionary
Society met Monday evening at
the home of Miss Elizabeth
Combs. After the program a soc-
ial hour and refreshments were
ajoyeo. Ecurteen were present.
6.\
MONTE BLUE
Starring in Warner iros.
Pictitrization of this Novel •
Iae
Going Away'? Business? Pleasure?
When you do, whether yop take
THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
or adopt any other mode of travel,
you'll need luggage—the kind that
stands up wider the roughest usage.
Handbags, fitted bags, wardrobe
4. trunks, steamer trunks, camping and
automobile kits—all those accessories
and appurtenances that take the tra-





THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
Gave Prompt Service
That's why it was the crack train on the road.
At this drug store we give you equal prompt and
efficient service on whatever you need.
If you cannot come to town for your needs, just
phone us and it will come promptly by the next mail.












Whether you're a railroad man,
farmer, merchant or banker,
you'll like the kind of food and
service you get here.
If you want a regular meal or
just i sandwich with a bottle of
in here and we're sure you'll join
PACE'S CAFE
BENTON, KENTUCKY
THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
is one of the crack trains of the Lehigh Valley R. R., be-
cause it gets the best of care and attention—always.
During the past few years the Bank of Marshall
County has moved forward On the road of progress in
many.ways of which many an institution might be proud.
It has grown steadily in deposits, resources and number
of accounts.
. Like The Black Diamond Express, every depositor
receives the hest of care and attention at this bank—always.
Bank of Marshall
County
Joe L. Price, Pres. B. L. Trevathan, Cashier
Tullus Black, V-Pres. J. E. Cross, Asst.-Cashier
THE TR
FOLLOWING IS Tlif FIRST CHAPTER,OF
THIS THRILL1Niti VOAD SERIAL:
R ES )
fW-aniick
Copyright by Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
('HAPTER I
rug in the other, strode along, on
a September morning, toward the
railway station in Ventnor. A big,
strapping youngster, a good many
eyes followed him as he made his
way toward the train. He had
many friends in town; the Bal-
lards had a good name. He WAS
the only one left flow; there was
a rather grim look in his eyes;
the set of his shouiders, the whole
bearing of his big body, gave an
impression of a harsh determine-
ticn alien to his years.
As he passed a small }muse
John, glancing at,the clock on the
tower of the mill, a block 'away,
paused; he put down his bag, and
stood, looking at the house. It
was a small, white house, set back
in its own ground, with green
shutters on its windows; a
friendly, cheertls tiouse. In the
yard a few fl,wers,still bloomed;
tha autumn riNt. ,tiad not currie
yet to kill dab).* And marigolds,
asters and cosinoA He stood sell,
and he caught bts breath. The
door of the house' opened; a *ro-
man looked out, and saw the boy.
"Good morning, John," she said.
She saw his bag. "You're off, are
you?"
"Yes, Mrs. Gray," he said.
just stopped as I was passing.
Sort of—sort of to- say good !lye
to the old place."
"Won't you come in?"
kindly.
"No. thanks—Is haven't ti e,"
he- said, "I just wanted to hive
one more look as I went by, t4t's
all." •
"You'll be combing back agiin,
won't you, John? You'll be ‘isit-
ing your folks here during veca-
tions, won't you?"
"I don't know," he said. "I'll be
working my way through college,
you know. I won't have mach
time for vacaliena, I guess."
"Well, you'll always be wel-
come here," she said. "Remember
that, I want you shsuld always
remember that this was your
home, and that if—well, if things
had been different it still would
be."
John Ballard winced.
"That's good of you, Mrs.
Gray," he said. "You've been
very good to us, you and Mr.
Gray. I'll never forget how kind
you were to my mother after--
after Dad was killed. I'm glad it's
you that bought the house. I'd
have hated to thing strangers
were living in it."
"Pshaw—we didn't do any-
thing." said Mrs. Gray. "Well—"
John had picked up his bag.
"Good bye, and good luck. And
if you ever want a bed don't hesi-
tate to come to us."
"Thank you—I won't. qood
bye,",„ said John. And he went on.
His way took him through the
pleasant street in which he had
been born, and on, down into the
lower part of the town. Ile came,
soon, to the canal, along whichJohn Ballard, a suit case in
ranone hand, a package rolled in a the 
railway. And, to reach
the station, he had to cross the
tracks:- New, shiny gates protect-
ed the crossing; an old man came
out as he crossed, and spoke to
him—the watchman.
"Off to school, eh?" said the
old man. "Well—well, things
would have been different it
they'd had me and these gates
here sooner, eh, John?"
John caught his breath. For a
moment, standing there. his eyes
closed,. his whole body swayed.
For he could see, as plainly as if
he had been there, the tragic,
ghastly scene that had been enact-
ed here a few months ago. A
freight train, rup,sing, with a
crash and rattling of cars: a car,
waiting—his father at its wheel.
Then—the swift rush of an ex-
press, hidden by the freight, the
roar of its coming drowned;
cras I. -;ek--and disaster. I
Beim ,yes of his mind 04,
wholq. A+ :Pt.% son of disaster
moveoi. • .iig.44'imother's collapse
when they brought his. father
home; nor brief lingering; het
own deatik The kindly friend,
showing him how matters stood;
how hi a father's sudden death had
comolicated his affairs, with the
house only partly paid for, and
other debts to be met. The melt-
ing away of the insurance money
• 
n the paying of bills. Then—the
era, explaining why it was
at the railway could notiebe
made to pay damages, though. es
a matterf moral right, it should
have had the crossing guarded —
as, now, it was guarded. John
shook • lis shoulders; no use in,
standing here, thinking of what
was pa's, and d( n'. It was for
him to think of the future, not
the past.
He went on. At the station
there was the usual bustle, and a
little Low. Something was in the
air.-, 1n theoustatkn yard an un-
usual number of motor cars were
gathered. Young people filled the
platform. And, in a moment, John
saw why. Another Ventner be
was off to college this morning -
and to the same college he, John
was going to. He saw Phil Har-
din as he went out, after buying
his ticket—laughing, handsome
Phil Hardin, surrounded by girls,
gay, debonair.
But Phil Hardin had boaght no
ticket. He had no noed of it ticket__
to travel on the N. V and V. C.
R. R. Not while Mr. James Har-
din, his father, was president of ,
the road and the right hand man
of Henry Jordan. that great fig-
ure in the world of finance who
made the unmade railway presi-
dent as. in the old days, a War-
wick made and unmade kings.
There was no bitterness in
John's heart, though,as he looked
toward Phir Hardin. Ile didn't
(Continued on pagq 8)
Railroad men— w hether they work around the
BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
or not—or any 'sort of toiler for that matter—need the
sort of work clothes that stand up under a lot or., rough
wear and tear.
In our store you'll d everything for the worker—
overalls, work shirts, hoots, gloves, etc.—at the lowest
prices.
Our line of clothing embraces everything from work
, clothes to stand the roughest wear to all the latest styles in
everything for man and boy.
STROW BROS.
BENTON,
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. iurageous locomotive engineer of the
BLACK , DIAMOND EXPRESS
LIKE GOOD EATS!
Whether you're a railroad man,
farmer, merchant or hanker,
you'll like the kind of food and
service you get here.
If you want a regular meal or
just a sandwich with a bottle of
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CHAPTER I lower part of the town. He came,
John Ballard, a suit case in 
soon, to the canal, along which
one hand, a package rolled j a ran the rail
way. And, to reach
the station, he had to cross therug in the other, strode along,;on
a September morning, toward the
railway station in Ventnor. A big,
strapping youngster, a good many
eyes followed him as he made his
way toward the train. He
many friends in town; the




the only one left now; there was
a rather grim look in his eyes;
the set of his shoulders, the whole
bearing of his big body, gave an
impression of a ha-rsh determita-
th:n alien to his /ears.
As he passed a small house
John, glancing at the clock onlhe
tower of the mill, a block -a/Ray,
paused; he put down his bag, and
stood, looking at the house. It
was a small, white house, set back
in its own ground, with green
shutters on its windows; a
friendly. cheerft% tiouse. In the
yard a few f! ,wers attill blootriad;
the autumn bad not come
yet to kill dall,..4t* and marigolds,
asters and cosinA He stood still,
and he caught his breath. The
door of the house opened; a
man looked out, and saw the boy.
"Good morning, John," she said.
- She saw his bag. "You're off, are
you?"
"Yes, Mrs. Gray," he said.  "I—
I just stopped as I was passing.
Sort of—sort of to say good liye
to the old place." *
"Won't you come in?"4111rs4id
kindly.
"No. thanks—I- haven't ti e,"
her said. "I just 'anted to ve
fate more look as I went by, t s
all."
"You'll be correing back ag in,
won't you, John? You'll be v it-
ing, your folks here during v
tions, won't you?"
"I don't know," he said. "I'll be
working my way through colt ye,
you know. I won't have m ch
time for vaceti9n5, I guess."
"Well, you'll always be wel-
come here," she said. "Remember
that, I want you shsuld always
remember that this was your
home, and that if—well, if things
had been different it still would
be."
John Ballard winced. .
"That's good of you, Mrs.
Gray," he said. "You've been
very good to us, you and Mr.
Gray. I'll never forget how ̀kind
you were to my mother after—
after Dad was killed. I'm glad it's
you that bought the house. I'd
have hated to thing strangers
were living in it."
"Pshaw—we didn't do any-
thing." said Mrs. Gray. "Well—"
John had picked up his bag.
"Good bye, and good luck. And
if you ever want a bed don't hesi-
tate to come to us."
"Thank you—I won't. Good
bye," said John. And he went on.
His way took him through the
pleasant street in whith he had
been born, and on, down into the
tracks. New, shiny gates protect-
ed the crossing; an old man came
out as he crossed, and spoke to
him—the watchman.
"Off to school. eh?" said the
old man. "Well—well, things
would have been different it
they'd had me and these gates
here sooner, eh, John?"
John caught his breath. For a
moment, standing there, his eyes
closed, his whole body swayed.
For he could see, as plainly AS if
he had been there, the tragic,
ghastly scene that had been enact-
ed here a few months ago. A
freight train, passing, with a
crash and rattling of cars; a car,
waiting—his father at its wheel.
Then—the swift rush of an ex-
press, hidden by the freight, the
roar of its coming drowned; a
cras13) 1).)-.-iek--and disaster.
Befor,1 .yes of his mind the
wholq, •son of disaster
moyed-. • „tit ,f,denot her's collapse
when they brought his. father
home;', ner brief lingering; her
own death,, The kindly friends,
showing h!m how matters stood;
how hi S father's sudden death had
complicated his affairs, with the
house only partly paid for, and
other debts to be met. The melt-
ing away of the ,insurance money
•i thespaying of bills, Then—the
wyers , explaining why it was
That the railway Could notirbe
made to pay damages, though, as
a matter ,of moral tight, it should
have had the crossing guarded—
as, now, it was guarded. John
shook 'his shoulders; no use in
standing here, thinking of what
was pa's, and done. It was for
him to think of the future, not
the past.
He went on. At the station
there Was the usual bustle, and a
little Ltore. Something was in the
air.-. In 00kt-station yard an un-
usual number of motor cars were
gathered. Young people filled the
platform. And, in a moment, John
saw why. Another Ventnor boy
was off to college this morning—
and to the same college he, John
was going to. He saw Phil Har-
din as he wenf out, after buying
his, ticket—laughing, handsome
Phil Hardin, surrounded by girls,
gay, debonair.
But Phil Hardin had bought no
ticket. He had no need of a ticket
to travel on the N. Y and V. C.
R. R. Not while Mr. James Har-
din, his father, was president of
the road and the right hand man
of Henry Jordan, that great fig-
ure in the world of finance who
made the unmade railway presi-
dent as, in the old days, a War-
wick made and unmade kings.
There was no bitterness in
John's heart, though,as he looked
toward Phil Hardin. He didn't
(Continued on page 8)
Railroad men—whether they work around the
BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
or not—or any sort .of toiler for that matter—need the
sort of work clothes that stand up under a lot or rough
wear and tear. C
In our store•you'll find everythingfor the worker—
overalls, work shirts, boots, gloves, etc.—at the lowest
prices.
Our line of clothing embraces everything from work
clothes to stand the roughest wear to all the latest styles in
everything for man and boy.
STROW BROS.
BENTON,
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We DO have the very finest gems and jewelry ob-
tainable—but not a single
BLACK DIAMOND
/
However, we have combed the markets
of the world for novelties and gifts, and
our stocks enable you to
EXPRESS
your sentiment by means of medium
priced jewelry that not only fits the oc:-




Store of . Personal Service"
KENTUCKY
THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
IS A REAL THRILLER
But you ought to see
"The Wrongdoers"
SATURDAY NIGHT
ADMISSION 10c & 25c
OTHER GOOD PICTURES COMING SOON:-
Such as no other but PARAMOUNT
can make.
Amuzu Theatre
SHOWING TUESDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS
BENTON, KENTUCKY
THE BLACK DIAMOND EX-
PRESS WAS THE BEST TRAIN
ON THE ROAD.
Riley & Houser's is
the leading Marshall
County store for Econ-
omy.
"Not cheap merchandise but good merchandise
cheap" is earning Riley and Houser a county-wide reputa-
tion and growing patronage.
If saving money interests you we invite you to
come in and see us.




The Train Crew o
THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
certainly had a close have with danger, the eventful
night the signals were set wrong.
At our modern up-to-date Cafe you can get the very
best meal at a CLOSE SHAVE in price.







The Marshall County Athletic
Association etarted the 1927 sea-
son Sunday with games at Benton
+101 Birmingham. Hardin swept
through Birmingham to an easy
victory in the opening fray and
shares the honor of drawing first
blood with the Dodgers who con-
quered Benton 7 to 5 on the lat-
ter's grounds.
Hardin hit hard andopportune-
ly to defeat Birmingham
"Shorty" Farmer was driven
from the mound early by the Dod-
gers in the Benton game, which
was attended by a small crowd,
but Lassiter, who relieved him,
tWirled splendid ball. Ophus















$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 x 40
Genuine Cannon BATH TOWEL
(retail value 55c).























Hardin 9; Birmingham 2
Dodgers at Hardin
Birmingham at Benton
Year Old Son of
Castleberry's Called
Curtis B. the little year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Curt Castleberry,
passed away Monday at the home
of his parents three miles west of
Benton after a few days illness.
Besides his parents, he is sur-
vived by one brother, John Edd,
grand parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Thompson, and Mrs. Susie
Castleberry, and a number of
other relatives.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed Monday afternoon at Brazill
cemetery by Elder Gough, ar-
rangements by Filbeck & Stilley.
MISSIONARY SOCIETY MEETS
The Yo Pe Mi So met






1rrust cd Monday. Held in Mc-
cracken County Jail on Wil-
ful Murder Warrant.
YOUNG GIRL DIED SUDDENLY
SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 21ST
(Continued from page 1
was buried in the Cole cemetery,
this county, Sunday afternoon.
May 22nd'. , •
Since moving to Paducah sever-
al years ago, Morse has been em-
ployed as a mechanic at the I. C.
shoos. Several months ago he
lost a part of his hand in an ac-
cident for which he was given
damages by the company employ-
ing him. He was arrested at two
o'clock Monday afternoon at his
residence in Paducah and was
lodged in the McCracken county
jail. He refused to make a state-
ment. He is charged with wilful
murder in the warrant.
The girl was a granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George Cole. of
Miss -Elidabeth Combs. Benton. Her mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Very - pleasing refreshments Cole's daughter, died several
were served by the hostess, Miss months ago and is ;Aso interred





You'll sigh with pleasur ter you've
drawn the last bit of ice cold delight from
the bottom of your glass. Somehow, these
warm days, a chilly Ice Cream Soda at
STROW'S makes you think of rushing
torrents and cool breezes.
On a hot afternoon when you are all
"fagged out" drop in to our spotless foun-
tain and watch us prepare your favorite
drink. You'll feel refreshed even before
you have let its cold goodness slide down
your throat.
Strow Drug Co.




It's Dad's Inning Now!
A Day for Dad—Sunday, June 19th! We
have had the Mother's Day, and she deserves
it, for many years.—but Dad has too long
been forgotten. Show him your love and ap-
preciation for all he has done for you with
some gift. How he would enjoy such a sur-
prise.
'Naught can compare with 'gifts to wear".
Choose him something useful and practical
from our large showing of men's furnish-
ings—things that will ecall you thoughtful-
ness. Give him a—
NECKTIE, NEW HAT, BOX OF HAND-
KERCHIEFS, PAIRS OF SOX, SELECTION
OF SHIRTS, HANDBAG or SUITCASE,
BELT AND BUCKLE SET, UNDERWEAR.
Remember, Fathers, in their self-sacrifices for the family, don't
always get the things they actually need. Fix him up good and
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NEW FORD CAR 'WILL 
nt I can only say this about the
new model—it has speed, style,
BE ON FLOORS SOON
flexibility and control in traffic.
Detroit Writer Intimates What
New Motor Will Have
in Changes.
By B. H. CRAM
Detroit— Henry Ford made the
uncanny prediction back in 1919
while talking with one of his
executives that there would be a
market for the Model T Ford un-
til, at least 15,000,000 were pro-
duced.
On the afternoon of May 26,
the fifteen millionth Model T.
wais run off the production line,
amid ceremonies, and accompan-
ied by the announcement of
Henry and Edsel Ford that with-
in the next few weeks they will
give complete details of a new
model which they are getting
ready to bring out.
There were no apparent
grounds on which Mr. Ford bas-
ed his prediction eight years ago
when the Model T was being
turned out at the rate of approx-
imately 3,500 a day, and the de-
mand was such that everything
possible was done to further in-
crease this production until in
1923, 2,090.595 were produced.
Yet when the 15,000,000 mark was
reached, quantity production on
the Model T came to an en(1.
Henry Ford is truly a genius,
and as such, there is reason for
the world-wide interest which is
centered upon his present activ-
ity.
Statements Really Illuminating
His recent statement: "At pres-
Renew Your Health
by Purification
Any physician will tell you that
"Perfect Purification of the System
Is Nature's Foundation of Perfect
Health." Why not rid yourself of
chronic ailments that are undermin-
ing your vitality? Purify your en-
tire system by taking a thorough
course of Calotabs,—once or twice a
week for several weeks—and see how
Nature rewards you with health.
Calotabs are the greatest of all
system purifiers. Get a family pack-
age, containing full directions. Onl)
85 cts. At any drug store. (Adv.)
chere is nothing quite like it in
quality and price. The new car
will cost more to manufticture,
but it will be more economical to
operate," is quite illuminating,
providing it is studiously analy-
zed.
Mr. Ford has a faculty of ex-
pressing himself pointedly and
definitely. However, if the full
significance of his words is not
understood, his remarks may ap-
pear somewhat ambiguous. That
he revealed the essential charac-
teristics of this new four-cylin-
der vehicle there is little doubt.
And so, by taking the sub-
stance from what he has said, the
following may be gleaned:-
In order to provide speed, the
motive power must first be con-
sidered. And ideal four-cylinder
engine, keeping in mind present
plant facilities, would be approx-
imately of the same bore with a
slightly longer stroke — especial-
ly if the recent developed steel
pistons are employed, together
with the lighter weight connect-
ing rods.
The old model T had three
main crank-shaft bearings, which
in modern design does not lend
itself to good engineering prac-
tice. Accordingly, five main bear-
ings of the interchangeable type
would be a radical step forward.
The experience gained with the
"Ricardo" cylinder head should
result in a change of compression,
as against the former motor, and
induce superior flame propoga-
tion and added power.
May Use Water Pump.
The thermo-syphon cooling sys-
tem used in the old "job" may
well be deckded obsolete, and in
its place an efficient water-pump
circulating means utilized, pro-
!noting more efficient cooling.
Particularly is this so when the
new motor is required to operate
at greater speeds, causing the
generation of higher tempera-
tures which must be dissipated.
The recently developed carbure-
ting and gasifying method is ap-
parently satisfactory and quite
likely will be used on the new
car.
Next in importance would be a
more modern ignition system, as






Now at Their Best
Raw material prices and the labor
market are in such a stable condition
that the time is most opportune to
build. Especially with this pleas-
ant weather that sends building to-
ward completion at a rapid pace.
No Obligations
This organization, with its reputa-
tion secured by evidences of much
work throughout Marshall County,
is ready to aid you whether your
plans call for a bungalow, an apart-
ment building, or an immense office
building. Our fund of experience
is at your call if you call for one of
our representatives. No obligations,
of course.





The motor lubrication may be ac-
complished with a forced-feed
gear pump, located at the lowest
possible level in order that a con-
stant supply may be had, and ob-
viating and necessity for prim-
ing.
This would be a motive power
modern in the extreme from a de
sign standpoint, and into which
could be built enduring quality.
Next, the starting and electric-
ity generating means should be
pondered. There is little doubt
but that both will undergo little.
if any, change as the old starter
and generator were all that could
be desired. As a matter of fact,
the United States Bureau of stan-
dards is a series of tests, found
ft the equal of any in use.
Improved Planetary Possible
Then comes the transmission,
probably the most determining
factor. An improved planetary
with an auxiliary means, provid-
ing four speeds forward and two
reverses, permitting the employ-
ment of a 3 or 4.45-to-1 ratio,
would apparently lend itself to
the peculiar ability possessed in
the old Model T, to traverse soft
ground or snow-banked roads, not
to be found in the gear-shift type.
It does not seem that in develop-
ing the new model this salient
feature should be eliminated.
There would appear to be a de-
mand for this method where poor
roads are to be found on this con-
tinent and abroad. However, with
the added power and increased
weight of the new job, a stand-
ard gear shift would appear to
be the practical type transmission
for general use. Optional equip-
ment of these two methods would
seem logical.
A slightly larger propeller shaft
would be in order, connected to a
modern differential, with the la-
test banjo-type housing construct-
ion.
In the matter of springs the
conventional design now found in
other vehicles would offer good
riding qualities and also permit a
low center of gravity for the car.
And then with a little longer
wheelbase and four-wheel brakes,
it is possible to visualize a chas-
sis which would thoroughly check
with Mr. Ford's statement:-"Con-
666
is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
MALARIA.
It Kills the germs.
'STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR FIELDS
SHALL ALL OR ONLY A FEW OF THE PEOPLE HAVE ROADS?'
To The Democrats of Kentucky:
The Highway Commission of the
present State administration, with the
assistance of the counties, has, by great
effort, designed and put in process of
construction a system of roads that
will, if completed, reach every section
of the State.
In the development of this system,
this administrauon has completed and
put under State maintenance sixteen
hundred miles of highways and has
awarded contracts for the construction
of fourteen hundred and eighty-five
additional miles and has reduced the
cost of construction thirty•three per
cent as shown by the indisputable
records of the Highway Department.
To make this program possible
many of the counties have voted
county bonds, to be matched by Suite
aid on a basis of three to one. Other
counties have increased the:r levy for
road purposes; counties that voted
bonds prior to the inauguration of this
program have also been included in
the program to the extent that they
applied their bond mcneys to the im-
provement of their respective primary
-oad systems.
The State Road fund amounts ter ap-
proximately twelve millions of dollars
annt:ahy and is adequate to meet the
State's agreement with the counties on
•he three to one basis.
The State's agreement with the
counties will, therefore, be carried out
if the people elect a Governor who is
favorable to the program and who
pledges himself to the fulfilltnent of
the State's agreement with the emir:t-
ier. But if the people in the exercise
of their elective franchoe fail to elect
a Governor who is fr:crofli to this pro. highway running across it. The con:
iram we can: have no assurance that
the State's agreement with the count'
ies will be ke::: becaufe if the people
(lest as Coverror a man who has
1-u•ed our road program or who has
declined to indorse it he would natur-
ally k-1 that his ciccouo a..as ::.•
dorsement of his .pos.tion and ve..ted
in him Ce implied authority to carty
v.rov into execution.
At L.; request of the proponent:- of
:he various county bond elections, I
have spoLen in practically all of the
counties where bonds were voted ex•
rlaining to the voters that the State
ouli i isech the county. §iprid money
•ri a ba..s of three to one.
By rtason of that fact arid the fur-
:her fact that many people may, not
have had an opporturiay to knowths
attitude of certam caothdates ti:war
the road program I feel n my
inasmuch ris I am rerpuni.ble'in
for thre agreement between •
arid the counties, to explain tsa Cis
people the s:tuation as it 1.;, so this.
none may be deceived or misled into
thc nomination of a candidate for Gov•
ernor. By making this explanation I
will have kept faith with the people
who have voted county road bonds as
a result of the proposal of the High-
way Commission to match county
funds on a basis of three to one.
The road program of the present
State administration has been opposed
by Honorable J. C. W. Beckham and
two of his closest friends, via., General
Percy Haly, a professional politician,
and Judge Rlobert \V. Bingham, editor
of the Louisville Courier•Journal and
Times.
These gentlemen have opposed our
efforts to build roads even to the ex•
tent of going into the courts, with Mr.
Beckham as chief Counsel, in an at-
tempt to repudiate a State debt of
three and a half million dollars that
the State owed for roads that had been
constructed and were then being used
by the people.
Mr. Bingham, through his papers,
has opposed the State's co-operation
with the counties on the three to one
basis above referred to, has character-
ized it as economically unsound, and
has advocated instead of the construc-
tion of the State-wide system designed
to reach and accomodate every section
I of the State, a few extremely high
type and very expensive roads. The
'latter plan would be beneficial to tour-
ilsts and to the few communities*rough which they would pass but
larould not serve the people of the en'
tire State or even an appreciable per
cent of the people of the State.
The Courier-Journal also advocated,
by a recent series of eight articles,
printed under a note of the Editor ap-
g them, the construction of a
of bridges across the streams in
rocky, also across the streams bor-
&ring on Kentucky and critized the
Highway Commission fur Its rc!- ..: rl
to proceed with the construction of
such a system of bridges.
The estimated cost of their mg-
gated system of bridgeswould ap-
proximate forty-nine millions of dol-
lars. Should the next Governor of Ken-
tucky divert our road funds from the
construction of the primary system
of the several counties to the construc-
tion of a limited system of expensive
boulevards or the construction of a
complete system of bridges that would
have no roads leading up to them (af-
ter their completion) it would deprive
the counties of State aid and leave
those that have voted bonds or in-
creased their levy for road purposes
in a deplorable condition and render
impossible the completion of their re-
Tea:ye primary systems.
Mr. Beckham, with the support of
General Haly and Judge Bingham, is
now a car didate for the Democratic
tiononation for Governor. The Courier.
Journal and Times, judge Bingham's
papers, are his chief publicity organs.
Mr. Beckhim said in his announce-
ment for Governor that he, would
make no promises to the people as to
what he would do u Governor in the
event of his election.
On May eighth he said in a letter
to Seldon Y. Trimble, of Hopkins-
ville, which letter was carried in the
press. "I think that in the arrange-
ii.ent that they (meaning the High-
way Cornmiss1onl have, with some of
the counties. like Todd County, the
plans shgle bcosompleted wherever
possible, 'Was, le!Le rcgard to the fin-
ances of the State road fund and the
gercral situation in the State."
Todd County has a great national
pletion of this highway as a high typ(
rational boulevard would be in hr..
v..ith the advocacy of Mr. Beckham'i
oP!sarts, the Bingham papers.
1-s-t even the people of Todd County
c:In find no assurance in the statement
of Mr. Beckham that the remainder of
t1leir primary system will receive State
aid in the event of his eection, and
those counties having no national
highway, or whose national highway
has been completed can certainly find
no assurance in his statement that the.r
agreement with the Sti.te to construe!
their respective primary systems on
basis of three to one will be carried
out. And if the State's agreement
with the counties is not fulfilled when,
if ever, will we have a Statewide
I system of roads? And how will the
!counties that have entered into tint
•reertent with the State complete
t e:r re,peetive systems without State
As above stated Beckham, Haly and
.:.ngham have opposed our efforts to
build roads even to the extent of go-
ing into the courts with Mr. Beckham
as Chief Counsel in an effort to re-
pudiate a State debt for roads al-
ready constructed and in use. Is it
not, therefore, fair to assume that Co:
came group of men wouid repudiate
the State's agreement to aid the coun-
ties in future road construction in the
event Mr. Beckham is elected Govern.
or? We read in Holy Writ: "By
their fruits ye shall know them."
Honorable Robert T. Crowe, whom
Mr. Beckham is opposing for the
nomination for Governor, stated in his
announcement for that off•ce, and has
reaffirmed that statement in his cam-
paign 'speeches, that if elected ut
would carry out each and every one ot
the State's agreements with the c! ••n -
ties and would enlarge oor
available.roadprogram as fast as funds b rneca 
Our State road program is tha most
important proposition before the per,
pie of Kentucky. It is of such trans-
cendent importance as to overshadow
and obscure public men. It is, there-
fore, my opinion that those interested
in this program and who desire to see
it carried to completion should rally
the defeat of Mr. Beckham in the
August primary.
I warn the people of Kentucky
against the danger of committing their
road program to the supervision of
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Six Reasons • •• 
• Why You Should 
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• Here are six reasons why you can af- • ford to trade in your present tires on a set •
• of the new-type All-Weather Tread Good- •
• year Balloon, "the world's greatest tire." •
• •
• I Traction 4 SUPERTWIST •
• 2 Safety Careass •
• 3 Slow, Even Tread 5 Quietness •
• Wear 6 Appearance •
0 •
• Let us tell you what a new set will cost. We'll
• take your old tires in trade, paying you fairly for ever). •
• mile that's left in them.
• •
BENTON FILLING STATION
• Benton, Ky. •
• •
J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS
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nocrccon.:-.7.romx:Me..w.Vr•PC:Orvl I no desire to be moving in the cool
FIX
BAYONETS!
The We. waves Ramage Deetribeel lap di Re-
aserhabi• Senor by ea Office. .1 the Aieramht
Capt.
JOHN W. THOMASON, Jr.
lith=ds., 0 ehb1. 4.rtsit:=1
•
(Continued from page 2)
geant — 'then shot the French-
man through the — as sea-going
marines say stern-sheets.
,The scout officer and the ser-
geant got himback some way,
both filled. with admiration at
his language.
By the time they stumbled
through the nervous optposts to
their own place, the French cap-
tain had lapsed into English.
"As a wound, you perceive, it is
good for a permission. But it is
not o wound. It is an indignity!
And, besides, my new breeches!
Ah, Dieu de Dieu! Ce sale colon-
el-ci! What will my wife say!
That one, she chose the cloth
herself! Tonnerre de canon!" —
and he sank into stricken silence.
The raiding party shook. down
in their several holes, praising
God, and went to sleep. The col-
onel, with his prisoners, receiv-
ed the compliments of the battal-
ion headquarters and departed
for Birgade. The scout officer ob-
served to his amazement that
they had been out of their lines
less than twenty minutes. "Where
is the Forty-ninth?" he wanted
to know first. "hell, Jim they
went up to the Bois right after
the major sent for you. An' the
Seventeenth. We're moving bat-
talion headquarters up there now.
Get your people and come along.
Attack or something."
After a very full night, the
st., ut officer crawled and Scut-
tled along the last tip of the Bois
de Belleau, looking for a hole that
a battalion runner told him a-
bout. "Seen the lootonant
in just past the last Maxim gun,
sir. Right at the nose of the woods
where the big rocks it. There's
about a dozen dead Ileinies dayin'
by a big tree, all together. Can't extra police duty.
miss it, sir.- The scout officer had CONTINUED NEXT WEEK
of the morning, when all well-
regulated people are asleep if pos-
sible, and if you moved here the
old Boche had a way of sniping
at you with 88s — that wicked,
flat-trajectory Austrian gun —
but he followed an urge that only
Tommie could supply.
So he came at last to a miser-
able shelter scooped in the lee of
a rock. Here to long legs protrud-
ed from Under a brown German
.blanket, and here he prodded and
shook until the deplorable coun-
tenance of his brother officer
emerged yawning.
"Say", demanded the scout of-
ficer "you save my alum? Gimme
my slum."
"Why, hello, Jim! Why didn't
you come back, like you said you
was? Where you been? You said
you was comin' right back."
"Didn't you save me my monk-
ey-meat? We went on a raid, damn
it. I—"
"Raid? Raid? What raid?"
"Oh, we went over to Torcy.
Gimme my monkey-meat."
"Well, you see, Jim — the fact
is — well, we got moved up here
'right after you left, and they
attacked from in here, an' we
came on in after them. Just got
to sleep—"
"I haven't had any sleep or
any chow or anything — two.sar-
dines, by the bright face of God".
The scout officer pounced upon a-
frowsy musette bag which the
other had used for a pillow and
jerked out a fire-blackened mess-
kit. He wrenched the lid off and
snarled horribly. "Empty, by
God!"
His hands fell lax across, his
knees. He looked, sadly over the
blasted fields of Torcy, and he
said with the cold bitterness of
a man who has tried it all and
come to a final conclusion " Was
—sure—is—hell."
There were places like this
down in the Touraine country, a-
round the town Americans called
St. Onion. Canals with populars
mirrored in them, where it was
pleasant to loaf at the end of the
day. The women were kindly and
disposed to make friends; it is
a pity that there were not enough
to go around. They had, also, an
eye for corporals and sergeants;
the bored privates on the bank,
sentimental souls, are singing
"Sweet Ad-e-line....." or it may
be something very different. The
sergeant, a sensitive spirit, will







A windstorm doesn't have to achieve
hurricane proportions to cause costly
damage to your property. Nor is any sec-
tion of the. country immune to this visita-
tion of the elements.
I,
It will add very little to your proper-
ty insurance but a great deal to the safe-
ty of your property investment to carry
protection against damage caused by
wind. i
GEO. E. LONG
Successors to E ly & Long
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE IT'l
Office over Bank of Marshall County
Benton, Ky.
NEW FORD CAR WILL Tetanus Claims Young
Wallace Siress, Age 12
BE ON FLOORS SOON Wallace Siress, aged 12, son
or Mrs. Chas. Siress, of Calvert
(Continued from page 6)
ion is now desirable and our new
model is a recognition of this."
Finally, appearance and body
lines will undoubtably be just as
modern as the chassis and at-
tractive in the extreme to meet
Mr. Ford's promise of "style."
"The new car will cost more to
maunfacture," according to the
statement and so it would seem
logical, espcially if the car is ful-
ly equipped to raise the list price
possibly $100.
Working Day and Night
At the moment, they are work-
ing night and day in Ford plants
the production of the new "job".
Considering the vast change nec-
essary in plant equipment, it
would seem that fair production
will be under way during August
with wide distribution being ef-
fected in September.
While this change-over is tak-
ing pliite, a few assemblies are
being Made to meet requirements,
together with fairly heavy oper-
ating schedules on parts, in an
effort to build up surplus stocks
for the servicing of the millions
of Model T's now in use.
It seems quite certain that a
small production on the old mod-
el will be carried on for some
time in order to supply the de-
mand in foreign countries and,
for that matter, in some parts of
this country, where road condi-
tions are still bad and battery
service is not available.
This is evidenced in Mr. Ford's tinous employ of that railroad for
remark: "This. car (referring to 21 years. Beginning as rate clerk
the Model T) blazed the way for in 1906, he was appointed Assist-
ant General Passenger Agent in
1911. Prior to his connection with
the Illinois Central he was' with
the Missouri - Kansas - Texas
Railroad as rate clerk for two
years, and before that with the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
Railroad.
Mr. G. G. Truesdale, formerly
Assistant General Passenger
City, succumbed Wednesday,
June 8th, of tetanus, following
a few days illness.
Besides his mother, he is sur-
vived by four sisters, Mrs. Solon
Pace and Misses Magdalene, Avis
and Maxine Siress and three
brothers, Chad, Hayes and Pat.
Funeral services were held
from the grave Thursday after-
noon, June 9th, with Rev. K, G.
Dunn officiating. Burial was in
the Siress cemetery, Morgan and
Heath in charge.
June 7th, 1927. '
Kind Editor:
I wish through the columns of
your paper to thank those who
remembered and answered my,
call by contributing flowers to
my loved ones.
I have just received two per-
sonal letters telling me they plac-
ed flowers on my people's graves
in my behalf: Just to know some-
one cares back home helps to
lighten the burden.
I have written letters to those
two who so kindly wrote me about
this, so now I thank all who re-
sponded to the call.
Bettie Wyatt,
Ellsworth, Penn,
the motor industry and started
the movement for' good roads,
everywhere. It is still the pioneer
car in many parts of the world
which are just beginning • to be
motorized.
COMMISSIONER' SALE
MARSH ALL CIRCUIT COURT,
KENTUCKY
Solon Jones et al. 
Vs.




By virture of a Judgment and
Order of Sale of the Marshall Cir-
cuit Court, rendered at the July
term thereof, 1926, in the above
cause for the sum of bltlance due
on judgment with interest at the
rate of 6 per cent per annum from
the 16th day of July 1926, until
paid, and all costs herein, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in Benton, Ken,
tucky, to the highest bidder at
PUBIC A.UCTIION on Monday
the 4th day of July 1927, at one
o'clock,P. M., or thereabout (be-
ing County Court day,) upon a
credit of six months the following
described property, to wit:
A one seventh (1-7) undivided
interest in and to the following
described property lying and be-
ing in Marshall county, Kentucky
76 acres, more or less, and being
the fractionaly north east quarter
of section 33 township 4, range, 5
east, and being same land convey-
ed to Julia Jones by A. J. Jones,
deceased, by deed of date March
16th, 1905 and of record in deed
book No 28, page 378, in the Mar-
shall county court clerk's office.
Or a sufficiency thereof to pro-
duce the sums of money so order-
ed to be made. For the purchase
price the purchaser with approvt-
ed security or securities must
execute' Bond, bearing legal inter-
est from the day of sale until
paid, and having the force and
effect of .a Judgment. Bidders will




Be sure your product's right—
then advertise.
Announcement is made today of
the appointment of Mr. J. V. Lan-
igan as Passenger Traffic Mana-
ger of the Illinois Central System
effective June 1st. Mr. Lanigan,
who since 1921 has been General
Passenger Agent of the Illinois










H PU LC HAS Lo ig
CASTI LEI
for wlc
$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 to
Genuine Cannon BATH FON\ EL
(retail value 55c).








A Real Democrat Wimp Has Never Seen Beaten
Agent, now succeeds Mr. Lanigan
as General Passenger Agent, Mr.
J. W. Stevenson succeeding Mr.
Truesdale as Assistant General
Passenger Agent.
C. Linton has been ap-
pointed General Passenger Agent,
In New Orleans, succeeding Mr.
W. H. Brill who recently died. Mr.
Linton was Assistant General Pas
senger Agent in which position
he is now succeeded by Mr. S, B.
Mitchell.
TO THE MEMORY OF:
Our daughter, Mater, wife and
mother, we laid to rest one year
ago this June, the seventh, nine-
teen hundred twenty-six; , Mrs.
Carrie Wade, we try again on
this sad day to be submissive to
His will, though our heart breaks
afresh as we think of the lonely
hours we have spent without you.
Our hearts stand still, our minds
are almost effaced as we pass un-
der the chastening rod of death,
but when we look beyond and
see the glories of that haven of
rest, you so sweetly sang about
we must not weep too selfishly,
but strive the harder to de our
duty here.
"Rest, Carrie rest, thy work is
done;
Life's conflict o'er, the victory
won."
Mother, Husband, Children,
brothers and sisters. Written by
her mother, Bettie Wyatt.
To detect disease germs our
scientists are now using a micro-
scope capable of magnifying 12
million times.
Be sure your product's right—
then advertise.




STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE









Arro-Lock shingles are the most successful build-
ing coverings on the market today. By means of their lock-
ed down butts they can neither rip, tear nor curl.
Constructed of asphalt composition they are FIRE-
PROOF and considerably lessen the threat of fire as well as
lower your insurance rate if you are near any other buil-Arc.
Our men are trained and instructed in the applies-
-Hon of these shingles so as to give 100 per cent results.
The labor part is very important as it is necessary that the
roof be laid right.
CALL US BY TELEPHONE OR COME IN AND
LET US MAKE YOU AN ESTIMATE ON A NEW ROOF OF
SOLID SHEETING. Arro-Locks can be applied over the











Mr. H. E. Scott, factory representa-
tive of the Hershey Chocolate Co. will
demonstrate the wonderful quality of the.
Hershey Products, and will give a recipe
booklet and can of Cocoa to all who pur-
chase the special deal we have on for the
day.
Don't fail to come, we will have other
deals and specials to interest you.
THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
LARKIN JONES, 57,
SUMMONED TUESDAY
Well Known Farmer of Near
Brewers, Succumbs After
Long Illness.
Larkin Jones, aged 57, a well
he wn farmer near. Brewers suc-
cumbed at his home Tuesday af-
ter a lingering illness of Compli-
cations.
lie is surylved by his wife, Mrs.
EL:orti Jones, one daughter, Mrs.
Julia Jones, Benton Route 3, three
sons, Emery Jones of Cleveland,
Ohio, Robert Jones of Dexter and
Delbert Jones of Cleveland, three '
ers, Mrs. Sarah Edwards of
Kirksey Route , 1, Mrs. 1l Emily:
Tucker and Mrs. Alice Mathis of
II din Rout,. 2. i
He was a faithful memjber of
the Mt. Olive Christian hurch,
:Ind funeral services %vet
Wednes(iaY Otter!)
Elder J. C. wi.11 in







CLEVE W. NOLES, 42,
DIES NEAR CAL VERT
Young Farmer Succumbs to Long
Illness of Complications
on June 9th.
Cleve W. Noles, aged 42, died
Thursday. at 10 o'clock at his
liome two miles south of Calvert
City, following a several years
illness of complications.
Besides his widow he is sur-
vived by two small sons, Perry
and Bruce, his father, one broth-
er and one sister.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed Friday at the Dees cemetery
h the Rev, Mr. Sanson
CLUB HONORS MORGAN
Prof. W. E. Morgan, principal
last year of Benton high school,
"ho moved recently to Puryear,
Tenn., where he will he principal
of the high school there, was elec-
t,d an honorary member of the
Young Men's Progress Club at
the regular meeting Friday. Ap-
I
preciation for Prof. Morgan's
work in the community was also
expressed by unanimous vote.
ELECTRIC lighting — two ni. •
at a cost of $150.00 cun ve all
conveniences of electricity with
Delco light. L. A. McKeel Mur-
ray, Ky. 1-1-28
Potato Plants from s
seed, treated Nancy Hall o
ida Yam, 500—$1.00; 1,0
5,000-41.90 per thousand;
—$1.Ef0 per thousand, pos






Foil SALE — My residence in
Benton, 120 foot front, 5 rooms,
good !cistern on back porch, well
In yard. Household and kitcIen
furniture, piano, living room
suite, book case, etc. LocaIted in
east Benton, on new highway. An
ideal place for anyone who Iwishes
to live in Benton.
Also my stock of groceries and
fixtures, altogether or any' part;
musssell at once, known as Cox's
Cas
f 
& Carry. Only reason for
selli g on account of health, L. E.
Cox. tf
WANTED — To buy three
large second hand_ trunks. L. E.
FOR SALE — Good White Corn
at $1.00 per bushel and baled
red top hay at $12.00 per ton, at
the farm of W. M. Foust, two
miles north of Briensburg. it
WANTED TO 13U" — Veal
calves, beef cattle, much cows,
and hogs, I buy anywhere, any-
time or any kind. Phone Sharpe
Exchange or write Jamie Vaughn
Benton Route 6,
For Sale—Three pigs, subject
to register, Duroe-Jersey, eight
weeks old. Clay Lyles, Hardin,
Route 1. J17-pd.
Jamie Vaughn, of Sharpe, was a
business visitor in Benton Tues-
day,
Alfalfa on a marled field on
the farm of Ike West in Meade





Leghorn hens  18
Cox's  08
Springers    20
Leghorn pringers  15
Lcading Day for Poultry is
Friday. Better prices then.
MARKETS
LOCAL
E. ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
East St. Louis, Ill., June 15. (U.
S. Dept. Agr.) — Hogs — Re-
ceipts 17,000; extremely slow; 10c
to 15c lower; top $9.20; bulk 160
to 220 pounds $9.109.15; few
230 to 240 pounds $99.10; no
heavies sold; packing sows $8
and down; good pigs $8.250-04.50.
Catttle — Receipts 4,000, calves
2,000; native steers steady to
strong; no Westerns; good to
choice vealers steady to 25c lower
at $12.50; other classes steady,
top steers $13, weight 1,248
pounds, best heifers $10.85,
io weight 699 pounds; cows $6.50@
" 7 75.' low cutters $4.25@4.75;15 
best medium .bulls $7.25.
Sheep — Receipts 3,500; no
early sales; indications lower on
lambs.
The Oakland mberland Presby-
terian Sunday School
, Sunday school every Sunday at
9:45 a. m. Elmer Dawes Supt.
Preaching every let Sunday at 11
a. m. and Saturday before at 3 p.
m. Rev. S. P. Tucker pastor. At-
tendance for June 12th, 46; col-
lection, $6.80; enrollment 88. We
are having a real interesting Sun-
day school and the church gives
you a cordial invitation to come








THESE brand-new De Lava! Separatorsare now on diaplay by De Laval Agents.
We invite all cream separator users to
see and try them, for we are confident all who
do so will agree that they are the best cream
separators ever made. They are the crowning
achievement in nearly 50 years of separator
manufacture and leadership. Nett features are:
2. Turnable linpply Can. The supply
can may be turned so that tinware and bowl
may be put in place or removed without
lifting the supply can from its position on the
separator. Every user will like this feature.
2. Usher lrurnIng. For threo years the ,
De Laval experimental and engineering I
departments have been conducting extensive
tests, to develop still easier turning separators.
The results of these tests are embodied in this
new series, which both start and turn easier
than any other machines of even less capacities.
s. Oil Window. The new oil window
enables you to see at all times the level and
condition of the oil. It shows at a glance whether
or not the separator is being properly oiled.
4. Floating SwevL All new De Lavals
have the wonderful "floating bowl," now used ,
in De Laval Separators with such wonderful 1
results. It is self-balancing, runs smoothly
without vibration, with the least power and
wear, skims cleaner and delivers a richer,
smoother cream.
LET t LS SHOW YOU
THE NEW DE LAVAL
DRAFFEN BROTHERS
CALVERT CITY, KY.
See widtryThei 11 ;ow
the newec., MU, initsur
Hot and Dry?
There's a sure cure, Come over
to our soda fountain and let us prescribe
one of our wonderful, cold, refreshing
fruit drinks or sodas. Cool, clean, and ap-
petizing, our establishment offers a wel-
come haven from the summer's heat.
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
Vie 4t,42....16.....cit Starr'
BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS I
(Continued from page 5) I
blame Phil for his father's er-
rors He didn't even, in a way,
blame Mr. James Hardin, or hold
his father's death against the rail-
way executive. It was true that
the unguarded crossing that had
caused Arthur Ballard's dqtth
had been left unguarded as a part
of a deliberate policy of economy
on the part of N. Y. and V. C. R.
R. It was true that that policy,
presumably, had been dictated by
Henry Jordan and James Hardin.
(To be continued)




The candidates for the Democratic nomination for
Commonwealth's Attorney of the 2nd Judicial district will
address the voters of Marshall county at the;, following dates
and places:-
Calvert City, Friday June 17th.
Gilbertsville, Saturday, June 18th.
Elva, Monday, June 20th.
Oak Level, Tuesday, June 21st.
Briensburg, Wednesday, June 22nd.
Sutherland's Thursday, June 23rd.
Brewers, Friday, June 24th.
llardin, Saturday, June 25th.
Olive Wednesday, June 29th.
Heights, Wednesday, June 29th, night.
Scale, Thursday, June 30th.
Benton, Thursday, June 30th, night.
Aurora, Friday, July 1st.
Birmingham, Saturday, July 2nd.
1 lilt I ZI1 DP 
rrinted Dimity and Batiste 50c yard
n ID 
36-inches wide Floral, dotted, and small figured patterns that are particularly suited for children's dresses.
The quality of these fabrics is exceptional and their regular price is 75¢ a yard. At such a low price you
should reap the apparant savings.
Printed Voiles
75cyd
40-inches wide. White, Tan, Pastel and
Navy grounds that set forth new patterns






40-inches wide. Fifteen imported "pieces
of solid color voiles that will make beau-
tiful frocks any dainty underthings.
Plain Organdy
75;
40-inches wide. Permanent finish organ-
dy in rich pastel shades of Rose, Pink,






40-inchei wide. Check, plaid, floral and
figured patterns of unusual and chic





40- inches wide. 1Vhite and tinted
grounds that display dainty floral ef-
fects. A fabric of decided favor.
Undie Cloth
25c -- 39c -- 50c
36-inches wide. Soft, downy fabrics in
checked and striped patterns. The most want-
ed lingerie tints and shades. We urge you to
see these lovely materials before deciding
upon anything else.
•
